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Foreword 

   

Digitization is causing upheaval for the economy as well as for society overall. 

Under these circumstances, even more than before, data is becoming a strategic 

resource for companies, for public organizations and for individuals. Only when 

high quality data about customers and products, and contextual information 

about their whereabouts, preferences and billing conditions exist will compa-

nies be able to provide digital services that will make life easier, open new busi-

ness opportunities or make transactions between companies quicker and sim-

pler. 

Corporate data quality as a prerequisite for successful business models was and 

is the mission statement for the Competence Center Corporate Data Quality (CC 

CDQ). The CC CDQ is a consortium research project, in which more than one 

hundred employees from more than 30 major companies have been working 

with researchers from the University of St. Gallen and from Fraunhofer IML 

since the spring of 2006. We have been working on solutions and methods for 

corporate data quality in more than 40 two-day consortium workshops and with 

more than 200 project meetings. The content of this book has arisen almost 

exclusively from the CC CDQ research. 

The book will address three groups of readers. Firstly, the book would like to 

provide support to the project and line managers for the construction and de-

velopment of company-wide data quality management (DQM). Secondly, the 

book would like to inform students and teaching staff at colleges and universi-

ties about the foundations of data quality management as a corporate function 

and place a pool of cases studies in their hands. Thirdly, the book will address 

the significant concepts from research and practical experience for researchers 

interested in their application. 

The contents of this book form the core of the results of the CC CDQ project. It 

will provide an overview of the most important issues about corporate data 

quality based on practical examples. The book will refer repeatedly to more 

detailed material provided for all questions. 
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1 Data Quality – A Management Task 

Chapter Summary 

Chapter 1 will introduce the role of data in the digitization of busi-

ness and society and describes the most important business drivers 

for data quality. For companies, data represents a strategic re-

source that must be cultivated with a view towards the issues of 

time, expense and, naturally, quality. Data quality management is 

the corporate function for improving and assuring the quality of the 

company’s data in an enduring manner. This chapter will present 

the Framework for Corporate Data Quality Management and intro-

duce essential terms and concepts. A section about the Competence 

Center Corporate Data Quality (CC CDQ)’s research efforts will 

provide an overview of the foundations for the research methods 

employed by this consortium. 

 

Data is the foundation of the digital economy. The penetration of all areas of life 

and business with “digital services” supplies data as the fuel for new services, 

new access to customers, new pricing models, new economic systems and finally 

for a major percentage of the innovation decisive for business. All IT applica-

tions generate electronic data, which in turn creates a flood of data that has not 

been seen until now and which needs to be understood and used. 

Ericsson, for example, is a leading provider of telecommunications products 

and services. With its headquarters in Stockholm, Sweden, this company pro-

vides solutions for the broadband mobile Internet, among other services. The 

use of these solutions creates new data. At the same time, Ericsson is re-

positioning their services away from the field of network technologies into the 

field of digital services. Together with the Maersk container shipping company, 

Ericsson provides information transparency across the global supply chain (Er-
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icsson 2012). Thus, for example, the maturity of bananas on trans-oceanic ships 

from South America to Europe can be continuously monitored and shipping 

speeds and losses at the destination port can be adjusted as needed. This leads 

to improved flow of goods at the port, optimization of fuel consumption by 

ships and, ultimately, to customer satisfaction at fruit stands in supermarkets. 

An increasingly higher level of data quality is being demanded by corporate 

innovations as well as by the classic data quality drivers like business process 

harmonization. Because of the digital connectivity of entire value networks, data 

errors and misuse are having more significant effects than they did in the age of 

isolated IT applications. For example, organized groups of hackers (Dahlkamp 

and Schmitt 2014) are hacking into email traffic between companies, presenting 

themselves as creditors and redirecting payments for deliveries and services to 

fraudulent accounts. Often, this does not become obvious until the right credi-

tor sends payment reminders for late payments. At that point, the transaction 

can no longer be reversed. 

Data quality is not an “issue of hygiene”, but requires management. In the digi-

tal economy, companies must cultivate data like any other economic assets, 

especially with regard to cost, time and, of course, quality. 

Structure of this Book 

The first chapter of this book will review current data quality management driv-

ers and introduce the Framework for Corporate Data Quality Management. In 

addition, this will be combined with the state of the science and practices re-

garding data quality management and will lead into the core concepts. 

The case studies in Chapter 2 will show how important companies have made 

data quality a duty for all levels of management. The quality of the master data1 

cannot be guaranteed in one, central IT department, but rather must be ensured 

at the location of data acquisition and usage, meaning in the business divisions. 

The case studies document how ten companies from different sectors have an-

chored data quality management in everyday business routines.  

Chapter 3 will present methods and tools that will provide support to compa-

nies constructing a successful master data quality management system. All of 

the methods have been tested several times in practice. 

Chapter 4 will summarize the primary insights of the approaches described for 

solutions and present a list of immediate measures for improved data quality 

management. 

                                                      

1 Due to popular language usage, the term “master data” will be used throughout this book. 
The term refers to the corporate master data, meaning those sub-divisions of the comprehensive 
master data used by the company, which should be cultivated as part of the company-wide data 
management oriented on quality. 
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1.1 Trends in Digitization 

New forms of information technology are changing every area of the economy 

as well as of society overall, as researchers, such as Kagermann (2014), have 

analyzed them from the view of the Federal Republic of Germany. We have 

summarized the development into four trends (Figure 1-1).  

 

Figure 1-1: Mega-trends in Digitization (authors’ illustration) 

1.1.1 Penetration into every Area of Life and Economy 

According to the International Telecommunications Union, 2.9 billion people 

used the Internet in 2014, meaning roughly 40% of the world population (ITU 

2015). The technological innovations of the last 15 years are responsible for this 

penetration into both the private and business areas. 

 Mobility: wireless networks and miniaturization of computers and other 

components, like sensors and cameras, are bringing digital services to the 

location of use, whether in private life, such as recording a hiking route, or 

in business, such as remote diagnosis of a machine. 

 Usability: touch screens and many other improvements in details, like log-

ging into digital services through a Facebook account or vocal input and 

output systems, have drastically reduced the threshold for usage. Other ef-

forts to ease usage, like data glasses (such as Google Glass), control using 

gestures and detection of eye movements, have also been distinguishing 

themselves. 

 Content and community: whether individually (such as through blogs and 

tweets) or in combination (such as Facebook), innumerable people have 

been producing a volume of content in the form of written words, pictures, 

audio and video files, which can only be reviewed by machines. YouTube 
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recorded more than one billion requests for video clips per day in June 

20142. Facebook recorded roughly 1.3 billion active users in March 20143. 

 Communication: this content is being exchanged synchronously, asyn-

chronously, privately and for business. Accessing email, text messaging, 

and social networking are among the top four most-popular daily activities 

of smartphone owners in the United States in January 2014 (statista 2015). 

Visual communication has been increasingly supplementing more common 

audio telephony and instant messaging services (such as WhatsApp) are 

frequently used in addition to email messages. 

 Big data: unexpectedly high volumes of data are the result of the penetra-

tion of the economy and society overall by digital services, while at the 

same time they are the foundation for the personalization of services, espe-

cially those based on providing location information (Figure 1-2). 

 

Figure 1-2: Online Activities for Private Purposes over the Last Three Months in Swiss 
Households (Froideveaux 2012 p. 25) 

                                                      

2 Source: https://www.youtube.com/yt/press/statistics.html  
3 Source: http://newsroom.fb.com/company-info/ 
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Almost one quarter of the world population used smartphones in 2014 and in 

both North America and Western Europe, about 50 percent of total population 

used smartphones in one way or another (statista 2015). Digital networking has 

had an enormous impact on the formation of people’s opinions in their political, 

economic and private affairs. From the view of data management, the following 

aspects (among others) should be taken into consideration. 

 Data security: until now, the Intranet was considered the perimeter, mean-

ing the boundary where data had to be secured. This boundary has dis-

solved and companies must go beyond it to protect not only networks and 

application systems but also enable data objects, which themselves must 

know who should be permitted read access and who should not (O'Brien 

2014). 

 Data production: classically, companies have acquired data centrally (such 

as customer data collected through a central, internal marketing service). 

Due to the spread of social media and social networks however, data con-

sumers are increasingly becoming data producers (Strong et al. 1997). Cus-

tomer data can be acquired directly from the customer or from external 

agencies by smartphones or onsite tablets. Employees expect that the data 

will be accessible from everywhere. 

 Streams instead of records: millions of users generate data flows in social 

networks and through social media. This represents new challenges to 

companies, because the traditional processing of data was oriented on 

transactions, meaning that individual records were written persistently to 

databases. However, the increasing usage of data streams from social net-

works, such as from the cyber-physical systems in Industry 4.0, can no 

longer be updated incrementally, but rather must be followed continuously 

(BITKOM 2014). 

1.1.2 Industry 4.0 

The term “Industry 4.0” stands for the Fourth Industrial Revolution, meaning 

the merger of the physical and virtual worlds through so-called “cyber-physical 

systems” (Bauernhansl et al. 2014). The data will be acquired more precisely 

and in more detail than previously without time delays or the help of people. 

Machines are becoming capable of working with the Internet, assuming the 

tasks of production and data distribution independently and the data, which has 

only been available in the factory for a long time, is becoming accessible to the 

entire company and its business partners (Figure 1-3).  
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Figure 1-3: Data Acquisition at the Interface between the Virtual and Physical Worlds 
(Fleisch 2010; Wahlster 2011 p. 5) 

Industry 4.0 scenarios are changing the basic handling of data both within and 

between companies. Three issues make this clear. 

 Decentralization of data management: things are becoming “smart”, 

meaning that they produce, use and have an increasing amount of data and 

rely less on central control systems. As a consequence, things are assuming 

increasing importance in the distribution of data without requiring central 

computers. 

 From the class to the instance: the focus of electronic data processing has 

been on traditional classes of things, meaning articles with a certain Global 

Trade Item Number (GTIN) or products with certain material numbers. 

Industry 4.0 now means that each instance of a class of products can be 

identified, meaning individual hydraulic cylinders or the individual bottles 

of hydraulic fluid (Österle and Otto 2014). 

 Continuous combination of the flow of information and goods: traditional-

ly, industrial data processing has targeted the flow of information and 

goods to certain control points. One example is the goods receipt record in 

the central warehouse for the delivery of goods. Industry 4.0 scenarios use 

RFID technologies, for example, and enable access to the status and loca-

tion information for the individual products at any time (Österle and Otto 

2014). 

The inBin intelligent container developed by the company SICK4 together with 

the Fraunhofer Institut für Materialfluss und Logistik (Fraunhofer IML, Insti-

tute for Material Flow and Logistics) is one example of an Industry 4.0 applica-

tion. The inBin knows its location, records its environmental temperature and 

arranges for its own pickup (Figure 1-4). 

                                                      

4 The full legal forms of the names of the companies noted will not be used to improve the 
flow of reading. 
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Figure 1-4: The inBin intelligent container (Fraunhofer IML 2015) 

A powerful data management system that fulfills the following requirements is 

the prerequisite for the success of Industry 4.0 in individual companies as well 

as across supply chains. 

 Mastery of the volume of data: the data management system in the com-

pany must be capable of processing and reasonably evaluating the amounts 

of data (Wrobel et al. 2014). 

 Decentralized data processing: when machines, containers, freight and so 

on become intelligent, this means that they will have to assume the tasks of 

processing their own data. Data analysis, aggregation and provision there-

fore no longer occur centrally in the Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) 

and data warehousing systems, but rather locally onsite. Central corporate 

data processing will be supplemented by a network of decentralized intelli-

gent devices (Aggarwal et al. 2013). 

 Determination of data standards: advantages in terms of time, expenses 

and quality through the use of cyber-physical systems and automated data 

interchange can only be realized when standards for the description and 

exchange of data have been established. These standards must apply inter-

nally to the company, at least, and their applicability across entire supply 

chains would be better (Otto et al. 2014). The MobiVoc initiative devel-

oped, for example, a data vocabulary for new mobile solutions5. 

1.1.3 Consumerization 

Every one of us today uses a number of different consumer services that support 

various situations of our lives (Österle 2014). Figure 1-5 depicts ten areas of life 

in which people use digital services, from support for navigation to listening to 

music, from comparing prices to controlling the illumination of homes remote-

ly. As an example, the area of communication has been expanded with two addi-

                                                      

5 Regarding this, see also http://www.mobivoc.org. 
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tional layers in order to provide an impression of the multitude of services. A 

more detailed, but still incomplete mind map of digital consumer services can 

be found at il.iwi.unisg.ch/appmap (Amiona 2014). 

 

Figure 1-5: Ten Areas of Life and Examples of Digital Services supporting Them 
(Amiona 2014) 

At the same time, consumers increasingly expect digital services to be custom-

ized to their individual needs. Companies are reacting to the consumerization of 

information technology by orienting their business processes on the consumers’ 

needs, thus the consumer process. This process consists of all activities that an 

individual accomplishes for the fulfillment of various needs (such as purchas-

ing, athletics and traveling) in a certain situation of the consumer’s life. 

Consumerization leads to a new role for consumers in economic life (“consumer 

centricity”). They are no longer the terminal or transitional points in the unidi-

rectional flow of goods and information, but rather directly affect public opin-

ions of products and companies through platforms like FoodWatch.org and are 

now acting both as consumer and producer of goods and services. Examples 

include the floods of indignation that descended on Nestlé because of the use of 

palm oil in KitKat chocolate bars and the crowd sourcing of programming ser-

vices. 
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Figure 1-6: Network Analysis of the Flow of Product Information at Beiersdorf 
(Schierning 2012 p. 9) 

Figure 1-6 depicts an example of how the flow of product information has 

changed over a period of five years at Beiersdorf, a manufacturer of consumer 

goods. On the one hand, the number of participants in the company network 

increased from 2007 to 2012, because companies like Apple and Google, as well 

as online retailers like Zalando use and distribute Nivea, for example. Borrow-

ing a term from ecology, the expanded corporate network can also be viewed as 

an ecosystem. On the other hand, consumers have moved from the periphery to 

center with regard to control of the data, since nearly every company in the 

network interacts with consumers (Schierning 2012). 

Nestlé not only maintain classic corporate data systems, but also consumer 

data. Nestlé had 94 million fans on Facebook and 16 million clicks to view their 

Contrex video on YouTube. Data from online shops, where Nespresso sold more 

than 50% of their coffee packets for example, should be added to these figures. 

Consumer centricity means a rejection of the traditional corporate-centered 

view of the end customers for companies. The design and improvement of in-

teraction with consumers is no longer the only focus from the view of the com-

panies (Inside-out approach), but also the integral consumer process across the 

boundaries of individual companies (Outside-in approach). 

Consumerization places new requirements on the management of data. 

 Data ownership: who does the data belong to? This multi-facetted discus-

sion about data protection and statements like those of Mark Zuckerberg of 

Facebook, that data security is no longer a social standard (Johnson 2010), 

indicate that the trend in consumerization has surpassed the traditional 
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understanding of ownership and possession of immaterial goods. So-called 

“data brokers” collect personal Internet data in legal gray areas (Anthes 

2015). For companies, this means that they must formulate a uniform legal 

position in regards to data protection. Legislatures are being asked to crate 

uniform frameworks. 

 Data integration: people no longer use a single channel for communication 

in order to connect to a company, but rather use multiple channels. The 

Swiss retailer, Migros, identified nine different channels (offline and 

online) through which they communicate with consumers. This diversity 

includes traditional letters, online shops and email and text messages. Be-

cause consumers expect to be uniquely identified through all channels and 

to get the same prices and rebates on Migros products, the company had to 

provide consistent, current and complete data about their customers and 

products across all channels (Schemm 2012). 

 Combinations of “structured” and “unstructured” data: as a consequence 

of consumerization, companies are no longer only providing information in 

traditional alphanumeric formats, such as descriptions, weights and prices 

about the products, but are more often providing product video clips, mar-

keting information and lists of active ingredients. The differences between 

product data (which is generally stored in central ERP or Product Lifecycle 

Management (PLM) systems) and multimedia product information (which 

is frequently distributed using a number of internal application systems 

and external service providers, such as advertising agencies) can no longer 

be maintained (Österle and Otto 2014). 

1.1.4 Digital Business Models 

The penetration of digital services into the economy and society overall and in 

particular, of the industrial and consumer sectors, will lead to new types of 

business models outside of classic companies6. Examples from the area of con-

sumer services include Google as well as Airbnb, idealo and many other compa-

nies that bring a large number of consumers and business customers together 

with a large number of providers. These companies have been assuming a role 

as brokers between the supply and demand for services from a variety of partic-

ipants. From a more technical point of view, one frequently speaks of the “In-

ternet of services”. Four developments characterize these business models. 

 Focus on data: new business models for the Internet-based service econo-

my use data as a strategic resource (see Figure 1-7). For example, Deutsche 

Post provides high-resolution geographic information for retailers, insur-

                                                      

6 The German Smart-Service-Welt-Initiative (smart service world initiative) examined the 
principles of these business models and derived procedural recommendations from them (Smart 
Service Welt Working Group 2014). 
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ers, real estate agents and public administration and other customers (data 

as the product)7 through the GEOVISTA service. 

 Industrial convergence: traditional sector boundaries are losing their sig-

nificance. Google is one of the innovation drivers for autonomous cars; 

classic vehicle manufacturers are potential licensees for this technology. 

Amazon has transformed itself from a book retailer into a fulfillment ex-

pert, who offers special capabilities like scalable IT infrastructure services 

or provides logistics service to companies from many sectors and even con-

sumers. 

 Hybrid services: often, digital business models combine digital services 

with classic offline services. One example involves the car-sharing models 

that combine digital rental and provision of cars including payment (gen-

erally supported by smartphone apps) with the classic services of mobility. 

 Consumer process: the Internet of services is oriented on the individual, 

meaning the individual consumer, the patient, the service technician or the 

shopper. The goal is “end-to-end” support for life situations, such as pur-

chasing, jobs, mobility, therapy and health care (Österle and Senger 2011). 

 

Figure 1-7: Digital Business Models (Brenner and Herrmann 2012 p. 20) 

1.2 Data Quality Drivers 

Digital business models and the Internet of services are based on the resource of 

data. Data quality is therefore no longer a question of “hygiene” or even of in-

                                                      

7 Source: https://www.deutschepost.de/de/g/geovista.html 
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ternal use by line departments, but rather has become critical for operational 

excellence. Data quality is defined as a measure of the applicability of data for 

fulfilling certain requirements in business processes, where it is used (Otto et al. 

2011). The following material will constantly treat “data management” with 

special consideration of data quality management.  

The most important drivers for quality-oriented data management include: 

 360-degree view of the customers 

 Corporate mergers and acquisitions 

 Compliance 

 Reporting systems 

 Operational excellence 

 Data protection and privacy 

1.2.1 A 360-degree View of the Customers 

Knowledge about the customers is the starting point for marketing and sales, as 

well as for the development of products and services. For this reason, compa-

nies must be capable of gaining access to all information about the customers’ 

needs. For consumers, such information includes Internet surfing behavior, 

purchases and peer groups in social networks; for business customers, their 

addresses, subsidiaries, contact information and the name of their contact peo-

ple as well as data about purchased products and existing contracts. 

Bühler is a globally active manufacturer of production systems specializing in 

the industry of food. They make digital customer profiles available to their em-

ployees in the Customer Service and Marketing departments. These profiles 

answer questions such as: 

 How much revenue has been made with the customer (and all of its subsid-

iaries) in the current fiscal year? 

 Which of our systems and services are used by the customer and at which 

locations? 

 When will maintenance contracts expire? 

 Which employees made contact with which customer employees in the last 

three months? What were the results of such contacts? 

 How profitable is the customer relationship? 

The 360-degree view of the customers places many requirements on quality-

oriented data management. 

 Data quality: customer data must be consistently, currently and complete-

ly available for all functional departments (Marketing, Services, etc.). 

 Data lifecycle: how customer data is acquired by the company, where it 

was acquired and stored, who will modify and change the data and which 

business processes and systems use the data must be clearly defined.  
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 Data security: with consumer data, provisions must be made to ensure that 

data protection provisions will be maintained, including that customer data 

will be deleted upon request. 

 Data governance: companies must clearly determine who will be responsi-

ble for which customer data in the company. Is the field staff responsible 

for customer addresses or the internal Marketing department? Can service 

employees change the customer status to active? Who will collect email 

messages with this customer or their Facebook pictures? 

1.2.2 Corporate Mergers and Acquisitions 

Corporate mergers and acquisitions are important tools for corporate strategies. 

In the chemical industry for example, BASF has taken over the electro-chemical 

division of Merck, the fine chemistry company, Orgamol, the catalyzer manufac-

turer, Engelhard, the building chemistry division of Degussa and the special 

chemical group, Ciba, since 2005. These acquisition have been integrated in the 

uniform application systems and business processes. 

Nestlé represents another example of corporate integration. The company oper-

ates more than 2000 different brands, which are produced in almost 90 coun-

tries and sold in more than 190 countries8. Of their total revenue amounting to 

more than 92 billion Swiss franks in 2013, 93% are processed through the 

GLOBE central Enterprise Resource Planning system. Figure 1-8 depicts several 

pieces of important information about GLOBE. 

 

Figure 1-8: Important Information about the GLOBE Central System at Nestlé (based 
on Muthreich 2013 p. 18) 

The GLOBE program has pursued three goals since it began operations in 2001, 

specifically: the company-wide use of best practices based on shared business 

processes, the introduction of standardized application systems and the use of 

data as an asset. The prerequisite for this is a powerful data management sys-
                                                      

8 Source: http://www.nestle.com/media/facts-figures 
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tem, which has integrated many corporate acquisitions over the last few years in 

particular. 

 Data standards: binding specifications for the acquisition, maintenance 

and use of master data, such as customer, supplier and material and prod-

uct information, must be applied. 

 Data acquisition at the source: due to the size and complexity of the com-

pany, data cannot be acquired centrally, but rather as close as possible to 

its source. 

 Data quality: the size of the GLOBE system does not allow contaminated 

data to be introduced into the system and then to be cleaned up afterwards. 

Instead, the data must be correct when it is entered the first time (first time 

right principle). 

 Data integration: an integrated system like GLOBE does not allow for “da-

ta silos”, but rather must work with all business areas, functions and mar-

kets using an integrated database. However data integration can only be 

developed after the company has changed their approach to data from “my 

data” to “our data”. 

1.2.3 Compliance 

The increasing concentration of regulations is forcing companies to comply with 

a large and continuously increasing number of legal and official specifications 

and guidelines. The following measures are two examples of such regulations. 

 The EU REACH (Registration, Evaluation, Authorization and Restriction of 

Chemicals) directive regulates the obligation of registering chemicals that 

have been imported into the EU and determines the data requirements for 

registration (no data, no market)(EC 2006). The data requirements include 

specifications about the manufacture and safe use of the chemicals, among 

other things. Companies must include these requirements in their master 

data records for materials and keep them current, consistent, complete and 

in the proper form for reporting purposes. 

 With the keyword “Solvency II”, the European Commission has harmo-

nized insurance oversight law, in particular with regard to so-called “sol-

vency capital”. Components of the directive include specifications for risk 

management and obligations for creation of report for insurance compa-

nies. These specifications have resulted in demands to comply with a com-

pany-wide, uniform management system of markets, core business and fi-

nancial data (Salchegger and Dewor 2008). 

Novartis, the pharmaceutical company, must be able to provide complete, cur-

rent and correct data about clinical studies and active ingredients in products 

based on official and legal requirements. As a prerequisite for this, the company 

has created a universal, company-wide regulatory submission process. The data 

management system plays a special role in that process. 
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 Data consistency: not only the data itself but also the metadata (defini-

tions, lists of values and so on) must be consistent across systems, business 

processes and features. 

 Data lifecycle: the entire lifecycle of the data, from its creation to archiving 

and deletion, must have been defined. 

 Data governance: who has which rights for the definition and use of which 

data must be defined. 

1.2.4 Reporting Systems 

Companies expend between 1 and 5 percent of their revenue for the creation 

and operation of powerful corporate software, such as SAP Business Suite 

(Reynolds 2010; Equey et al. 2008), however often cannot answer basic ques-

tions. Examples of such questions include: 

 How many products make up our inventory? 

 What level of procurement comes from the largest ten suppliers? 

 What level of revenue did we earn over last fiscal year from our most im-

portant customer? 

The reason for this is not due to something such as inability to use the systems 

or a lack of maturity in IT operations, but rather the lack of a so-called “single 

source of truth”. Large companies consist of a number of divisions, locations 

and business process, which have developed their own images of reality (cus-

tomers, materials, suppliers and so on) over the course of time. When, for ex-

ample, the level of procurement for all locations, divisions and so on with a giv-

en supplier and all of their subsidiaries should be determined as part of a sup-

plier development measure, the various depictions of reality do not fit together. 

For example, Figure 1-9 depicts several data quality challenges using ZF Frie-

drichshafen AG as an example, because they had to master such challenges for a 

meaningful business partner reporting system.  

For a trustworthy reporting system, the data management components include: 

 Data model: the prerequisite for the single source of truth is tight man-

agement of the customer, product and supplier data, such that all objects 

that are important throughout the company can be uniquely identified. 

 Data quality: use of the data in the reporting system specifies the require-

ments on data quality, meaning the level for actuality, completeness and 

consistency that must be fulfilled by certain attributes of customer, product 

and supplier data. 

 Data architecture: on the one hand, data architecture defines the corporate 

data model, but on the other hand also determines which systems are sin-

gle sources of truth for which data objects or attributes and the other sys-

tems into which that data will be distributed from there. 
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Figure 1-9: Data Quality Challenges for Reporting Customer Revenue at ZF Frie-
drichshafen (Möller 2012 p. 24) 

 

1.2.5 Operational Excellence 

Along with the standardization and automation of business processes, compa-

nies are taking advantage of the effects of scaling, while also reducing their 

complexity. The prerequisite for this is a consistent understanding of the data in 

the company that will be used in every area of business, because standardization 

of the business processes will not be possible if, for example, material master 

data has been defined differently in sub-processes or regions, and is generated 

or used differently. 

In 2007, the consumer goods division of Johnson & Johnson in the US suffered 

from many problems related to the data quality of the business processes (see 

Figure 1-10 and Section 2.7). 
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Figure 1-10: Problems in Business Processes resulting from Poor Data Quality at John-
son & Johnson (Otto 2014 p. 20) 

Less than 30 percent of the logistics data about articles, meaning information 

about the dimensions and weights of articles, complied with the allowed error 

tolerance of 5 percent or less. Put differently, more than 70 percent of the logis-

tical data was incorrect. Johnson & Johnson re-generated their master data 

management and achieved a Six Sigma level with regards to their data quality in 

20139. The prerequisites for this included: 

 Data governance: a central office in the company determines how data 

should be defined, created, used and deleted, and what level of quality it 

had to have so that the business processes could operate smoothly. 

 Data quality measurement: measuring the quality of the data monthly was 

one of the most important attributes. A record that did not completely ful-

fill several hundred business rules was considered defective. 

 Workflow-supported record creation: the acquisition and modification of 

data was regulated clearly and supported universally using a workflow 

management system. 

1.2.6 Data Protection and Privacy 

Private people are increasingly surrendering personal data voluntarily on the 

Internet in order to use offers such as social networks. While data protection is 

barely regulated in the US, the protection of personal data in the European Un-

ion has been defined as a basic right (EU 2010). Data may only be processed 

                                                      

9 Six Sigma is an approach to quality management, which targets a performance objective of 
only 3.4 errors per million instances (Shah et al. 2008). According to Wang et al. (1998), approach-
es for the management of quality can be transferred to both material goods as well as immaterial 
goods, like data. 
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with the agreement of the people affected or on the basis of a legal justification. 

For companies, these specifications affect advertising measures and the analysis 

of customer behaviors. Of course, the legal foundation is not always clear in 

consideration of integration through the Internet and as a consequence of the 

outsourcing of IT activities to other countries, where other data protection pro-

visions apply.  

In the spirit of information security, companies also have the duty of protecting 

the personal data managed by them against unauthorized access by third par-

ties. The data leaks of Internet companies are particularly damaging in this 

regard. For that reason, a telecommunications company attempted the legal 

prevention of the publication of an article in December 2013, which would have 

informed the public that information about the bank accounts of 7,500 custom-

ers as well as 5.6 million email subscriptions had been stolen. Through a court 

decree, the provisional measure was lifted in the meantime and the information 

was published (Schmid 2014). 

1.3 Challenges and Requirements of Data Quality 

Management 

Companies have been presented with the task of making the social trends of 

digitization (Section 1.1) useful on the one hand while also having to find an-

swers for the primary drivers for data quality (Section 1.2) on the other hand. 

This results in a number of specific challenges and service requirements that 

companies must take into consideration for the management of master data 

oriented on quality (or data quality management or DQM, for short).  

1.3.1 Challenges in Handling Data 

The Competence Center Corporate Data Quality (CC CDQ) at the University of 

St. Gallen and the Fraunhofer Institut für Materialfluss und Logistik (Fraunho-

fer Institute for Material Flow and Logistics) in Dortmund has been addressing 

the major challenges of data management and been developing new approaches 

to solutions for them since the spring of 2006. As part of the CC CDQ research, 

data managers from various industries were surveyed about the major challeng-

es for data management in April 2013 (Österle and Otto 2014). Table 1-1 depicts 

the prioritization of the challenges as a result of this focus group. 

By far, focus group participants considered the improvement and safeguarding 

of the quality of data to be the most important challenge. Data quality is a 

measure for the extent to which the data is suitable for fulfilling the require-

ments of the business processes which will use said data (Otto et al. 2011). Data 

quality can be measured using a variety of data quality dimensions, such as 

consistency, actuality and completeness. 
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Priority Challenge Points 

1 Data Quality 52 

2 Transparency of data usage 36 

3 Redundant maintenance of data 33 

4 Manual maintenance of data 31 

5 Limitations of central data architectures (inflexibility, bu-
reaucracy, etc.) 

25 

6 Semantic integration 18 

 Separation of “structured” and “unstructured” data 18 

8 Data protection 14 

9 Separation of Online Analytical Processing (OLAP) and 
Online Transactional Processing (OLTP) 

5 

10 Management of classes of things, no instances 1 

Table 1-1: The Ten Major Challenges of Data Management10 

Focus group participants viewed the transparency of data usage to be the 

second most important challenge. In large companies with complex application 

system landscapes in particular, it is often unclear where and how data has been 

acquired by the company, in which systems it has been saved as primary data 

and what will be done with it after its distribution to local application systems. 

White and Radcliffe (2010) use the term “lack of downstream visibility” of the 

data in the context. 

Redundant maintenance of data was viewed as the third most important 

challenge. One example is the acquisition and maintenance of supplier master 

data in various business areas for the same company or for various companies 

whose supplier base overlaps. Typically, each company acquires and maintains 

their data separately, even though they all need the same data. How many plac-

es maintain, for example, address information for IBM? How often must one 

consumer enter their address and other information? Wouldn’t there be an 

advantage in portals like Facebook attempting to record redundant identifica-

tion information for the consumers and providing these identities to all inter-

ested, authorized parties? 

Manual maintenance of data is a fourth challenge, which arises in the data 

processing for breaches in media (Fleisch and Österle 2004). One example of 

such a media breach is typing or scanning customer master data from a busi-

                                                      

10  The survey participants were asked to name the five most important challenges in data 
management from a list of ten, and assign values where 1 indicates the most important and 5 indi-
cates the fifth most important. Given 17 participants, this results in a maximum value of 85 and a 
minimum value of 0 for each challenge listed. 
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ness card into a Customer Relationship Management (CRM) system. Manual 

maintenance of data is more susceptible to errors and thereby presents a danger 

to the quality of data.  

The issue of limitations of central data architectures is viewed as the fifth 

important challenge, because an increasing amount of data will be procured 

from external sources in the future and made available to business processes at 

the time it is required. One example is the specification of CO2 emissions in the 

production and distribution of consumer goods. Manufacturers of consumer 

goods who are obligated to provide such specifications, such as in France 

(AFNOR 2009), will not keep such data in central (ERP) systems, but rather 

access them from authorized databases provided by third parties.  

The semantic integration of data is the sixth most important challenge of 

data management. In data integration, semantics are defined as the interpreta-

tion of data in a specific application case (Ziegler and Dittrich 2007). The term 

“customer”, which is understood to be an active customer by a company’s ac-

counting department, but understood as a potential customer by the marketing 

department, is one example. 

The separation of structured and unstructured data was indicated to be 

the sixth most important priority. Alphanumeric data that is often organized 

according to a relational database scheme is designated as structured data. Tex-

tual messages, audio files, video clips, images, tweets and drawings are consid-

ered to be unstructured data. The separation of these two types of data presents 

problems to companies, when reporting systems should analyze data from so-

cial networking platforms or consumer portals in addition to revenues (Baars 

and Kemper 2008). 

Data security took eighth place among the important challenges of data man-

agement. In 2011, Sony became the victim of a hacker attack against their 

PlayStation network, through which users’ data was stolen. The company was 

sentenced to pay a penalty in the amount of 250,000 GBP in the UK at the be-

ginning of 2013, because the incident “could have been prevented” (BBC 2013) 

in the view of the Office of the Information Commissioner (ICO). The loss of 

reputation however weighed even more heavily. 

The separation of OLAP and OLTP was considered the ninth most im-

portant challenge of data management. Data is often acquired and maintained 

in OLTP systems, such as ERP systems, and subsequently extracted from them 

in order to be imported into OLAP systems, such as data warehouses and busi-

ness intelligence applications, after steps for its transformation and cleanup 

have been taken. The challenge consists of storing the data redundantly thereby, 

which causes additional efforts and presents a danger to the data quality.  

The management of not only classes of entities but also instances in the 

future was prioritized as tenth place among the challenges. A specialist machine 
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builder can identify each individual replacement part by using RFID. This ap-

proach distinguishes itself from classic data processing in that a master data 

record (including part number) describes the sub-class and inventory data de-

scribes the respective stock of inventory. The data management system will 

have to be able to handle the increasing quantity of records.  

1.3.2 Requirements on Data Quality Management 

The examples in Sections 1.1 and 1.2 have shown that these requirements will be 

exacerbated by the process of digitization. Table 1-2 summarizes the most im-

portant requirements for a successful data quality management system, which 

can be derived from the Top 8 challenges.  

Prio. Challenge Requirement 

1 Data Quality Definition and measurability: modern data quality man-
agement must determine the level of data quality that busi-

ness processes will require for smooth operation. The con-

cept of “only what has been measured can be managed” 

applies. The quality of the data must therefore be measured 

continuously. If there are deviations from expectations, 

data quality management must introduce measures to 

increase the quality of the data. 

2 Transparen-

cy of data 

usage 

Transparency and responsibility: the data lifecycle, starting 

with its creation in the company and its initial acquisition 
in an information system, continuing through its use up to 

its archiving and deletion, must be known and defined 

according to the requirements of the business processes. 

Data quality management must control and monitor this 

lifecycle. 

Companies must clearly control the definition of data as 

well as its use. To accomplish this, responsibilities must be 

created and assigned within the company. For example, a 

central office in the Accounting or Marketing departments 
must define the customer master data for company-wide 

revenue reporting, so that the same customer can be identi-

fied and handled the same in all areas of business. 

3 Redundant 

maintenance 

of data 

Prevention: data quality management cannot first begin 

after the data is already defective, but rather must act pre-

ventively, as with other company assets (for example, pre-

ventive maintenance of the production systems or 

measures for the prevention of illness among employees). 

4 Manual 
maintenance 

of data 

Automation: the volume of data, its diversity and its rate of 
change are increasing. In order to master the resulting 

complexity, companies must automate data processing 

tasks (such as the creation of data, the measurement of its 
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quality, its modification and provision) as much as possi-

ble, such as through workflows or business rules.  

5 Limitations 
of central 

data archi-

tectures  

Flexibilization and distribution: data architectures define a 
uniform, company-wide model for the corporate data (the 

corporate data model) and also determine the distribution 

of the data and maintenance of the data architecture. Tra-

ditionally, these structures have the disadvantage that they 

can only be created with high levels of bureaucracy and are 

seldom kept current. Modern data architectures must be 

able to adjust with sufficient flexibility to new requirements 

and include both classic intra-company, as well as external, 

data objects. The challenge exists in making this flexibility 

possible while also continuing to be authoritative for the 

primary business objects throughout the company. 

6 Semantic 

integration 

Uniformity: corporate data as company-wide master data 
must be clearly identified and be used uniformly. Data 

quality management must integrate corporate data to ac-

complish this. In principle, there are two architectural 

variations available for this: either the data will be gathered 

into one system or it will remain in various systems and 

those systems will be integrated with each other through 

interfaces and the exchange of data. 

 Separation of 
“structured” 

and “un-

structured” 

data 

Uniformity of the data types: In the context of big data, the 
terms “structured” and “unstructured” are often used in 

order to describe the uniformity of the types of data han-

dled by the company. This means that, in addition to data 

that is stored in relational databases in ERP systems, data 

(such as video clips and images) as well as unconventional, 

external data (such as from Internet usage or social media 

channels) will be used increasingly. Such data may supply 

valuable insights about the market and consumer prefer-

ences. However, such unstructured data requires new tools 

for the analysis of the data and is normally not stored in 

relational databases.  

 Data protec-

tion  

Currently, multi-national companies are being confronted 
with various specifications for data protection. The data 

quality management system must make sure that these 

rules will be maintained. The fact that guidelines are often 

not transparent, frequently change (which is also unknown) 

and that no one knows the extent to which they have been 

implemented in the various systems are sources of prob-

lems. For that reason, many companies view data protec-

tion as a hindrance, rather than an opportunity.  

Table 1-2: Requirements on Data Quality Management 
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1.4 The Framework for Corporate Data Quality 

Management 

In practice, the requirements indicated above must be considered with respect 

to the special needs and capabilities of each company, so that data quality man-

agement can be successfully established throughout the company. Data quality 

does not mean quality at any price, but rather quality in accordance with the 

corporate strategy, the business processes, the structure of the organization and 

the information systems.  

1.4.1 An Overview of the Framework 

The framework for the quality management of corporate (master) data offers a 

solution for these design tasks, by applying the approach of Business Engineer-

ing to the company-wide management of data quality (see Figure 1-11). In gen-

eral, Business Engineering is a method-oriented, model-based approach for 

designing companies in the information age (Österle and Winter 2003).The 

“Framework for Corporate Data Quality Management” proposes six design are-

as for developing artifacts at the strategic, organizational and information sys-

tem levels (Otto 2011b; Otto et al. 2011). Each design area will have its own 

types of results (documents).  

1.4.2 Strategic Level 

The strategy for the management of data quality will orient the management of 

data quality on the company goals (see Table 1-3). 

Result Questions for Testing Design Progress 

Call for action Has the call for action been assigned organizationally? Is the 

affected office aware of the tasks and responsibilities? 

Definition of goals Have the goals for the management of data quality, meaning 

the critical data for example, been derived from the compa-

ny’s goals? 

Guidelines Have the guidelines for the management of data quality been 

drafted and communicated? 

Table 1-3: Results for the Data Quality Strategy 
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Figure 1-11: The Framework for Corporate Data Quality Management (Otto et al. 2011 
p. 10) 

One example for the connection between the management of data quality and 

the company’s goals can be found at DB Netz AG, which is responsible for the 

railway infrastructure in Germany. The railway infrastructure includes the net-

work of rails, tunnels, bridges, train stations and so on. An agreement on per-

formance and financing governs the allocation of resources from the Federal 

Republic of Germany to DB Netz AG in the sense of subsidization of the repair 

and maintenance work performed on the railway infrastructure.  

The amount of the annual subsidy (within certain limits) depends directly on 

the quality of the land registry for the infrastructure, which includes the regis-

tration of the number, maintenance status and certain performance parameters 

(such as permitted speed) for all infrastructure systems. Therefore, a high level 

of consistency, actuality, completeness and availability of the master data for 

the infrastructure system will positively affect the funding of the entire compa-

ny. 
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1.4.3 Organizational Level 

The organizational level includes three design areas, specifically the Manage-

ment System area for data quality management (also called “data quality con-

trolling system” or “quality assurance”), the DQM Organization system and the 

Processes and Methods for DQM. 

The management of data quality can only be targeted properly after the mean-

ing of “good (master) data” has been quantified. To achieve this, the quality of 

the data must be measured. Key performance indicators (KPIs) for data quality 

are quantitative measures for data quality (Hüner 2011)11. The decisive factor 

when developing a key performance indicator system for data quality lies in 

ascertaining what should be measured and what can be measured. Key perfor-

mance indicator systems for data quality must be oriented on the factual re-

quirements and combined with the key performance indicators for business 

processes to the greatest extent possible. Table 1-4 depicts the results for the 

Management System design area. 

Result Questions for Testing Design Progress 

Key performance indicator 

system for the quality of 

master data 

Do key performance indicators for the quality of 

the data exist? Do the key performance indicators 

have any relationship to the business? Has the 

procedure for measurement been defined? Are 

there any target values for the quality of the data? 

Integration of the target 

system 

Have the goals for data quality been integrated into 
the target system (for example, through the annual 

goal agreements with the employees)? 

Table 1-4: Results for the Management System 

Because the management of master data is an interdisciplinary issue, the tasks 

of managing the data must be coordinated across the boundaries between the 

company’s individual divisions and business areas. The organization of the 

DQM system is intended to serve this purpose. It is a virtual organization in 

many companies, through which the employees remain in their original chains 

of command for purposes of discipline and are also associated with an addition-

al technical chain of command (Table 1-5). 

Organization of the management of data quality manifests itself in the DQM 

roles and the assignment of responsibilities to these roles. In practice, a variety 

of roles have evolved in order to allow the tasks associated with company-wide 

management of data quality to be taken seriously. 

                                                      

11 The nomenclature and systemology of data quality measurement systems is based on the 
specifications for measurement systems developed for software by the IEEE Software Society (cf. 
IEEE 1998). A key performance indicator system is a special type of measurement system. See 
Section 3.2 for details about a system for the measurement of data quality based on key perfor-
mance indicators. 
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Result Questions for Testing Design Progress 

Roles Have all of the roles in the data management organization 
been identified, described and assigned? Do the people 

responsible for those roles take them seriously? 

Responsibilities Have the roles been assigned to management areas? Are 
decisions made according to these assignments? Have the 

responsibilities been communicated within the company? Is 

the principle of congruency maintained for the assignment 

(meaning does the scope of the task match the skills and 

obligations)? 

Table 1-5: Results for Organization 

In addition to the identification and description of the roles, the responsibilities 

must be defined. Responsibilities indicate which task areas and rights (such as 

rights to give instructions, plan, make decisions and employee participation) 

should be assigned to a role in the management of the master data. For exam-

ple, the development of a uniform data model for the business objects used in-

terdepartmentally is one task area. The company data steward, who also is re-

sponsible for the development of the master data management system, bears 

primary responsibility for this. In addition to the company data steward, those 

people responsible for data, who have the necessary specialist and technical 

knowledge to approve the data model or request improvements, are often de-

fined as additional roles. The data owner is responsible and accountable for 

certain data objects and generally a management representative (such as the 

manager of the Central Purchasing or Supply Chain Management departments) 

for a specialized area.  

The fourth design area, DQM Processes and Methods, is based on the manage-

ment of the lifecycle for master data as well as those processes according to 

which the employees manage the quality of the data (Table 1-6). One of the 

most important causes of poor data quality is the lack of overall cultivation of 

individual classes of master data. Companies are organized according to their 

roles (such as purchasing or marketing), countries or markets and business 

processes (such as order-to-cash or make-to-stock). For that reason, only a few 

companies have an office that maintains an overview of the acquisition, modifi-

cation, use and deletion of individual pieces of master data. 

The task of analyzing causes and effects of low quality master data is very com-

plex for this reason. As a rule, causes are actions that are executed using data in 

application systems (such as creation, modification, supplementation or dele-

tion). These actions in turn affect business processes whose quality can be 

quantified by key performance indicators. 
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Result Questions for Testing Design Progress 

Management of the lifecycle 

for master data 

Have the following areas been clearly defined for 
each class of master data: activities that create the 

data from the business processes, modification of 

the data, supplementation, read access, deletion 

and archiving? Has the process for maintaining the 

data been drafted, modeled and implemented for 

that lifecycle? 

Functional description Do clear functional descriptions exist for the activi-

ties of managing the quality of the data in the com-

pany? Have standardized procedures been defined 

and communicated? Have the activities been em-

bedded in the architecture of the company’s busi-

ness processes? 

Table 1-6: Results for Processes and Methods 

1.4.4 Information System Level 

The system level covers two design areas, specifically the DQM architecture and 

the application systems for the management of data quality. Table 1-7 summa-

rizes the results for the DQM Architecture design area. The architecture for the 

distribution and retention of data describes which data will be stored in which 

systems and indicates how data will flow between those systems. 

The core business object model is a central result of the management of data 

quality, because it is the prerequisite for a uniform understanding of the data 

and therewith for the intended use of the data as well. Its development and pro-

gress must include the specialist departments, because the knowledge about the 

significance of the master data in the business processes is only available in 

those departments. The core business object model will then be transformed 

into a corporate data model for implementation by the IT department. 

Result Questions for Testing Design Progress 

Core business object model Are the core business objects well known? Have 
they been clearly defined and described? Are the 

dependencies between the data objects well 

known? Have the company-wide characteristics 

been determined and defined? 

Data model for master data Is there a master data model that has been derived 

from the model of core business objects? 

Architecture for data reten-

tion and distribution 

Has the architecture for retaining (managing sys-
tem, central system, etc.) been defined for each 

class of master data? Has the manner in which 

data flows between the systems been analyzed? 

Table 1-7: Results for the Architecture of Corporate Data 
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Ultimately, the landscape of application systems forms the sixth design area for 

the management of data quality. The results for this design area are presented 

in Table 1-8. 

Result Questions for Testing Design Progress 

Layout Which software features will be required for the man-
agement of the master data both today and in the fu-

ture? 

Construction plan Which application systems will provide which features? 

Which criteria will be used for selecting and evaluating 

the application systems? 

Table 1-8: Application System Results 

This design area deals with the analysis, design, implementation and improve-

ment of those application systems that will be required to support the manage-

ment of data quality. This includes special master data management systems 

like SAP NetWeaver MDM on the one hand and software tools for the manage-

ment of the core business object model on the other hand. When selecting these 

application systems for the management of master data, issues of data model-

ing, data quality management, security, usage interfaces, data distribution ar-

chitecture and, in particular, integration; must be taken into consideration both 

in regards to the systems as well as to the information to be integrated into 

them. The Fraunhofer Institute for Industrial Engineering (Fraunhofer IAO) 

has provided an extensive comparison of the established systems (Kokemüller 

2009). 

1.5 Definition of Terms and Foundations 

The management of master data and its quality is not a new issue. Its penetra-

tion into all areas of business through digital services has merely increased its 

special importance to a drastic extent. Both practice and research have been 

discussing this issue for as long as corporate information systems have been 

used to support business processes. Knowing which solutions are already avail-

able, which are predicted and which are not has special importance for both 

research and practical applications. For that reason, the central concepts and 

terms of data quality management must be defined first. Figure 1-12 depicts the 

most important terms and their relationships with each other.  
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Figure 1-12: Conceptual Model of the Terms for Data Quality Management (authors’ 
illustration) 

1.5.1 Data and Information 

Data describes the properties of business objects, meaning the material and 

immaterial object found in the real world (Boisot and Canals 2004). There are 

in fact many papers about the difference between data and information, howev-

er a clear understanding of this term has not yet been accepted (Boisot and Ca-

nals 2004; Badenoch et al. 1994). One school of thought understands infor-

mation to be knowledge that is exchanged during human communication; an-
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other takes the perspective of the distribution of information, according to 

which data is the building block for information (Oppenheim et al. 2003). Ac-

cordingly, data must be processed in order to become information (Van den 

Hoven 1999; Holtham 1995; Wang 1998). According to ISO/IEC 2382-1, data is 

the formalized representation (meaning ready for further processing, interpre-

tation and communication) of the properties of business objects (ISO/IEC 

1993). 

The logical organization of data distinguishes a number of levels of aggregation 

(Chen 1976; Levitin and Redman 1998; Yoon et al. 2000). Data elements form 

the lowest level of aggregation. Data elements are instantiations of the attrib-

utes of data objects (such as a customer’s family name). Records form the sec-

ond level of aggregation. A record is the instantiation of a data object. For ex-

ample, a customer master data record is constructed using all of the characteris-

tics of the customer business object such that business processes (marketing, 

service and accounts receivable) will run smoothly for customers. At the third 

level of aggregation, tables (such as a customer master table) aggregate multiple 

records. Databases in turn aggregate several tables. A customer management 

database could contain all customer master data as well the associated market-

ing data. The totality of all company databases ultimately forms the corporate 

data resource. Figure 1-13 visualizes these relationships.  

 

Figure 1-13: Overview of the Logical Organization of Data (authors’ illustration) 
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This depiction of the organization of data is oriented on the relational data 

model. In the ideal, semantically unique case, there will be a 1:1 relationship 

between the world of data and the real world, meaning that one data object 

represents precisely one business object. In reality however, there are often 

several data objects that simultaneously represent the same business object. In 

that case, management of the data quality is required and guidelines for pro-

cesses and systems must be established, which will allow identification of the 

“right” data object for a certain context and will provide it for use in business 

processes.  

1.5.2 Master Data 

The ISO 8000 standard from the International Organization for Standardiza-

tion (ISO) (ISO 2009) defines master data as information objects “…which are 

independent and fundamental for an organization. [Master data] needs to be 

referenced in order to perform transactions.” Within a company, this data must 

be identified uniquely and interpreted consistently across multiple organiza-

tional units. In this, corporate data is so-called “global” master data that ap-

plies to the entire company. In contrast with this, “local” master data applies 

only, for example, to one business division, one location or one company role. 

The focus of the methods and tools presented here is on the corporate data. 

However, because the term master data has entered the general language as 

well as commercial software solutions, this book will predominantly use this 

more popular term.  

In contrast with transaction or inventory data, master data does not change very 

often. For that reason, this data is also sometimes called “static data”. In prac-

tice, it is not possible to define one generally valid list for all classes of master 

data. Thus for example, data about contracts is considered master data in the 

energy and insurance industries, however in contrast is considered transaction 

data by the telecommunications industry due to the comparably short terms of 

contracts and frequency of changes. 

Bosch, for example, has classified the following data items as master data (Hatz 

2008): 

 Customers 

 Customer hierarchies 

 Materials 

 Suppliers 

 Employees 

 Charts of accounts 

 Organizational units 

In practice, differentiating master data from transaction or inventory data is 

less relevant than the determination of which individual attributes of a class of 
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master data must be managed by a central master data management depart-

ment, because one central organizational unit alone cannot assume this task 

due to the complexity of the individual classes of master data. In principle, the 

question of which attributes of a class of master data fall within the scope of the 

central master data management department will be answered by the analysis 

of the strategic requirements of each individual company. 

The following characteristics for differentiation may help with this issue (White 

2010; White and Radcliffe 2007). 

 Organizational scope: differentiation between local data and “global” data 

(meaning corporate data used throughout the company) 

 Type of data: differentiation between “structured” data (which is typically 

managed in relational databases) and “unstructured” data like product in-

formation (such as images, advertising text and application video clips) 

 Location of the definition of the metadata: differentiation between the in-

ternal definition of significance, formats and default values on the one 

hand and external definition on the other hand (such as the country and 

currency codes defined by the ISO or classification standards like eCl@ss 

and UN/SPSC) 

Master data that has been defined externally is called reference data. Exam-

ples of such data include the country and currency codes noted above as well as 

geo-data. Metadata (literally data about data) describes and defines the prop-

erties of other types of data (DAMA 2008 p. 84). Modification data is one ex-

ample of a sub-class of metadata. This data determines when, how and by 

whom a specific data item has been modified.  

1.5.3 Data Quality 

Data quality is a multi-dimensional concept that is dependent on the context 

(Wang and Strong 1996). Thus, a single characteristic that completely describes 

data quality does not exist. Rather, there is a variety of dimensions of data 

quality that describe the quality of data overall. Typical dimensions for the 

quality of data include12: 

 Correctness: does the data factually agree with the properties of the real 

world object that it should represent? 

 Consistency: do several versions of the data regarding the same real object 

to be stored in different information systems, for example, agree with each 

other? 

                                                      

12 Literature and practice have defined a number of different dimensions for data quality. 
For example, sources can be found in DAMA (2009) or the International Association for Infor-
mation and Data Quality http://iaidq.org/main/glossary.shtml#D. The five most important dimen-
sions will be presented here. 

http://iaidq.org/main/glossary.shtml#D
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 Completeness: are all of the values or attributes of a record completely pre-

sent? 

 Actuality13: does the data agree with the current status of the real object at 

each point in time and will the data be modified as the state changes?  

 Availability: can data users access the data easily at the desired point in 

time? 

Contextual dependency means that the data quality will be sufficient for a busi-

ness transaction, but may be insufficient for a different transaction. For exam-

ple, a customer’s correct delivery address, including the correct shipping ramp, 

is essential for an automobile supplier’s logistics department in order to ship 

the contract. For the marketing department in the same company, the correct-

ness and consistency of the delivery address is insignificant, because the com-

pany name and country information suffices to allow that department to evalu-

ate the revenue earned with that customer in the previous year. For this reason, 

data quality is defined as a measure for the applicability of data for certain re-

quirements in those business processes where it is used (Otto et al. 2011). 

Data quality will change over time, because the data ultimately represents a 

snapshot of reality, which will also change over time. For example, customers 

will move to new addresses and suppliers will change the form of their legal 

incorporation. Figure 1-14 represents the typical progress of the data quality 

over time, as found in many companies. 

 

Figure 1-14: Typical Progress of Data Quality over Time in a Company (Otto 2014 p. 21) 

                                                      

13 Synonyms for the dimension “actuality” are “timeliness”, “currency”, or “up-to-dateness”.  

Key: „Submarines“ of Master Data Quality (e.g. migrations, process

errors, inconsistent reports).

Master Data Quality

Time
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Many companies first begin to solve problems with data quality when the quali-

ty of the data has fallen below a certain level that prevents business processes 

from running smoothly. Examples of problems in data quality, which suddenly 

become visible once the data quality has already fallen below such a level, in-

clude problems in migration, a high level of manual activity in the business pro-

cesses and management reports with different values for the same key perfor-

mance indicators. 

1.5.4 Data Quality Management (DQM) 

The mandate of Data Quality Management (DQM) is to analyze, improve and 

ensure the quality of the data. The Data Management Association (DAMA) de-

fines that all activities, procedures and systems that measure, improve and en-

sure the suitability of data for use belong to DQM. This perspective again adopts 

quality management methods from the area of production management (DAMA 

2008). 

DQM generally differentiates between preventive and reactive measures. Pre-

ventive DQM measures target the avoidance of defects in the data with negative 

effects on the quality of the data. In contrast, reactive DQM measures target the 

discovery of existing defects in the data and their correction. 

The reactive approach has several disadvantages. 

 Resources for improving the quality of the data (such as software, expert 

knowledge and consulting activities) are not planned and budgeted, and 

may therefore not be available in cases of doubt. 

 Purely reactive management of data quality is frequently associated with a 

lack of measurement of the data quality. In such cases, companies fre-

quently do not have target values, meaning that the question of whether 

the (reactive) measures for the improvement of the data quality are suffi-

cient, or extend well beyond their desired goals, cannot be measured or de-

termined. 

 The total quality management approach (an approach to the management 

of quality from operations management) has demonstrated that the total 

costs of all reactive measures in quality management exceed the costs of 

preventive quality management (Reid and Sanders 2005). This applies to 

material, as well as immaterial, resources (like data). 

The use of automated validation rules (or “business rules”, see the following 

section) for manual data entry is one example of a preventive DQM measure. 

The Data Universal Numbering System (DUNS) number is a numeric code used 

for the identification of companies and is an important piece of master data 

used by many companies. For this case, services are available that check the 

validity of the number entered on a form supported by the system and prevent 
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errors by doing so. An example of a reactive measure using the same case is the 

subsequent cleanup of duplicated data in the same, or various, databases. 

The principle goal of companies is to detect data defects before they enter the 

system as much as possible, in order to avoid risks and costs as a consequence 

of defective data quality. However, defective data is not the only cause of costs; 

the DQM process itself causes costs. DQM costs arise both from preventive as 

well as reactive measures. Analogous to the management of quality in general 

(Campanella 1999), a disproportionate connection between data quality and 

DQM costs can be insinuated. Incremental costs for DQM therefore increase. 

 

Figure 1-15: Costs of Data Quality (based on Eppler and Helfert 2004 p. 318) 

In contrast to this, the follow-up costs of data defects fall as the quality of the 

data increases. The ideal total cost of data quality is the minimum of the total 

function of DQM costs and follow-up costs of data defects (Eppler and Helfert 

2004) (Figure 1-15). The task of DQM therefore lies in finding the ideal combi-

nation of costs from preventive and reactive measures. In practice, difficulties 

often arise because accounting typically does account for many DQM costs. This 

applies in particular to the follow-up costs that originate in various corporate 

roles and can hardly be quantified in many areas. 

1.5.5 Business Rules 

The automated validation of business rules is an important tool both for proac-

tive and reactive data quality management. Business rule define the execution 

and performance of business processes (Ross and Lam 2011). Thereby, business 

rules formalize the business policies at companies (OMG 2008). They frequent-

ly help to articulate the knowledge from employees’ heads so that this 
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knowledge can then be retained for reuse and automation of the IT systems. 

Business rules are the connecting element between the business process and 

data management, because in addition to controlling business processes, busi-

ness rules also serve to measure and control the quality of data. In practice, 

these rules are sometimes called “validation rules” or “testing rules”.  

Simple business rules define the mandatory fields on data entry dialogs, for 

example. Thus, a simple rule for the creation of customer master data might 

mean that a customer data record will only be considered complete when it 

includes the legal form of incorporation (GmbH, AG, etc.). If this entry is not 

provided, the record cannot be processed further. In the Semantics of Business 

Vocabulary and Business Rules (SBVR) Standard from the Object Management 

Group, such rules are called “structural rules” (OMG 2008). A complex ex-

ample might be a rule that controls the criteria according to which decisions for 

the further processing of a complaint in the Customer Service department are 

made. Such a rule is called an “operative rule” in the SBVR. Table 1-9 shows 

one example each for structural and operative rules.  

Business policy New suppliers must be accepted in compliance with 
(global, national or regional) legal requirements and 

provisions. The process must be traceable.  

Structural rule It is necessary that each supplier have a security indica-

tor. 

Operative rule It is obligatory that the security indicator is set to Yes for 

each supplier who delivers products to the USA.  

Table 1-9: Examples of a Business Policy and Business Rules (Ofner 2013 p. 51) 

Formal languages like SBVR or Business Process Model and Notation (BPMN) 

document business rules so that they can be easily implemented as program 

code and read directly by machines. A rule engine can manage the total quantity 

of business rules for a company. The task of data quality management is to 

identify, document, implement and maintain the relevant business rules to en-

sure a higher quality of data. 

Collectively, business rules provide the following advantages for data quality 

management. 

 Automation: they automate parts of the business processes and can accel-

erate them thereby while also reducing the manual efforts (such as entering 

default values into IT-supported forms in advance).  

 Avoidance of errors: business rules help to avoid cursory and deliberate 

errors (validation rules can prevent mandatory entries from being forgot-

ten). This is one measure for the proactive management of data. 

 Measurement and control of the quality of the data: firstly, records can be 

checked continuously or periodically for conformance with rules, once 
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business rules have been defined and implemented in IT systems. This is 

the only manner in which errors in records can be discovered automatically 

before they cause errors in business processes. This knowledge can initially 

be used to initiate measures for the improvement of the data quality (a re-

active measure for the management of data quality). Secondly, the result of 

the measurement of data quality using business rules can be expressed as 

an index (or target value) for the quality of the data. With that value, the 

change in the quality of the data in a system can be measured over time 

and, for example, the development of the quality of the data can be com-

pared between two different business units.  

 Awareness of DQM: an initiative for the determination of business rules 

contributes to creating awareness of the importance of DQM in general for 

participating employees. Doing this increases the chances that employees 

will also note problems in data quality that cannot be tested using rules.  

Naturally, the use of business rules is also associated with several challenges. 

 Articulation: because the knowledge of the business rules generally is not 

found in documents (at least not in one place), but rather is hidden as 

knowledge in the minds of the employees, the biggest challenge exists in 

documenting this knowledge14. 

 Reduction of process flexibility: if the business rules are defined too re-

strictively, they can lead to increased expenditures or truly incorrect entries 

in seldom-occurring or unpredicted process variations, when employees 

have to work around the rules. 

 Over-evaluation of the significance of the data quality index: a good index 

for data quality will ultimately indicate that the data measured by all 

known and implemented rules is correct. However, if these rules are in-

complete or obsolete, the level of data quality will be overestimated. As a 

consequence, business rules must be actively managed. When the reality of 

business changes, the rules must also be changed. Furthermore, data quali-

ty managers must accept that automated validation rules can never detect 

all problems in data quality. For that reason, the training and continuing 

motivation of the employees to pay attention to the quality of the data us-

ing “healthy common sense” as part of the everyday routine may not be dis-

regarded once the business rules have been implemented.  

1.5.6 Data Governance 

Data governance is distinguished from DQM. Data governance pursues the goal 

of maximizing the value of the data in the company (Otto 2011a). Consideration 

of the value of data as an asset also draws on the transposition of the concepts 

                                                      

14 In 1991, the Japanese scientist, Ikujiro Nonaka, described this process as “articulation of 
tacit knowledge” in his essay “The Knowledge-Creating Company” (Nonaka 2007).  
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for the management of material goods to the treatment of data (Horne 1995). 

Today, both research and practice are discussing whether the value of data for 

companies can, and should, also be reflected in the companies’ financial state-

ments (Atkinson and McGaughey 2006). In principle, data only has value when 

it is used. Its suitability for use in turn is defined as data quality (see above). 

Low data quality reduces the value of the data as an asset to the company, be-

cause its usability is also reduced (Even and Shankaranarayanan 2007). Com-

panies are therefore striving to achieve a quality of data required by the busi-

ness strategy using DQM. 

The relationship between DQM and data governance follows the differentiation 

between governance and management suggested by the ISO (ISO/IEC 2008). In 

this sense, data governance represents the management role for DQM, because 

data governance determines which decisions must be made in the treatment of 

data and who will make them. The task of DQM is to make and implement the 

decisions relevant to data quality. Figure 1-16 represents this context graphical-

ly. 

 

Figure 1-16: Data Quality Management and Data Governance (Otto 2011a p. 236) 
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The Competence Center Corporate Data Quality (CC CDQ) is a consortium re-

search project that is researching, developing and testing solutions for the per-

manent assurance of the quality of data in large companies. 

Consortium research is being conducted in association between research insti-

tutions and companies that are working together on an issue of mutual interest. 

Consortium research has several goals (Österle and Otto 2010). 
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 Partners in research and practice define the research goals together and 

evaluate the ongoing work and the results of the project. 

 Several partner companies contribute their expertise and guarantee the 

researchers access to their knowledge. 

 The results of the research are artifacts (for example, methods, models or 

prototypes) that contribute to the solution of the practical problem. 

 The design process undergoes multiple iterations and encompasses the 

cycles of iteration over four phases and several partner companies. 

 Partner companies test the artifacts in their operational environments. 

 Partner companies finance parts of the project, at least. 

 Partners in researchers and practice participate in the project over a signif-

icant period of time (two years, as a rule). 

 The results of the research are made publicly accessible. 

Consortium research proceeds cyclically according to similar principles like 

Action Design Research (Sein et al. 2011), meaning that the results are continu-

ously measured, developed and tested against the research and practical re-

quirements. Figure 1-17 depicts this process. 

 

Figure 1-17: Consortium Research (Österle and Otto 2010 p. 278) 
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and solutions. So-called “bilateral projects” subsequently validate the results in 

a manner individual to the company. 

The CC CDQ was founded in November 2006 with the goal of finding answers 

to the following questions about data quality management. 

 What contribution does master data quality make to company goals? 

 How can the performance of data quality management be measured? 

 What is the position of one’s own company in comparison with others? 

 What are the costs and advantages of data quality? 

 How do companies establish data governance in their organizations? 

 What is the proper level of standards and regulation for the data? 

 How can mutual understanding of the master data throughout the entire 

company be created? 

 What is the proper data architecture? 

 What contributions do innovative technologies like Semantic Web and In-

Memory Computing provide? 

Thirty companies have participated in the CC CDQ since 2006. On average, 

roughly ten to fourteen companies have been active at the same time and mem-

bership in the consortium has endured for two to more than seven years. Table 

1-10 lists all of the current and former companies that have been partners in the 

Competence Center since the establishment of the CC CDQ in 2006.  

Company Duration of Membership in CC CDQ 

ABB Ltd. 2014 – Present15 

AO Foundation 2011 – 2012  

AstraZeneca PLC 2012 – Present 

Bayer AG 2006 – Present 

Beiersdorf AG 2010 – Present 

Corning Cable Systems GmbH 2012 

Daimler AG 2007 – 2008 

DB Netz AG 2008-2009; 2014 – Present 

Drägerwerk AG & Co. KGaA 2013 – Present 

eCl@ss e.V. 2014 – Present 

E.ON SE 2007 – 2008 

Ericsson AB 2014 – Present 

ETA SA 2006 – 2008 

Festo AG & Co. KG 2010 – Present 

Hewlett-Packard GmbH 2008 – 2010  

IBM Deutschland GmbH 2007 – 2011 

                                                      

15 Present means as of this writing, in February 2015. 
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Company Duration of Membership in CC CDQ 

Kion Information Management Service 

GmbH 

2010 – 2012 

Merck KGaA 2014 – Present 

Migros-Genossenschafts-Bund 2009 

Nestlé SA 2008 – Present 

Novartis Pharma AG 2008 – 2010; 2014 

Osram GmbH 2013 – Present 

Robert Bosch GmbH 2007 – Present 

SAP SE 2012 – 2014 

Schweizerische Bundesbahnen SBB 2013 – Present 

Schaeffler AG 2014 – Present 

Siemens Enterprise Communications 

GmbH& Co. KG 

2010 – 2013 

Swisscom (Switzerland) AG 2012 – Present 

Syngenta Crop Protection AG 2009 – 2013 

Telekom Deutschland GmbH 2008 – 2010 

ZF Friedrichshafen AG 2007 – Present 

Table 1-10: CC CDQ Members since Its Establishment in 2006 (in alphabetical order) 

In most cases, representatives participated in the CC CDQ from both the tech-

nical areas (such as supply chain management and finance) and the IT depart-

ments. This has ensured that both technical and IT perspectives have always 

been taken into consideration for the issue. 

The case studies in Chapter 2 and the tools and methods in Chapter 3 are the 

results of the CC CDQ.  

 



 

 

   

2 Case Studies of Data Quality Manage-

ment 

Chapter Summary 

Chapter 2 will present practical, successful examples of the man-

agement of the quality of master data based on ten cases studies 

that were conducted by the CC CDQ. The case studies cover every 

aspect of the Framework for Corporate Data Quality Management 

from Chapter 1. The case studies describe the initial situation, pro-

cedures and results at the companies studied without evaluating 

the individual measures. This chapter consistently uses the central 

concepts for the management of the quality of master data. Com-

pany-specific terms like descriptions of roles and application sys-

tem names have been retained. Factors for success as well as refer-

ences to additional materials augment the individual case studies. 

 

The Competence Center Corporate Data Quality (CC CDQ) has conducted case 

studies of company-wide data quality management, which document the chal-

lenges and solutions occurring in practice for various aspects of data manage-

ment. This chapter will present a selection of ten case studies from various in-

ternational corporations. The following table (Table 2-1) lists the title of all case 

studies and indicates which areas of the Framework for Corporate Data Quality 

Management (DQM Framework, Section 1.4) were dealt with in the described 

projects.  

DQM Framework 
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Case Studies 

Strat-

egy 

Man-

age-

ment 

Sys-

tem 
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Pro-

cess 

and 

Meth-
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tec-
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Appli-

cation  

Sys-

tems 

1) Allianz:        
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Data governance and data 

quality management in the 

insurance sector 

2) Bayer CropScience: 
Controlling data quality in 

the agro-chemical industry 
      

3) Beiersdorf:  
Product data quality in the 

consumer goods supply 

chain 

      

4) Bosch: 
Management of data archi-

tecture in a diversified tech-

nology company 

      

5) Festo: 
Company-wide product data 

management in the automa-

tion industry 

      

6) Hilti: 

Universal management of 

customer data in the tool 

and fastener industry 

      

7) Johnson& Johnson: 

Institutionalization of mas-

ter data management in the 

consumer goods industry 

      

8) Lanxess: 

Business intelligence and 

master data management at 

a specialty chemicals manu-

facturer  

      

9) Shell: 

Data quality in the product 

lifecycle in the mineral oil 

industry 

      

10) Syngenta: 

Outsourcing data manage-

ment tasks in the crop pro-

tection industry 

      

Table 2-1: Overview of the Case Studies 
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2.1 Allianz: Data Governance and Data Quality 

Management in the Insurance Sector 

2.1.1 Overview of the Company 

Allianz SE is a multinational financial services company headquartered in Mu-

nich16. Allianz Global Corporate & Specialty (AGCS) was created in 2006 as a 

subsidiary from the merger of various business divisions from the Global Risks 

and Marine & Aviation brands. 

AGCS provides insurance services for companies in 160 countries (Table 2-2). 

The scope of services includes, among other things, the transfer of risk and oth-

er non-traditional solutions for the management of risk, company-internal in-

surance, claims services and international insurance policies. 

Allianz SE  

Establishment 1890 

Sectors Insurance and financial services 

Headquarters Munich, Germany 

Form of incorporation Societas Europaea 

Home page www.allianz.com 

Revenue (2013) 110.77 billion EUR 

Profit (2013) 6.34 billion EUR 

Employees (2013) 147,627 

Table 2-2: Summary Profile of Allianz 

AGCS operates in a strictly regulated market. The critical factors for success 

include: 

 The determination of the amount of risk capital as well as the retention of 

the necessary liquidity to be shielded against force majeure cases of insur-

ance 

 Maximization of the profit margin with simultaneously sufficient amounts 

of reserves for the risk capital 

 Implementation and compliance with legal and official requirements (such 

as Solvency II (EU 2009)) 

The prerequisite for these capabilities is data at a high level of quality, because 

they are used as input for the calculation of risk capital on the one hand and as 

the basis for the reporting obligation as part of Solvency II. Figure 2-1 depicts 

the underlying connections for the calculation of the so-called “solvency capi-

tal”. 

                                                      

16 This case study is based on the CC CDQ case study conducted by Baghi and Abraham 
(2013). 
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Figure 2-1: Structure of Solvency Capital according to Column 1 of Solvency 2 (based on 
KPMG 2011 p. 11) 

2.1.2 Initial Situation and Rationale for Action 

AGCS is obligated to undergo an audit by the Bundesanstalt für Fi-

nanzdienstleistungsaufsicht (BaFin, German Federal Financial Supervisory 

Authority) every two years. After the audit in 2010, BaFin requested that AGCS 

present a data quality concept and develop a company-wide data quality man-

agement (as prescribed by Solvency II among other directives).  

The analysis of the initial situation before implementation of this specification 

led to the following problem issues. 

 Lack of clarity in the responsibilities for data quality management: while 

there are individual data quality streams in several departments, a compa-

ny-wide concept did not exist. 

 The lack of decision-making structures for data quality problems: data 

quality problems were either never corrected or first corrected after several 

levels of escalation, which led to the company being in a constant state of 

putting out fires with regard to data quality. 

 Lack of organizational anchors for the entire issue of data quality: no of-

fice in the company knew who might be responsible for the company-wide 

coordination of data quality management. 
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2.1.3 The Solvency II Project 

As a reaction to the result of the audit report by BaFin, AGCS’s Chief Financial 

Officer initiated the Solvency II Project in 2011. He established the Data Gov-

ernance Team and drafted a project with the following goals. 

 Definition of the most important requirements for data quality for the 

evaluation of the needs for allowances 

 Definition of the processes and handling instructions for assuring the qual-

ity of the data 

 Design of the measures for data quality measurement and monitoring 

These goals were incorporated into a working plan. The working tasks were: 

 to design a company-wide guideline for the management of data quality 

 to define roles and responsibilities for the management of data quality 

 to define the criteria for the measurement of data quality 

 to design processes and procedures for the management of data quality 

 to select and implement a software system for the permanent measurement 

of data quality 

The project was implemented in three phases between 2011 and 2013. The first 

phase included the definition and assignment of data quality roles to employees 

as well as the definition of a company-wide understanding of the term “data 

quality”. The second phase analyzed the actual situation on the part of the “data 

producers” in order to understand where data is being generated in which sys-

tems at which process steps and what is being done with the data afterwards. In 

the third step, the Data Governance Team determined the set of rules for data 

quality, with which the users of the data must comply. 

2.1.4 Data Quality Management at AGCS 

The data governance organization is anchored in the matrix organization of 

AGCS and described in the guideline mentioned above. 

 Data Governance Steering Group: All company functions (underwriting, 

claims, etc.) have representatives on this committee. It is the highest deci-

sion making body for data quality management at AGCS. It will approve 

the standards and guidelines and monitor their implementation. In addi-

tion, the Steering Group ensures that all compliance requirements will be 

taken into consideration. 

 Data Governance Team: the Data Governance team reports to the Chief 

Operating Officer (COO) of the Operational Business Transformation De-

partment at the interface between the specialist departments and the IT 

department in the company. The Data Governance Team will design pro-

cesses for data quality management and develop standards for data quality. 
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 Data producers: data producers are parts of the specialist departments. 

They are responsible for the provision and transformation of the data. 

 Data users: these people are also part of the specialist departments and use 

the data for risk assessment among other uses. 

 System administrators: these people will support the software systems 

which acquire and process the data and provide it to data users. 

Figure 2-2 depicts the interplay between these roles. 

 

Figure 2-2: Interplay between the Roles in Data Quality Management at AGCS (based 
on Baghi and Abraham 2013 p. 11) 

To make data quality measurable (and controllable by doing so), AGCS defined 

three characteristics of data quality. 

 Completeness: data will be considered complete when it is sufficiently 

granular to identify trends and to describe the associated risk comprehen-

sively. 

 Accuracy: data is accurate when it properly depicts reality, thus free of er-

rors. 

 Suitability: data is suitable when it is suitable for business purposes, mean-

ing risk analysis and evaluation. 

These characteristics of data quality form the foundation for the measurement 

of data quality at AGCS. To automate the measurements, the three characteris-
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tics are maintained in business rules. Example business rules for the three char-

acteristics are represented in Table 2-3.  

 Example Business Rule 

Completeness The LoB entry may not be empty. 

Accuracy 
The Date entry must have the proper format.  

The value in the Premium entry may not be negative. 

Suitability 
The Booked Date entry may not be more than 40 days after the 

entered in the Bound Date entry (an indicator for process quality). 

Table 2-3: Business Rules at AGCS 

While designing the processes in the management of data quality, AGCS orient-

ed itself on popular quality management standards like Six Sigma. The so-called 

DMAIC cycle served in particular as a template for the data quality management 

processes. 

 Define (D): this initial step includes the definition of the requirements for 

the quality of data from the specialist departments. The requirements are 

modeled on the characteristics indicated above, the business rules and key 

performance indicators. AGCS considered the entire data lifecycle for the 

definition of requirements and incorporated all of the participating roles 

(data producers, data users and system administrators) into the process. 

 Measure (M): AGCS uses SAS DataFlux software17 to measure data quality. 

Various measurement points in the data lifecycle are measured at periodic 

intervals. 

 Analyze (A): data users analyze and prioritize the data quality problems 

that result from the measurements. For example, they conduct a Root-

Cause analysis to discover the causes of data quality problems and prepare 

improvement measures for the decision-making process of the Data Gov-

ernance Steering Group. 

 Improve (I): data producers, data users and system administrators imple-

ment the decisions made by the Data Governance Steering Group. 

 Control (C): this last step monitors the improvement measures and checks 

if they have been successful. 

The DMAIC cycle at AGCS is depicted in Figure 2-3. 

                                                      

17 A software product group from the SAS company for requirements in data quality man-
agement and master data management. 
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Figure 2-3: The DMAIC Cycle for the Management of Data Quality at AGCS (Pfaffen-
zeller 2012 p. 16) 

AGCES uses a DataFlux software solution from SAS for monitoring data quality. 

The solutions accesses data from the operational systems, analyzes the data 

quality and represents the results in a custom data quality cockpit18.  

The cockpit provides two views of the data quality measurements. One view is 

intended for specialist users (such as data consumers or data producers). The 

second view is for technical users of the data sources (system administrators). 

Using the first view (Figure 2-4, left), the cockpit displays the data quality from 

the view of a specific special requirement, such as Solvency II. The business 

rules that have been defined for this requirement are evaluated for this. The 

user has access to several hierarchical levels of reporting context for quality 

monitoring, to pre-defined risk categories, and through the source systems 

down to the business rules that have been broken and the records responsible 

for the breaking those rules. Thanks to this drill-down feature, AGCS can track 

erroneous data in detail, because the specifications about the source systems, 

the business rules that have been broken and even the defective data itself is 

logged. The Data Source view (Figure 2-4, right) displays similar hierarchical 

levels. This other view displays the data sources, records, business rules and the 

erroneous data itself. In this view, system administrators can track how data 

quality has developed in their systems.  

                                                      

18 While the cockpit can only test data quality rules that have already been set, the new 
AGCS governance structure can also ensure that the new rules are implemented quickly. As data 
users or producers find new errors, the Data Governance Team creates new rules that can be im-
plemented in the DataFlux tool after acceptance by the Data Governance Steering Group. 
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Figure 2-4: Monitoring Data Quality at AGCS in Data Consumer View (left) and Data 
Source View (right) (based on Baghi and Abraham 2013 p. 17) 

Figure 2-5 shows one example of an AGCS data quality cockpit.  

The continuous monitoring and evaluation of data quality at AGCS is based on 

four concepts. 

 Sigma level: each record that breaks at least one business rule will be con-

sidered erroneous. The error rate is the ratio between erroneous records 

and the total number of records. Thus, the rate is a value between 0 and 1. 

In accordance with the Six Sigma principles, the error rate is analyzed for 

standard deviation so that a Six Sigma level is achieved when the error rate 

assumes a value between 0.023 and 0.00026 percent. 

 Maturity: a qualitative measure, specifically the maturity supplements the 

calculated Sigma value. Maturity is the result of an expert estimate. Its val-

ues may include: initial, improved, mature and inappropriate. 

 Status: the status measures the severity of the data error using the values: 

red, yellow and green. The data errors are evaluated based on the criticality 

of the business rules that have been broken. At AGCS, business rules may 

be either Significant or Critical. If a critical business rule has been broken 

(the most severe classification), the status of the data quality will be red. 

 Error development: data quality monitoring depicts how the error rate has 

changed over time. 
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Figure 2-5: Data Quality Report at AGCS (Baghi and Abraham 2013 p. 18) 
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2.1.5 Insights 

The most important insights gained from the project have been summarized 

below. 

 Regulatory requirements like Solvency II force companies to develop a 

company-wide data quality management system. Such external require-

ments often make pressure to act visible in the entire company and ensure 

the necessary support by company management.  

 The data users (data consumers) define the requirements for the data 

lifecycle and data architecture. 

 Proven approaches for quality management (such as the DMAIC cycle) can 

be transferred to the company-wide management of data quality. In this, 

monitoring data quality becomes a process that must be conducted contin-

uously rather than once.  

 Risk management approaches help in evaluating data quality. 

 Monitoring data quality and data governance work hand-in-hand. Without 

clear roles and responsibilities, measures for assurance and improvement 

of data quality will not work. 

 In complex process and system landscape, data quality must be measured 

both from the view of data consumers as well as data sources. Root cause 

analyses can only be performed in this manner. 

2.1.6 Additional Reference Material 

Details from the scientific and practical perspective can be found for the AGCS 

case at various locations (Table 2-4). 

Source Title Result Scien-

tific 

Practi-

cal 

Baghi and 

Abraham 2013 

Case Study: Allianz 
Global Corporate & 

Specialty AG – Data 

Quality Controlling 

and Data Governance 

CC CDQ case study 

  

Pfaffenzeller 

2012 

Data Governance: 
Data Governance in 

an insurance compa-

ny 

Presentation at a 

CC CDQ workshop 
  

Pfaffenzeller 

2013 

Data Governance: 

Data Governance in 

an insurance compa-

ny 

Presentation at a 

practical confer-

ence 
  

Table 2-4: Additional Reference Materials about the AGCS Case Study 
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2.2 Bayer CropScience: Controlling Data Quality in 

the Agro-chemical Industry 

2.2.1 Overview of the Company 

Bayer CropScience AG is a sub-group of Bayer AG19. Bayer AG is organized into 

three operative sub-groups (Bayer Healthcare, Bayer CropScience, and Bayer 

Material Science) and three service companies (Bayer Business Services, Bayer 

Technology Services and Currenta). 

Bayer CropScience (BCS) is active in the fields of crop protection, non-

agricultural pest control, seeding material and crop bio-technology. With 

22,400 employees and revenue of 8.8 billion EUR in the fiscal year 2013, Bayer 

CropScience is the market leader in the field of agro-chemical products (Table 

2-5). Bayer CropScience was created in 2002 through the acquisition of Aventis 

CropScience by Bayer AG. 

Bayer AG  

Establishment 1863 

Sectors 
Pharmaceuticals, crop sciences and 

plastic 

Headquarters Leverkusen, Germany 

Form of incorporation Aktiengesellschaft (corporation) 

Homepage www.bayer.de 

Revenue (2013) 
40.16 billion EUR (CropScience: 8.8 

billion EUR) 

Profit (2013) 3.19 billion EUR 

Employees (2013) 113,200 (CropScience: 22,400) 

Table 2-5: Summary Profile of Bayer 

Bayer CropScience has been organized into two operative business areas. 

 Crop Protection & Seeds: This business area manufactures plant protection 

products, meaning herbicides, fungicides, pesticides and seed treatment 

agents. The Seeds sub-group cultivates seeding materials for the key crops 

of cotton, canola, rice and vegetables. 

 Environmental Science: this business area specializes in non-agricultural 

applications and offers products for controlling pests from the level of 

home & garden to the level of forestry. 

Three characteristics distinguish the market in which Bayer CropScience oper-

ates. 

                                                      

19 This case study is based on the CC CDQ case study conducted by Ebner et al. (2011). 

http://www.bayer.de/
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 Regulation: country-specific legal requirements, industry-specific guide-

lines and official specifications resulting from the properties of the manu-

factured products all regulate the environment of the Bayer CropScience 

market. One product may only be sold in a country when Bayer Crop-

Science has a valid registration and the chemical composition of the prod-

uct complies with that registration. 

 Research and development expenditure: the development of new products 

is protracted and associated with high levels of investment, similar to such 

issues in the pharmaceutical industry. 

 Seasonality: both the sales and the procurement markets (raw materials) 

are predominantly dependent on the weather. Periods of heat and cold in 

the arable areas cause above-average fluctuations in prices and are very dif-

ficult to predict. 

As is the case with Bayer CropScience, many companies in this industry react to 

this through integrating the supply chain. The term “food value chain” describes 

the planning, management and control of the flow of goods and information 

throughout the entire supply chain from the farmer to the retail stores, distribu-

tors and wholesalers up to the manufacturers of pest control measures and raw 

material providers (Wallich 2013). 

2.2.2 Initial Situation and Rationale for Action 

In 2007, Bayer CropScience made the decision to harmonize business processes 

at the global level with the following three goals (Nachtsheim et al. 2010). 

 Improvement of capital requirements and liquidity planning through the 

use of a universal process for planning and managing the production and 

material procurement processes starting from the regional sales planning 

 Improvement of the reporting system through the use of a uniform founda-

tion for data and a uniform management cockpit 

 Improvement of the quality of the controlling organization through the use 

of a central training program 

The prerequisite for this was a globally uniform application system landscape. 

In the first step, BCS consolidated the systems used by the national subsidiaries 

from more than 120 countries into three regional systems (Europe, Asia-Pacific 

and the Americas). As part of this project, BCS transferred the master data for 

materials, customers and suppliers from the country-specific systems to one 

central master data system, the so-called “Golden Box”. This central system 

distributes the master data to the regional systems. 

After the first harmonization of the national subsidiaries’ systems into three 

regional systems, the Future System Landscape (FSL) project began with the 

goal of establishing a global ERP system (see Figure 2-6). 
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Figure 2-6: The Future System Landscape Project at Bayer CropScience (Brauer 2009 
p. 11) 

Sub-projects in the FSL project integrated the regional national subsidiaries 

into the central ERP system (“roll ins”) and harmonized the local master data 

with the databases already in use by the central system. In the middle of 2008, 

one FSL sub-project began the integration of the supply chain planning pro-

cesses for the Asia-Pacific region. Difficulties with the provision of data for the 

roll-in arose starting with the kick-off workshop. The project employees discov-

ered problems, such as those with the consolidation of requirements for active 

ingredients, with the pricing determination for products and with the program 

and portfolio planning. As part of the workshop, they succeeded in tracing these 

problems back to erroneous data in, for example, the product hierarchy. Aside 

from this, they verified a connection between the lack of data quality and several 

business processes.  

Among other things, errors in the product hierarchy were responsible for the 

problems in the requirements planning. At Bayer, the product hierarchy pro-

vides information about the composition of materials and products as well as 

their organizational affiliation. It is described by an eleven-digit code, which is 

composed of five elements. The code defines the affiliation of a product to the 

business area, business unit and business segment. The code makes it possible 

to draw conclusions about the active working ingredients as well as the compo-

sition and preparation of a product. All of the associated products can be de-

termined for each product hierarchy. The quality of the product hierarchy data 
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is a prerequisite for three business processes: planning, reporting and product 

segmentation (see Figure 2-7). 

 

Figure 2-7: Significance of the Quality of Product Hierarchy Data for Business Pro-
cessed at Bayer CropScience (Brauer 2009 p. 17) 

 

The analysis of the data quality problems identified several causes (see Figure 

2-8).  

 

Figure 2-8: Causes of Problems in Data Quality at Bayer CropScience (Brauer 2009 p. 
13) 
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Examples included a lack of awareness of the significance of the data on the part 

of the employees, a lack of specifications for the acquisition and maintenance of 

the data, a lack of responsibilities and a lack of measurement of the data quality. 

Up to that time, Bayer CropScience did not have a periodic data quality control 

system or any preventive DQM measures. Data improvement had been a reac-

tive measure in individual cases, for example after errors that could be traced to 

a lack of data quality had been noted in the reporting systems.  

The insight that data quality was a necessary prerequisite for the FSL project 

and thereby the operational goals of the business processing harmonization in 

the company led to the decision to begin a company-wide data quality manage-

ment project.  

2.2.3 Development of the Company-wide Data Quality Management 

Goals of the Data Quality Cockpit 

The data quality cockpit is software that supports the continuous measurement 

and monitoring of the quality of data. Functional requirements for the data 

quality cockpit were: 

 Measurement of the quality of the data 

 Graphical depiction of the measured results 

 Storage of the measured results over a time period of twelve months in or-

der to be able to depict trends 

 Support for user- and role-specific views 

Because the data quality cockpit directly supported the FSL project, it was not 

made into a separate project nor budgeted separately. Thus, a cost-benefit anal-

ysis for the cockpit is not available.  

The data quality cockpit pursued four goals. 

 Creating awareness: sensitization of the specialist departments and na-

tional subsidiaries to the issue of data quality and demonstration of the 

need for company-wide management of data quality 

 Creating transparency: demonstration of the connections between data 

defects and business problems and justification of measures for improving 

the data quality 

 Reinforcing collaboration: creation of acceptance of the initiative among 

the responsible users in the specialist areas to ensure their support 

 Identifying a need to act: determination of the need to act in various areas 

in order to be able to improve data quality and to maintain it at a stable 

level in a sustainable manner 

The introduction of the cockpit initially occurred in 15 national subsidiaries in 

the Asia-Pacific region. At the beginning, only the material master data was 
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taken into consideration. By doing so, BCS determined that the cockpit could be 

extended to additional national subsidiaries and data objects. 

Employee Goals 

The goals for data quality are part of the employee goals at Bayer CropScience. 

Because data is acquired and maintained in the countries, responsibility for the 

quality of the data was transferred to the managers of the national subsidiaries. 

They received specifications to setup a so-called master data coordinator for 

each country who would establish the responsibilities and tasks for the data 

within the country and control measures for the improvement of the data quali-

ty. Managers of the national subsidiaries receive the specification to achieve and 

maintain a data quality level of 97% in their annual goals.  

The bases for the calculation of the quality of the data are business rules that are 

valid company-wide and can be identified due to the problems in the business 

processes. The goal of 97% data quality was determined after evaluation of a 

cost-benefit ratio.  

Business Rules and Data Quality Key Performance Indicators 

Data quality is not an objective by itself, but rather serves to support business 

processes. For that reason, rules for the quality of the data were determined 

from the requirements for the business processes. The project team from Bayer 

CropScience conducted interviews with process experts for this. One hundred 

sixty rules were developed over the course of the interviews. In order to guaran-

tee the comparability and integrity of the rules and achievability of the targeted 

values, the project team tested the rules determined for three properties. 

 Measurability: the rule can be measured technically, meaning that all 

measured data will be available and comparable through the properties 

formulated by the rule 

 Relevancy to business: there is a causal relationship between the rule and 

the company’s business goals, meaning that the technical effect of breaking 

a rule can be traced 

 Conformity with business: the rule is close to everyday business routines 

and validates the activities that should be performed in the operative daily 

business routines  

After testing these properties, 53 rules remained that were re-processed with 

the process experts over several iterations. Figure 2-9 shows examples of several 

selected business rules for the Product Hierarchy and Cost Accounting valida-

tion groups.  
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Figure 2-9: Examples of Data Quality Rules at Bayer CropScience (Ebner et al. 2011 p. 
16) 

For a periodic measurement, the values first had to be aggregated and then 

compared. For aggregation, the business rules were assigned to various valida-

tion groups like product hierarchy, expense account, material status and cost 

accounting. The validation groups were assigned in turn to the super-ordinate 

master data object in order to be able to distinguish the objects using additional 

master data objects given future extension. Furthermore, the validation groups 

were assigned to the national subsidiaries, which belonged to one of the four 

regions: Europe, North America, Latin America or Asia-Pacific. 

A uniform data quality index (DQI) was formed from the individual examina-

tions of the rules for comparability of the measured values. The index was calcu-

lated as the quotient of the number of those records that did not break any rules 

and the total number of records. The index can therefore assume values be-

tween 0 and 1 or 0 and 100 percent in intervals. 

System Architecture and the Data Quality Cockpit 

Bayer CropScience introduced the IBM Information Server (IBS IS) software 

solution together with the Data Stage tool for the validation of the business 

rules and provision of the results. The records to be validated and the measured 

results were stored in an Oracle database. The Data Storage tool integrated into 

Validation group: Product hierarchy

Validation rule:      Product hierarchies on level 4 and 5 differ from the assigned UVP

MAT_0017 Error report if VP values and corresponding UVP values differ for positions 8 to14 of field 

MARA PRDHA. But only if global status of VP = 3,4,7,8.

Validation group: Product hierarchy

Validation rule:      Profit Center is not consistent with product hierarchy

MAT_0021 Error report if combined values are not found in lookup table and  

factory material status  =  2, 3, 4, 7, 8.

Except from material types YHB, YHBN, YPMN. 

PRCTR is automatically edited if a MARC record for a certain material is created.

Profit center charging is the basis for economic calculation, cash flow analysis, assets 

accounting.

Validation group: Cost accounting

Validation rule:     Procurement type "E" and Valuation class "3xxx"

MAT_0023 Procurement type: 

Indicator defining how the material is obtained.

„E” = Material is obtained factory internal.

Valuation class:

Valuation class acts as a key for grouping materials and services with the same 

components together before balancing.

 3000: Raw Material

 3010: Material, provided by subcontractors, provided material

(not charged)

 3210: Non-returnable  packaging material

 3500: Trading Goods
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IBM IS modeled the business rules. Figure 2-10 shows the system architecture 

for the evaluation of the business rules and the depiction of the results. 

 

Figure 2-10: Data Quality Cockpit System Architecture at Bayer CropScience (Brauer 
2009 p. 21) 
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This data first had to be exported from the central master data server and the 

regional SAP systems for evaluation of the data and then imported into IBM IS. 

This was done at monthly intervals and included importing the data from all 

participating national subsidiaries. In doing so, the necessary master data ob-

ject tables were transferred in unmodified form so that the records could be 

traced. Thus, the defective source record could be determined precisely for each 

business rule.  

The measurement results were depicted on the intranet using Oracle Applica-

tion Express (APEX)20. The navigation hierarchy corresponded to the aggrega-

tion levels indicated above sorted by business rules (validation rules), validation 

groups, national subsidiaries, master data objects and regions at the top level.  

 

 

Figure 2-11: Data Quality Measurements at Bayer CropScience (Ebner et al. 2011 p. 24) 

                                                      

20 A development environment from Oracle for web applications based on Oracle databases 

Master Data Quality Overview by Region – Trend line
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By doing so, users could navigate from the global DQI, which applied across all 

regions, objects and business rules, to the value applied to their company. At the 

top level, the values for each region were compared against each other as shown 

in Figure 2-11. 

 

 

Figure 2-12: Data Quality Analyses by National Subsidiary at Bayer CropScience (Eb-
ner et al. 2011 p. 25) 
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Schlechteste
Geschäftseinheit

Asien / Pazifik
Durchschnitt

Beste Geschäftseinheit -
0422 TH Bayer Thai C

0422 TH Bayer Thai
Comp. Ltd

Ziel DQI

Worst NaSu

Asia Pacific Average

Best NaSu - 0422 TH Bayer 

Thai C

0422 TH Bayer Thai Comp. 

Ltd

Target DQI

Key: NaSu - National Subsidiary.

Master Data Quality Overview by Validation Group – Table

(National Subsidiary Asia Pacific  Material  0422 TH Bayer Thai Comp. Ltd.)

Validation Date Validation Group Record 

Count

Violation

Count

Violation 

Rate (%)

Data Quality 

Index (DQI)

2011-01-07 Data life cycle for

material

11,133 3 0.0 100

2011-01-07 Finance & Accounting 6,347 1 0.0 100

2011-01-07 Packaging &

Distribution

5,076 53 1.0 99

2011-01-07 Product Hierarchy /

Profit Ctr.

14,532 3 0.0 100

2011-01-07 Product Alignment 3,156 0 0.0 100

2011-01-07 Product Procurement 1,120 0 0.0 100

2011-01-07 Unit of Measure /

Weights

6,455 13 0.2 99.8

Validation Date: 2011-01

click on a validation rule to select.
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The following DQI values were displayed at the national subsidiary level for 

each country. 

 DQI goal for the respective country 

 Actual DQI for the respective business unit 

 DQI for the business unit with the best level of data quality 

 DQI for the business unit with the worst level of data quality 

 Average DQI for the region 

The cockpit displayed the name of the business unit with the best DQI value, 

while the worst business units remained anonymous. This comparative depic-

tion generated a certain level of competition and motivated the employees to 

improve their data, in order to achieve the top level in the next month. At the 

same time, this avoided placing the poorest business units in a bad light. Figure 

2-12 shows the comparison of the values for the national subsidiaries. 

From their national subsidiaries, users were able to navigate using the business 

rules to the data object that was not in compliance with its business rule (see 

Figure 2-13). Thus, Bayer employees could determine the causes for the low-

quality DQI and introduce the necessary countermeasures. The depiction of the 

results and the navigation options in the data quality cockpit were identical for 

each employee. 

 

Figure 2-13: Violated Data Quality Rules at the Record Level at Bayer CropScience 
(Ebner et al. 2011 p. 26) 

Validation Date: 2011-01 Object: Material

Region: Asia Pacific Legal Entity: 0422 TH Bayer Thai Comp Ltd.

Validation Group: Prod. Hierarchy / 

Profit Ctr.

Validation Rule: Profit Center is not consistent with 

Product hierarchy (MAT_0021)

Query Parameters

Valida-

tion date

Valida-

tion rule 

ID

Validation rule 

description

Validation 

group 

description

Region Com-
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code

Company 

name
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number

Material 
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2011-01 

-07
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Profit Center is not 
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Product hierarchy
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Asia
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008020

5872

ACC C-BCS
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EC25

100ML

0911011

999554
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EC25 1L
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0911011
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Violation Results by Object - Material
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The opening page for the cockpit could however also be individualized and, for 

example, set to the evaluations that were relevant for the respective employee. 

The data quality cockpit saved the results of the previous DQI so that Bayer 

could observe the development of the data quality over time. Because the results 

of the last 15 months were always retained, comparison against the last four 

quarters was possible and even permitted comparison of the actual and previ-

ous quarterly results. 

2.2.4 Insights 

The most important insights gained from the project have been summarized 

below. 

 Data quality is a prerequisite for core business processes like financial and 

production planning. 

 Data quality management is not an individual project, but rather must be 

anchored into the organization using data governance roles. 

 Periodic measurement of the quality of the data is a prerequisite for its 

management and, thereby, its improvement. 

 Data quality must be a component of the goal agreements with the employ-

ees. 

The factors for the successful introduction of the data quality cockpit at Bayer 

CropScience included the following issues. 

 Simplicity: a single, easily understood metric, such as the data quality in-

dex, is easier to understand and more definitive than a multitude of ab-

stract metrics.  

 Relevancy: clearly defined causal connections between data quality and 

business problems ensure the focus will be placed on the most important 

data quality problems and ensure support from the employees and man-

agement. 

 Knowledge of the subject matter: this knowledge from the daily business 

routines is necessary to the identification of defects in the data critical to 

business. 

 Management: the support of the company management increases the visi-

bility and acceptance of the data quality measurements in the company. 

 Visualization: presentation of the measurement results that targets the 

specific groups, is easily understood and is transparent is a prerequisite for 

the acceptance of the data quality measurements. 

 Comparability: comparison of the measurement values, such as between 

various countries, can increase employee motivation. Comparable meas-

urement values also make evaluation of data across company boundaries 

possible. 
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2.2.5 Additional Reference Material 

Details from the scientific and practical perspective can be found for the Bayer 

CropScience case at various locations (Table 2-6). 

Source Title Result Scientific Practical 

Brauer 2009 Master Data Quality 

Cockpit at Bayer Crop-

Science 

Presentation at 

a CC CDQ 

workshop 

  

Brauer 2012 The Master Data Qual-

ity Journey at Bayer 

CropScience 

Presentation at 

a CC CDQ steer-

ing group meet-

ing 

  

Ebner and 

Brauer 2011 

Case study on the 
governance system for 

master data quality at 

Bayer CropScience 

Scientific article 
in a peer-

reviewed jour-

nal 

  

Ebner et al. 

2011 

The Bayer CropScience 

AG Case Study: Design 

and Implementing 

Business-oriented 

Data Quality Key Per-

formance Indicators 

CC CDQ case 

study 

  

Nachtsheim et 

al. 2010 

The TOP Controlling 
Initiative at Bayer 

CropScience 

Scientific article 
in a peer-

reviewed jour-

nal 

  

Otto et al. 2010 Measuring Master 
Data Quality: Findings 

from a Case Study  

Scientific article 
in conference 

proceedings 

  

Weber 2009 A Data Governance 

Reference Model 

Dissertation 
  

Table 2-6: Additional Reference Materials about the Bayer CropScience Case Study

2.3 Beiersdorf: Product Data Quality in the Con-

sumer Goods Supply Chain 

2.3.1 Overview of the Company 

Beiersdorf is a globally active consumer goods company headquartered in 

Hamburg, Germany, with 150 subsidiaries around the world and close to 17,000 

employees21 (Table 2-7). The company is divided into two corporate divisions. 

The Consumer Division with roughly 5.1 billion euros in revenue in 2013 in-

                                                      

21 This case study is based on the published CC CDQ case study led by Hüner et al. (2011a). 
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cludes products for skin and body maintenance, as well as medical products. 

The largest part of the company revenue is based on the Nivea brand in the 

product catalog, one of the oldest and most popular brands on the global market 

for personal care products. Other well-known products in this division include 

8x4 and Labello for the mass market as well as Juvena and La Prairie in the 

luxury goods segment. The catalog of medical products offered includes adhe-

sive bandages and tape, wound protection and dressings, marketed under brand 

names like Eucerin and Hansaplast. The second company division, tesa (with 

roughly 1 billion euros in revenue in 2013) includes self-adhering system and 

product solutions for industrial customers and end consumers. 

Beiersdorf AG  

Establishment 1882 

Sector Consumer goods industry 

Headquarters Hamburg, Germany 

Form of incorporation Aktiengesellschaft (corporation) 

Homepage www.beiersdorf.de 

Revenue (2013) 6.14 million EUR 

Profit (2013) 543 million EUR 

Employees (2013) 16,708 

Table 2-7: Summary Profile of Beiersdorf 

The organizational structure of Beiersdorf included two functional and three 

regional areas of responsibility at the time of this case study (see Figure 2-14).  

 

Figure 2-14: Organizational Structure of Beiersdorf and Chain of Reporting for Data 
Process Management (Hüner et al. 2011a p. 144) 

 

Executive Board

Beiersdorf AG

Region Europe
Brands, Supply 

Chain (SC)

Finance, Human 

Resources

Region 

Americas
Region Asia

Beiersdorf Shared

Services GmbH (IT)
… SC Technology

Quality 

Management
…

SC Data 

Process Mgmt.
SC Systems

Technology 

Development

Packaging

Development

Real Estate 

Management

SC 

Management

Key:              Important organizational units of the case study; SC – Supply Chain; Mgmt. – Management. 

http://www.beiersdorf.de/
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Information technology was controlled by Beiersdorf Shared Services, an inde-

pendent shared services organization and subsidiary of Beiersdorf. The Supply 

Chain Data Processing Management organizational unit, found in the Supply 

Chain Management department, was responsible for the organization of the 

company-wide central product master data management. 

2.3.2 Initial Situation of Data Management and Rationale for Ac-

tion 

The case study demonstrates the challenges of exchanging data across company 

boundaries in the consumer goods industry using Beiersdorf as an example. The 

partners of an ecosystem in the consumer goods industry must ensure efficient 

replenishment of goods for a large number of stock keeping units. In this, they 

must be capable of exchanging product information in a targeted manner and 

correctly in addition to physical goods.  

Exchanging Product Data in the Ecosystem 

Regarding this, Figure 2-15 shows a cross-section of the Beiersdorf ecosystem, 

in which the central corporate function represents one of eleven participants.  

 

Figure 2-15: Exchange of Product Information in the Beiersdorf Ecosystem (Schierning 
2010 p. 25) 
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Internal Actors

[10] 

External Actors

[1] 

[2] 

[3] [4] [5] [6] [7] 
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[12] 
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The figure differentiates between company-internal data flows (Flows 1, 2, 8 

and 12), the data flow between Beiersdorf and third parties (Flows 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 

9, 10, 11, 13 and 14) and data flows between external parties (Flows 15 and 16). 

Application systems for exchanging data are not depicted. 

The following items provide more precise explanations of the central product 

data flows between Beiersdorf and other participants in the ecosystem.  

 Corporate function: core services at Beiersdorf (such as requirements 

planning, product marketing, product development and packaging design) 

and maintenance of product data (see [1] in Figure 2-15), which are 

available to both internal and external partners. For example, one product 

recipe is created by the Product Development department and used by the 

Requirements Planning function. Aside from this, GTINs or net weights, 

for example, are contained in the design template specifications [4] for ex-

ternal partners. GTINs are the globally unique identifications numbers for 

articles.  

 Production plants, suppliers, third-party suppliers and graphics agencies: 

globally distributed production shops and external production partners, for 

example, use article lists or GTINs [2 & 7] as well as design templates 

[10 & 15] and order raw materials (items from the parts lists [9]) from sup-

pliers.  

 Distribution centers, logistics service providers and customs agencies: dis-

tribution centers use logistics data that has been provided by central 

company functions [8] and is processed or supplemented by the produc-

tion shops [12]. External service providers also use logistics data as well as 

environmental, health and safety data [11 & 13]. Data relevant for 

customs agencies [14] must be made available to the customs agencies.  

 Data pool providers: Beiersdorf provides GTINs [3] for use by customer 

companies [16] in their 1Sync data pool.  

 Customer companies: Beiersdorf provides logistics data to customer com-

panies in order to support their planning processes ([6], in particular data 

about packing dimensions). 

 Organizations for standardization: Beiersdorf requests data for the defini-

tion of new GTINs [5] from organizations for standardization.  

In all of the indicated examples, smooth supply chain processes depend on a 

high level of product data quality.  

Data Governance and the Application Landscape 

The tasks of the Data Process Management department (see Figure 2-14) in-

clude the characteristic obligations of a Chief Data Steward (Weber et al. 2009), 

such as the strategic development of master data management and the ongoing 

development of the core master data system. Beiersdorf Shared Services en-

sures system support. 
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The Supply Chain manager is the “Executive Sponsor” for master data man-

agement at Beiersdorf. The Data Process Management team has contact people 

for questions related to master data in every central and local organizational 

unit. At the corporate level, there is a person responsible for each product line 

(Nivea Body, Nivea Sun, etc.) from the marketing departments. At the subsidi-

ary level, there is normally one Business Data Steward per country from the 

Material Management department. 

The person responsible for creating a new master data object for a certain prod-

uct depends on the market in which that product should be sold. The product 

data for products that are only marketed in one country is appointed onsite by 

the subsidiary. In contrast, product data for internationally marketed products 

is generated by the respective brands at the corporate level. The location of 

creation also determines the responsibilities for subsequent maintenance of the 

data. Roughly 200 employees from Central Services have been entrusted with 

maintaining the global data attributes, while the master data at the local level is 

normally managed by the Product Management department.  

Beiersdorf manages their global product data (such as product identification, 

logistics data and product hierarchies) using a central product lifecycle man-

agement system (hereafter the PLM system), which was introduced in 2004. At 

periodic intervals (meaning every three hours), the PLM system transfers new 

or modified product data to four regional ERP systems and to internal global 

application systems (such as a decision-support system (BW), a planning sys-

tem (APO) and a procurement system (EBP)). Because the data is written di-

rectly to the target system, consistency is guaranteed within the database. Bei-

ersdorf Shared Services maintains the systems. Figure 2-16 shows the flow of 

master data within the Beiersdorf application landscape. The depicted applica-

tion landscape is characteristic of a globally active company. It includes both 

global applications for supporting processes that affect several organizational 

units as well as local applications that support processes in separate organiza-

tional units (Lehmann 2003). 

As part of the PLM system, the master data workbench (MDW) provides fea-

tures for the creation of master data and thereby ensures that master data will 

be transferred precisely at the moment of its creation to the PLM system. Sys-

tem users (roughly 150 people) use data entry screens, which have been de-

signed to correspond to the product innovation process and the product data 

maintenance process at Beiersdorf. Important PLM functions (such as the as-

signment of a unique identifier or validation routines) have already been inte-

grated into the process for the creation of product data so that there will not be 

any breaches in media. Once a product master data record has been approved, 

the PLM system will transfer this data to the regional ERP systems.  
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Figure 2-16: Flow of Master Data within the Beiersdorf Application Landscape 
(Schierning 2010 p. 21) 

The external transfer of production data to wholesalers and retailers is con-

trolled using a central product information management system (hereafter the 

PIM system). The PIM system is provided with global and local master data 

from the regional ERP systems. It also assumes the role of transferring data to 
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1Snyc, the Beiersdorf data pool. Beiersdorf provides GTINs in this data pool for 

the use of customer companies. 

2.3.3 The Data Quality Measurement Project 

In essence, the existing organizational and technical structures for the man-

agement of master data at Beiersdorf already made smooth supply chain pro-

cesses possible across country borders. Regularly occurring business problems, 

which adversely affected the strategic corporate goals (such as compliance with 

legal and regulatory provisions and high services levels), or which caused high 

costs, were unknown. Despite this, the quality of the product data was criticized, 

in particular in relation to use across company boundaries. For example, several 

distribution centers complained about the accuracy of the weight specifications 

for newly introduced products. Such defects in logistics data could cause addi-

tional costs, such as when the weight of a pallet exceeded the tolerance range 

and goods had to be re-packed and warehoused. 

In combination with growing awareness of the significance of product data 

quality at the point, where it was transferred to external partners (such as cus-

tomer companies, data pool operators and logistics service providers), these 

complaints induced the core data process management department at Beiers-

dorf to initiate a project with the goals of a) identifying defects critical to busi-

ness and b) determining measurement values for data quality for monitoring 

these defects. The project included the following phases. 

 Phase I: Scoping. Determination of the data attributes and data quality 

dimensions that were classified as critical to business.  

 Phase II: Interviews. Identification of business problems that were traced 

to defects in the selected attributes (through interviews with representa-

tives from various partners in the Beiersdorf ecosystem). 

 Phase III: Analysis. Collection of the interview results and identification of 

critical data defects.  

 Phase IV: Specification. Specification of data quality measurement values 

for monitoring critical data defects. 

Phase I: Identification of Critical Data Attributes  

Because the Beiersdorf PLM system’s product data exhibited more than 800 

attributes, the project team grouped these attributes into data clusters in Phase 

I. These clusters organized the attributes into logical sub-groups, which then 

helped in further processing the attributes and even provided initial indicators 

to the business processes in which the attributes were used (such as the Parts 

List or Logistics Data clusters). The project team initially selected 20 clusters 

(with a total of roughly 100 attributes) that were to be examined in the inter-

views. As a consequence, four data quality dimensions were determined: accu-

racy (are the values correct?), completeness (are the values present?), con-
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sistency (are the same values used for one attribute in various systems?) and 

actuality (are the values always available in a timely manner?). The team chose 

those data clusters and data quality dimensions that had been noted in the 

complaints about the product data. The dimensions served to structure the in-

terviews, meaning that the team drafted several questions for each dimension 

that would discuss each of the selected attributes (for example: Does erroneous 

or imprecise data exist?, Is there any obsolete data?, Is there any inconsistency 

in the data in regards to the data in the PLM system?). 

Phase II: Interviews 

In Phase II, interview partners were chosen and the interviews were conducted. 

Seven interviews covered important parts of the supply chain and essential 

components of the product catalog, such as products for the mass market or 

complex results and products manufactured internally and externally. All of the 

interviewees had been employed at Beiersdorf for many years (several for more 

than twenty years) and knew the company data, processes and system quite 

well. In order to emphasize the significance of these interviews, the manager of 

the Supply Chain Development Department invited the interview participants to 

attend. Based on the data clusters and the data quality dimensions in the inter-

view guidelines, the interviewees referred to potential problems in their en-

trusted business processes and contributed to the identification of data defects 

and to the discussion of possibilities for improvement to the internal processes. 

Complaints about other participants in the ecosystem did not arise. After their 

general estimation of the quality of the data, the interview participants were 

also asked to disclose other issues or problems that the interview guidelines 

might not have discovered (such as other attributes).  

Finally, they were asked to describe all identified business problems with regard 

to the causative data attributes and types of errors and to categorize the prob-

lems on a scale from 1 to 5. The criteria for this were, for example, the accrued 

costs, impairment of the quality of service or the risk of complaints. The inter-

view guidelines contains explanatory examples for several types of characteris-

tics used for the evaluation scale, so that interview participants could under-

stand the scale uniformly throughout all of the interviews and the interview 

results could be compared against each other.  

Phase III: Analysis 

In Phase III, the interview results were collected in order to identify data quality 

problems that were critical to the entire ecosystem first. The most important 

data clusters were to be determined on that basis. The following seven data 

quality problems resulted from this process.  

 Lack of information about temperature conditions for transport: in sever-

al cases, products were delivered in a frozen condition due to extreme ex-
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ternal temperatures. The consequences were customer complaints and ad-

ditional costs for returns, quality inspections and re-delivery. The structure 

of the PLM system had not made any provisions for product-specific in-

formation about the environmental temperature during transport. 

 No uniform format for the identification of products (expiration dates): 

like many other companies, Beiersdorf had problems with the correct for-

mat for the identification of product packaging with expiration dates in 

several cases. These formats differ from country to country and often have 

to be researched individually, because complete, central documentation of 

all valid formats do not exist for reference purposes. 

 Lack of hazardous materials identification for packages of products: Bei-

ersdorf always makes sure that hazardous material (such as sprays with 

deodorants) are correspondingly labeled and identified. Missing or errone-

ous hazardous materials identifications were therefore unknown. However, 

packages of products for certain marketing campaigns (such as displays 

that contain a bag with shampoo and deodorant spray) generally were not 

packaged in the production plants where the individual components were 

manufactured, but rather in the distribution centers. In those cases, the 

parts list for the combined products had to be examined individually in or-

der to determine if the identification of hazardous materials was necessary. 

This process was described as tedious and rife with risk, even when specific 

failures were not mentioned. 

 Lack of or erroneous GTINs: there were cases in which the GTINs for the 

logistics units (such as shrink-wrap packaging, packaging units and pallets) 

were missing, erroneous or were not unique (such as product GTINs that 

were also used for shrink-wrap packaging) or did agree with the data that 

was transferred to the GS1 data pool (GS1 is an international organization, 

which develops and implements global standards for supply chains). The 

consequences were problems in marketing the products and a reduction in 

the level of service. 

 Logistics data that was either imprecise or not available in a timely man-

ner: the automatically calculated product weights were not in fact replaced 

in the PLM systems by values actually measured after production and final 

adjustments in all cases. For products with transparent packaging (such as 

shampoo filled in transparent bottles), the bottles were filled to the top in 

some cases, which resulted in them weighing more than the specified 

amount, because the bottle would otherwise appear somewhat empty. Even 

though such changes to the volume were within the tolerances ranges of 

twenty percent specified as part of the GS1 specifications, the logistics pro-

cesses could be affected by the increased pallet weight.  

 Parts lists that were not approved in a timely manner: in several cases, 

parts lists were not available in a timely manner or were changed several 

times after the approval date. This in turn could cause delays in the produc-
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tion processes, additional expenditures in the production plants and poten-

tially reduced the quality of service. 

 Documents were not available in a timely manner: in addition, there were 

cases in which design templates and technical drawings were not available 

in a timely manner, which also lead to delays in the production processes, 

additional expenditures in the production plants and potentially reduced 

the quality of service. 

The measurement values for data quality were based in large part on these sev-

en problems. Of course, the problem with the lack of information for tempera-

ture conditions for transport was not categorized as a problem in data quality, 

because insufficient information for the definition of the threshold values was 

available. Instead, data relevant to customs was recognized as an additional 

critical criterion during an interim presentation. On that basis, the project team 

supplemented the measurement values for data quality with a validation rule 

for the actuality of the Commodity Code and Herkunftsland (Country of 

Origin) attributes.  

Table 2-8 summarizes the data defects that were found to be critical (meaning 

the affected data attribute and data quality dimension) and assigns them to the 

data flows within the Beiersdorf ecosystem depicted in Figure 2-15. It also 

shows the effects of the data defects on the affected business processes. 

Data 

flow 

Data clus-

ter / At-

tribute 

Data Qual-

ity Dimen-

sion 

Effect on the Business Processes 

[2] Parts list Actuality 

and fre-

quency of 

modifica-

tion 

 Additional costs due to new production, 

when changes to the parts lists made 

products unusable 

 Impairment of the quality of service due 

to delays in production 

Format of 

the prod-

uct identi-

fication 

Accuracy, 

complete-

ness and 

frequency 

of change22 

 Additional costs due to additional work 

(such as getting information and commu-

nication) 

 Additional costs caused by revisions, 

when defects were not detected before the 

start of production 

 Risk of monetary penalties by overseeing 

authorities, when the defects were not de-

tected before delivery of the goods 

[3] GTIN Consisten-  Impairment of the quality of service, 

                                                      

22 The Frequency of Change dimension was added in the analysis phase, because various 
problems were placed in connection with the attributes that were often changed after actual approv-
al (such as the status values in the parts lists). 
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cy when discrepancies were not detected be-

fore delivery of the goods 

 Risk of monetary penalties by overseeing 
authorities, when the defects were not de-

tected before delivery of the goods 

Logistics 

data 
Accuracy  Impairment of the quality of service, 

when discrepancies were not detected be-

fore delivery of the goods 

 Risk of monetary penalties by overseeing 

authorities, when the defects were not de-

tected before delivery of the goods 

[4] GTIN Accuracy 

and con-

sistency 

 Additional costs caused by the necessity 

for new design templates, when the defect 

was not detected before production or de-

livery 

[6] Identifica-

tion of 

hazardous 

materials 

Complete-

ness 
 Risk of monetary penalties by overseeing 

authorities, when the defects were not de-

tected before delivery of the goods 

Logistics 

data 
Actuality   Costs due to lost profits  

[7] Parts list Actuality 

and fre-

quency of 
modifica-

tion 

 Additional costs due to new production or 

revision, when changes to the parts lists 
made existing products unusable 

 Impairment of the quality of service due 

to delays in production 

[8] Identifica-

tion of 

hazardous 

materials 

Complete-

ness 
 Additional costs due to additional work 

(such as getting information and commu-

nication) 

GTIN Accuracy, 

complete-

ness and 

frequency 

of changes 

 Additional costs due to additional work 

(such as getting information and commu-

nication) 

 Risk of monetary penalties by overseeing 

authorities, when the defects were not de-

tected before delivery of the goods 

Logistics 

data 

Accuracy, 

complete-

ness and 

frequency 

of changes 

 Additional costs due to additional work 

(such as getting information and commu-

nication), in particular in regard to GTINs 

for the logistics area 

[10] Design 

templates 

and tech-

Actuality  Impairment of the quality of service due 

to delays in production 
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nical draw-

ings 

[11] Identifica-

tion of 

hazardous 

materials 

Complete-

ness 
 Risk of monetary penalties by overseeing 

authorities, when the defects were not de-

tected by the logistics provider before de-

livery of the goods  

[12] GTIN Accuracy, 

consisten-

cy and 

complete-

ness 

 Additional costs due to additional work 

(such as getting information and commu-

nication), in particular in regard to GTINs 

for the logistics area 

Logistics 

data 

Accuracy 

and fre-

quency of 

changes 

 Additional costs due to additional work 

(such as getting information and commu-

nication), affecting gross weight in par-

ticular 

[13] Identifica-

tion of 

hazardous 

materials 

Complete-

ness 
 Risk of monetary penalties by overseeing 

authorities, when the defects were not de-

tected by the logistics provider before de-

livery of the goods 

Logistics 

data 
Accuracy  Additional costs when goods had to be re-

packed and warehoused due to exceeding 

the tolerance ranges  

[14] Data rele-

vant to 

customs 

Actuality  Additional costs due to additional work 

(such as getting information and commu-

nication) 

 Impairment of the quality of service due 

to delays in production 

[15] Design 

templates 

and tech-

nical draw-
ings 

Actuality  Impairment of the quality of service due 

to delays in production 

Table 2-8: Critical Data Defects and Effects on Business Processes 

Phase IV: Specification of Measurement Values for Data Quality  

The goal of Phase IV was to determine the measurement values for the quality 

of the data that would enable a monitoring system for the data defects identified 

in the interviews. The measured values for data quality would be standardized 

on the interval [0; 1], which would be interpreted as follows. 

 The highest value (1) indicates that the validated data object does not con-

tain any critical defects. 
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 The lowest value (0) indicates that each validated data object contains at 

least on critical defect. 

The structure of the measurement system was oriented on the data clusters that 

were identified as causes of the critical business problems (meaning one meas-

urement value per cluster). In order to collect and compare the determined 

measurement values at a later time point, a formula was developed that could 

be applied to all measurement values. For this same reason, a uniform structure 

for all of the validation rules was determined. A validation rule tests if a data 

object (that includes all data attributes used for a product) exhibits all of the 

properties that were defined by the rules or if at least one criterion had not been 

fulfilled. 

A measurement value for data quality was determined by applying all of the 

validation rules defined for that measurement value (meaning all of the rules 

that were defined for a class of data) to those data objects that were to be tested 

by a certain rule. A weighting factor was used for each validation rule to deter-

mine how heavily the rule should affect the measurement value. The seven 

measurement values for the product data quality and their 32 validation rules 

were implemented in a reporting tool. It periodically analyzed all product data 

objects and determined the measurement values that were evaluated monthly. 

2.3.4 Insights 

The low number of complaints about the quality of the product data in general 

and the results of the interviews pointed to the fact that Beiersdorf had been 

confronted with a relatively low number of product data defects that were criti-

cal to business. Certainly, this state could be traced back to the excellent organi-

zation and technical support provided by the company’s own management of 

the master data. Defects such as inconsistent company-internal product data, 

duplicates or erroneous items in the parts lists could be avoided in large part by 

the measures such as central allocation of unique product identifiers, integra-

tion of product data maintenance processes as early as the product innovation 

stage (see MDW in Figure 2-16) or the clear assignment of tasks and responsi-

bilities for the maintenance of the product data.  

Nonetheless, critical data defects did occur at Beiersdorf, in particular as re-

gards the exchange of data with other companies. As part of the interviews, data 

relevant to customs that were used by various partners was added as an im-

portant cluster. Fortunately, many of the defects (such as the lack of hazardous 

materials identification or erroneous identification of the pallet weight) were 

detected through manual control processes conducted by experienced employ-

ees. Such processes were only automated to a limited extent and prove that 

manual controls continue to be important even after the implementation of IT-

supported data quality control systems. Data management processes across 

departments and divisions (such as the maintenance of GTINs or template de-
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sign) had not however been sufficiently defined. Continuous monitoring of the 

data defects determined with the help of the measurement values for data quali-

ty will prove if planned measures (such as new work processes, revised process-

es for the provision of GTINs, re-defined processes for the creation of document 

templates) could improve the quality of the product data in a sustainable man-

ner. To implement the measurement system developed for data quality, Beiers-

dorf began a follow-up project for the introduction of specific measurement 

values. 

The most important insights gained from the project have been summarized 

below. 

 Product data quality is a prerequisite for supply chain processes. 

 Data quality requirements can be derived from business process key per-

formance indicators and the data user requirements. 

 Data quality must be made operational across data quality dimensions and 

be made measurable.  

2.3.5 Additional Reference Material 

Details from the scientific and practical perspective can be found for the Beiers-

dorf case at various locations (Table 2-9).  

Source Title Result Scientific Practical 

Schemm 

2008 

Master Data Man-

agement between the 

Retail and Consumer 

Goods Industries: A 

Reference Architec-

ture for the Synchro-

nization of Data 

across Operations 

Dissertation 

  

Hüner 2010 Methods for the 
Specification of Busi-

ness-oriented Data 

Quality Key Perfor-

mance Indicators 

CC CDQ work 

report 

  

Hüner 2011 Management systems 
and Selected 

Measures for In-

creasing Corporate 

Data Quality 

Dissertation 

  

Hüner et al. 

2011a 

Product Data Quality 

in Supply Chains: 

The Case of Beiers-

dorf 

Scientific arti-

cle in a peer-

reviewed jour-

nal 

  

Grillo 2009 Improvement of Presentation at   
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Master Data Quality 

at Beiersdorf 

a CC CDQ 

workshop 

Schierning 

2010 

MDM @ Beiersdorf: 

Project DACOTA 

Data Defect Identifi-

cation & Measure-

ment 

Presentation at 

a CC CDQ 

workshop   

Schierning 

2012 

Consumer-centric 
Information Man-

agement: Exploring 

Product Information 

Presentation at 
a CC CDQ 

workshop 
  

Table 2-9: Additional Reference Materials about the Beiersdorf Case Study 

2.4 Bosch: Management of Data Architecture in a 

Diversified Technology Company 

2.4.1 Overview of the Company 

Bosch is a worldwide leading technology company with an annual revenue of 

more than 45 billion EUR and more than 280,000 employees23. The Bosch 

group consists of Robert Bosch GmbH and roughly 360 subsidiaries and re-

gional companies in roughly 50 countries. Bosch’s four business divisions are 

automotive technology, industrial technology, consumer goods technology and 

energy & building technology (Table 2-10).  

Robert Bosch GmbH  

Establishment 1886 

Sectors 
Mixed company in the fields of technolo-

gy, machine construction and services 

Headquarters Gerlingen, Germany 

Form of incorporation GmbH (private limited company) 

Homepage www.bosch.de 

Revenue (2013) 46.07 billion EUR 

Profit (2013) 1.25 billion EUR 

Employees (2013) 281,381 

Table 2-10: Summary Profile of Bosch 

These business divisions include a total of sixteen divisions that are active in 

more than one hundred countries around the world (see Figure 2-17). 

                                                      

23 This case study is based on the published CC CDQ case study led by Otto (2012a). 
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Figure 2-17: Business Divisions in the Bosch Group (based on Bosch 2013 p. 21) 

2.4.2 Initial Situation and Rationale for Action 

Bosch has collected experience in data management in the individual areas and 

business divisions across several years. Before 2006 however, there was no 

company-wide initiative for the management of master data or data quality. The 

number of existing activities was uncoordinated, did not follow any company-

wide specifications and was characterized by redundant tasks. 

The increasing complexity of products and processes, shorter lifecycles, an in-

creasing level of globalization and the increasing integration of the individual 

areas among each other increased the significance of data for the success of the 

company. For that reason, the company adopted a company guideline for the 

company-wide management of master data. The company guideline regulates 

the following issues. 

 Mutual goals in the management of master data 

 Mutual organizational frameworks for the management of master data 

(functions and roles) 

 Definition of classes of master data relevant throughout the company (in-

cluding data for charts of accounts, suppliers, customers, employees, mate-

rials and customer hierarchies) 

The guideline also regulates the structure of company-wide management of 

master data with the following goals (Hatz 2008). 

 Clear, binding responsibilities for the organizational function of a class of 

master data (in particular, data maintenance) by the master data owner or-

ganization 

 Uniform, consistent data model (such as with regard to structure and con-

tent) as the basis for efficient process design and development 

 Provision and usage of IT tools for maintaining, harmonizing, consolidat-

ing and distributing master data 

Bosch Group 

Revenue: 46.1 billion EUR

Automotive 

Technology

Revenue: 30.4 billion

EUR

10 Divisions

Industrial 

Technology

Revenue: 6.9 billion

EUR

2 Divisions

Consumer Goods

Revenue: 4.2 billion

EUR

2 Divisions

Energy and Building 

Technology

Revenue: 4.6 billion

EUR

2 Divisions
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 Uniform methodology for processing tasks relevant to master data (such as 

the creation of concepts, implementation of IT projects and exercise of the 

organizational function) and processes 

The company guideline also describes the organizational framework for the 

management of master data at Bosch. It divides the master data activities into 

organizational & functional activities (shaded light gray in Figure 2-18) and 

technical activities (shaded dark gray). The former are the responsibility of the 

so-called data owner (Master Data Owner, MDO), the latter are the responsibil-

ity of the central IT Department. Data owners can make decisions about re-

quirements, definitions and usage of their respective classes of data.  

 

Figure 2-18: Organizational Framework for the Management of Master Data at Bosch 
(Otto 2012a p. 11) 

Bosch’s organizational framework for the management of master data also dis-

tinguishes between four sub-functions (see Figure 2-18). 

 The Management System (Governance) determines the guidelines for the 

cultivation of each class of master data and monitors the implementation 

and the success of the data management for those classes of data. 

 The Data Provisioning area has several functions. Firstly, it designs the 

organization of the data management (including the assignment of roles). 

Secondly, it drafts the processes for data acquisition and maintenance. 

Thirdly, it is responsible for the development a conceptual master data 

model. Fourthly, it defines the application systems in which the data will be 

administratively cultivated. 

 Data Usage includes the utilization of the data in business processes. Due 

to the complexity of the structural organization and the integration of the 

areas, various business processes use the same data in various areas. 

MD Provisioning MD Usage MD Concepts & Projects

Governance

MD-Strategy MD-Controlling

MD 

Organizatio

n

MD

Processes

conceptual

physical

MD Application Systems

MD Model

Business Processes

Business Application 

Systems

functional

technical

Implementation Projects

MD Concept

Requirements 

Management

Key:           organizational/functional responsibility;            technical responsibility; MD - Master Data.
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 The Concepts and Projects function is responsible for the ongoing devel-

opment the data management system and the adjustment of the data over 

its lifecycle. Because business processes change, the requirements on the 

data also change. For example, the commercial registry numbers in the 

supplier master data changed from an allowed entry to a mandatory entry 

due to legal specifications. 

The master data architecture (hereafter data architecture) regulates the access, 

distribution and flow of the master data with the goal of ensuring high data 

quality (DAMA 2009). It also includes a conceptual master data model and the 

application landscape. The design of an appropriate data architecture became 

one of the most important design tasks at Bosch, in order to implement the 

noted company guideline. The requirements on these tasks and the contemplat-

ed design options are the focus of this case study.  

Due to the growing level of company integration and the multitude of relation-

ship between data provision and data usage resulting from that, Bosch was pre-

sented with a square of the circle issue in designing the data architectures for 

the individual classes of master data. In principle, the company did pursue the 

goal of standardizing its architectures, but also had to take the area-specific 

requirements into consideration, which did not permit complete standardiza-

tion. The following issues are some examples of the challenges. 

 Migration to a single, standard architecture would have been very expen-

sive in many cases and too risky, in part due to the various application sys-

tems in the individual areas.  

 The need to harmonize the data was different from class of master data to 

class of master data. This harmonization need is, for example, comparably 

high for employee data, but relatively low for supplier data.  

 The level of maturity in master data management was not uniform 

throughout the company. 

Bosch decided that these factors contradicted a uniform architecture approach 

(one size fits all). As a consequence, the company resolved to develop several 

patterns of data architecture in order to achieve several advantages from one 

standardization process while also responding to the requirements from the 

areas individually. 

2.4.3 Data Architecture Patterns at Bosch 

The underlying design principle for the data architecture at Bosch is the consid-

eration of both specialist and technical aspects. This principle had already been 

anchored in the organizational framework mentioned above. It is depicted in 

Figure 2-19. 
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Figure 2-19: Design Principle for the Data Architecture at Bosch (Otto 2012a p. 8) 

Data Architecture Patterns 

Bosch developed four data architecture patterns that were conformant with the 

company guideline from which the data owners (MDO) could choose. The archi-

tecture patterns have the advantage that they are independent of any providers 

and solutions. With this independence, they made comparison with existing 

offers for master data management systems available on the market possible, 

which in turn accelerated the introduction of the master data concepts. 

Figure 2-20 shows the four data architecture patterns that were considered by 

Bosch as blueprints for all classes of master data. 

Pattern A describes an analytical approach. All activities for data acquisition 

and maintenance would be executed within the local source systems. The mas-

ter data would be periodically imported to a central master data server (MDS).  

 

Figure 2-20: Data Architecture Patterns at Bosch (Otto 2012a p. 15) 

Master Data Architecture
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System 1
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System 2
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System n

Source 

System 1
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System n
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Key:              local system;               „global“ i.e. enterprise-wide system („golden record“)

MDS – central master data server.
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The MDS would then assign a unique number that would be valid throughout 

the company to the data and ensure that duplicates could be identified and cor-

rected. Of course, the data would not be returned to the source systems, but 

rather ultimately retained on the MDS for purposes of analysis. A classic appli-

cation case for this architecture pattern is the consolidation of supplier master 

data for analysis of purchases (such as spend analyses).  

In contrast with that, Pattern B describes a transactional approach. Thereby, 

the MDS would act as a single source of truth where the data would be acquired 

and maintained. The data would then be sent to associated target systems and 

could only be read from there, but not modified. Data quality would also be 

controlled on the MDS. This architecture pattern is especially suitable for data 

subject to high levels of legal and official requirements, which would only be 

processed by a small number of users. Bosch would manage their primary chart 

of account in this manner for example. 

Pattern C is called “Coexistence” by Bosch. Data would be maintained on the 

source systems, but quality would be assured on a central MDS (meaning tested 

for duplicates and assigned a unique identification key). This data would then 

be returned in part to the source systems, but also predominantly distributed to 

other systems. One typical use for this architecture pattern is employee data. 

Such data must be sufficient to meet local requirement on the one hand, but 

also be visible centrally for the Human Resources department (such as for 

scheduling training measures) on the other hand.  

Pattern D is the parallel approach. Thereby, data acquisition and maintenance 

would remain local, while administrators would also work in their accustomed 

system environment. With the help of a workflow, these data maintenance tasks 

would however be integrated into the functions of the MDS, which would assign 

the unique key as early as the data were to be created and test for duplicates. 

These MDS functions would be integrated into the application software on the 

source systems. In this, the standard functionality of SAP MM01 and MM02 

transactions for the creation and modification of material master data would be 

supplemented or replaced by specific MDS functionality. This architecture pat-

tern is normally used where data acquisition depends on local specialist exper-

tise and should occur in the accustomed system environment for that reason, 

however would also be subject to central requirements (such as company-wide 

for warehouse stock status). Master data for replacement parts for machines is 

one example. 

Organizational Designs 

Based on four design parameters, Bosch decided between three different organ-

izational designs. The design parameters were: 
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 Organizational anchorage of responsibilities for classes of master data that 

would always be decentralized from Bosch 

 Responsibility for designing data maintenance processes that could be or-

ganized either centrally or de-centrally 

 Responsibility for executing data maintenance processes that could also be 

organized either centrally or de-centrally 

 Responsibility for the design of the data model 

Table 2-11 shows an overview of the three possible organizational designs. 

 

Table 2-11: Organization Designs for the Data Architecture at Bosch (Otto 2012a p. 17) 

Because Bosch was striving for company-wide responsibility for individual clas-

ses of master data, the organizational anchorage and the design of the concep-

tual data model always remained with a central office, specifically with the 

MDO for the respective class of master data. 

Decision Matrix for the Data Architecture 

Bosch developed a decision matrix, which exhibited a reasonable combination 

of approaches (see Table 2-12), from the combination of technical and organiza-

tion views of the data architecture. 

Design Parameter

I

(Central Approach)

II

(Hybrid Approach)

III

(Local Approach)

Organizational 

Responsibility for

Master Data

Category

 Responsibility rests with the MDO, together with representatives of a business unit 

and MDF

Design of Data 

Maintenance 

processes

 MDO defines company-

wide maintenance 

processes (standard)

 MDO defines principles 

of company-wide 

maintenance processes

 Detailed definitions are 

created by business 

units

 No central principles of 

MDO

 Maintenance processes 

are created by business 

units

Execution of Data

Maintenance 

Processes

 Data maintenance by 

central MDO 

organization, together 

with business units

 Data maintenance by 

business units

 Data maintenance by 

business units

Design of

Conceptual Data 

Model

 Design of MDO

Examples  Data of customer 

hierarchy

 Customer master data

 Machinery spare parts

 Master data of human 

resource management

 Product hierarchy

Key: MDO - Master Data Owner; MDF - Master Data Officer.
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Table 2-12: Decision Matrix for the Data Architecture at Bosch (Otto 2012a p. 18) 

Bosch considered five possible combinations of organizational and technical 

approaches. The analytical approach can only be pursed in combination with a 

decentralized organizational design. The consideration that the imposition of a 

central maintenance process on areas would not be reasonable when the data 

would only be used for analysis purposes anyway was the reasoning behind this 

decision. It would then ultimately have to be guaranteed that the data would be 

consolidated on the MDS for reporting purposes and be of sufficient quality. 

All technical approaches can be combined with the hybrid organizational ap-

proach so that Bosch could combine different architectures for the various clas-

ses of master data. In principle, the selection of the appropriate technical archi-

tecture approach would depend on four factors for the hybrid approach: 

 Number of business processes and systems 

 Uniformity of data and data models 

 Importance of the data users’ requirements 

 Feasibility and economic feasibility 

Thus for example, Bosch chose the co-existence approach for the employee mas-

ter data as mentioned above, because the business processes in the Human 

Resources department were highly different between countries. Aside from that, 

the employees needed quick access to their newly created or modified data on 

the source systems and could not wait for the implementation of the transac-

tional or parallel designs. In contrast, the transactional approach (with the MDS 

as the single source of truth) was chosen for customer master data, because 

greater value was placed on central data maintenance for this class of master 

data and the local system processes were also not significantly different.  

Ultimately, the transactional approach is only allowed for the central organiza-

tional design and the hybrid organizational design. Bosch implemented the 

Organizational

Approach

Technical Approach

I

(Central)

II

(Hybrid)

III

(Local)

A (Analytical)

B (Transactional)

C (Coexistence)

D (Parallel)

Key: ○ - not feasible approach (more disadvantages than advantages); ◑ has to be decided on a case by 

case basis; ● preferred approach;  
1) ex. for employee master data;  2) ex. for customer master data.

○ ◑ ●

● ● ○
○ ● ○

1)

2)

● ● ○
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appropriate architecture combination for each class of master data based on the 

four factors.  

2.4.4 Insights 

The most important insights gained from the project for the design of the data 

architecture design in complex companies have been summarized below.  

 Architecture patterns help in weighing the need for flexibility and unique-

ness in various divisions and national subsidiaries on the one hand and the 

pressure for uniformity and the reduction of complexity on the other. 

Thereby, the decision for a certain master data architecture design can be 

made on the basis of transparent, uniform criteria.  

 IT development and process adjustment costs in the specialist departments 

can be balanced. 

 Standard patterns from software providers or best practice solutions from 

consultants and research companies do not suffice. The parallel approach 

is tailored, for example, to the requirements of larger companies where 

complex process and system architecture are required in parallel mode. 

 Architecture patterns strengthen the orientation on internal customers’ 

management of master data, meaning the specialist departments through 

selection from a list of options and accelerate implementation of the master 

data management concept. 

2.4.5 Additional Reference Material 

Details from the scientific and practical perspective can be found for the Bosch 

case at various locations (Table 2-13). 

Source Title Result Scientific Practical 

Hatz 

2008 

BOSCH Master Data 

Management 

Presentation at a 
CC CDQ work-

shop 

  

Ebner 

2014 

Development of a 

Method for Designing a 

Corporate Data Archi-

tecture 

Dissertation 

  

Otto 

2012a 

How to design the Mas-
ter Data Architecture: 

Findings from a Case 

Study at Bosch 

Scientific article 
in a peer-

reviewed journal 
  

Schmidt 

2010 

Master Data Integra-

tion 

Dissertation 
  

Otto and 
Schmidt 

2010 

Enterprise Master Data 
Architecture: Design 

Decisions and Options 

Scientific article 
in conference 

proceedings 

  

Ebner et Conceptualizing Data in Scientific article   
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al. 2012 Multinational Enter-

prises: Model Design 

and Application 

in conference 

proceedings 

Table 2-13: Additional Reference Materials about the Bosch Case Study 

2.5 Festo: Company-wide Product Data Manage-

ment in the Automation Industry 

2.5.1 Overview of the Company 

Festo is a worldwide leading company for automation and pneumatic technolo-

gy and a provider of technical education and training24. The company goal is 

maximum productivity and competitiveness for customers in the field of manu-

facturing and process automation. Festo is represented by roughly 60 national 

subsidiaries and more than 250 branch offices, which supply more than 

300,000 customers in more than 170 countries. Table 2-14 shows the important 

information about the company. 

Festo AG & Co. KG  

Establishment 1925 

Sectors Pneumatic and automation technology 

Headquarters Esslingen am Neckar, Germany 

Form of incorporation AG & Co. KG (limited partnership)  

Homepage www.festo.com 

Revenue (2013) 2.3 billion EUR  

Profit (not reported) 

Employees (2013) 16,700  

Table 2-14: Summary Profile of Festo 

Their spectrum of products includes both catalog products as well as customer-

specific solutions. Festo offers more than 30,000 catalog products with a total 

of more than 100,000 variations. Working with more than 700 suppliers, Festo 

procures more than 42,000 individual parts with a procurement volume of 

roughly 340 million euros.  

Festo’s corporate structure for worldwide supply of the market has been orga-

nized into three levels (Huber 2009). 

 Global Production Centers (GPCs) form the backbone of the worldwide 

supply of the market at Fest. The GPCs ensure primary supply using com-

ponents and end products, and provide the Regional Services Centers 

(RSCs). The GPCs target system has been oriented on low manufacturing 

                                                      

24 This case study is based on the case study conducted by Otto and Ofner (2010). 
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costs and packaging core skill sets. The centrally organized Technical Engi-

neering Centers (TECs) have each been allocated to one GPC and develop 

the catalog products. 

 The RSCs have been tasked with ensuring the supply of the regional market 

for the entire product program using short supply times and manufactur-

ing variations needed in their respective region. 

 National Service Centers (NSCs) assume these tasks in markets that cannot 

be served by the RSCs with a sufficiently short supply time. At the same 

time, the NSCs act as “extended workbenches” for customer-specific prod-

uct adjustments. 

The first point of contact of customers is the Festo national subsidiary in that 

market or country. The three levels (GPC, RSC and national subsidiaries) en-

sure the supply of catalog products to customers in principle. Solution Engi-

neering Centers (SECs), which react to the requests of the associated national 

subsidiaries, develop customer-specific solutions at the regional level. So-called 

Mobile Engineering Support Services (MES) ensure the required support from 

the regional or central units. There is not an SEC at the global level, because the 

development of customer-specific solutions in contrast with the catalog prod-

ucts does not have any potential for standardization by definition.  

Figure 2-21 depicts this corporate structure.  

 

Figure 2-21: Festo Innovation Network (Huber 2009 p. 5) 
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The corporate strategy is characterized by the following corporate goals. 

 Assurance of financial independence as a family company 

 Focusing on defined growth fields and securing business in existing busi-

ness divisions 

 Development of uniform processes and their continuous improvement with 

regard to costs, time and quality 

 Guaranteeing and promotion of personal employee development in the 

spirit of a learning company 

2.5.2 Initial Situation and Rationale for Action regarding the Man-

agement of Product Data 

Customer orientation is a core component of the corporate strategy, which has 

been precipitated into the operational service agreements for the customers. 

This includes: 

 Delivery service in 176 countries 

 24-hour pick-up and delivery service at most of the branch offices 

 Delivery of more than 75 percent of the contracts within 24 hours inside of 

Europe (at a volume of up to 34,000 supplier items per day in Germany 

alone) 

 Provision of electronic product information both on CDs as well as through 

online catalogs in 24 languages 

Figure 2-22 shows an overview of the business processes at Festo. The process 

for the production cycle is one of the ten primary processes for the company 

(see the horizontal bars).  

In its processes, the product data management (PDM) is oriented on the phases 

of the product lifecycle. It includes both product data in the narrower sense, 

which is required during conception, development, planning and production as 

well as for operation and maintenance of the physical product (Saaksvuori and 

Immonen 2008), as well as data that is used in the logistics business processes 

(see Figure 2-23). For example, this includes purchase data, MPR data and 

marketing information. 

The central Product Lifecycle Management department is part of the Technolo-

gy and Infrastructure organizational unit. It is responsible for six task areas. 

 Standards and classification 

 Product properties management 

 Basic data management 

 Validation of drawings 

 Change management 

 Support for new information 
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Figure 2-22: Process Model at Festo (Huber 2009 p. 27) 
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Figure 2-23: Product Data Management at Festo (Huber 2009 p. 26) 

A total of 27 employees work in the Product Lifecycle Management Department 

and more than half of them manage the basic data and product properties or 

standards and classification information.  

Company-wide, Festo uses standard software systems to the support the com-

mercial business processes, among other products SAP ERP and SAP PLM (see 

Figure 2-24). Product data management essentially uses two systems. One sys-

tem is the SAP ERP system called P15 for managing product data. The other 

system is PTC Windchill25 for managing product documentation. The PDM sys-

tem integrates a series of source and target systems. As can be seen in Figure 

2-24, office applications and CAD systems are included among the associated 

source systems, for example. Examples of target systems include Festo’s editing 

systems for the publication of printed media, statistical systems, systems for 

customer applications and other SAP ERP systems for the Marketing, Produc-

tion and Logistics departments. 

 

                                                      

25 A software product from PTC for the management of lifecycle data for products 
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Figure 2-24: System Architecture for Product Data (Huber 2009 p. 9) 

Figure 2-25 shows the architecture for the distribution of product data. The P15 

SAP system distributes the product data to the associated regional SAP systems 

in Europe, Africa, Asia, Australia and America. There, the master data that is 

valid throughout the company is then supplemented with local data, such as 

data about retention in warehouses and disposition. Festo handles both newly 

created data as well as modifications to product master data in this manner.  

 

Figure 2-25: Data Distribution Architecture (Lehmann 2012 p. 7) 
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Figure 2-26 shows an extract from the centrally cultivated product data in the 

P15 SAP system.  

 

Figure 2-26: Central Product Data (Huber 2009 p. 10) 
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The strong growth of the company at the end of the 1990s led to a need to act in 

the management of the product data. Specifically, this affected the following 

three areas.  

 Internationalization of all processes including the management of product 

data: on the one hand, the management of product data had to meet the in-

ternational requirements through greater standardization of processes. On 

the other hand, it also had to adopt country-specific demands (such as 

support for 24 languages).  

 Erosion of knowledge: a growing number of employees and an increasing 

number of production plants led to the knowledge and experience about 

the company’s own products being distributed more globally. However, 

Festo had a vested interest in binding this knowledge to a central office in 

the sense of the shared processes. 

 Increases in efficiency: new company guidelines demanded greater process 

efficiency from Product Data Management. This applied to both the de-

partment’s internal processes as well as for its internal customers (such as 

the Construction, Purchasing, Manufacturing and Marketing departments). 

2.5.3 Product Data Management Projects between 1990 and 2009 

The Expiration Process Project 

 

Figure 2-27: Parts in the Expiration Process Project by Creation Date (Otto and Ofner 
2010 p. 15) 

Number of parts in worldwide run-out projects by creation date
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In 2002, a project for the introduction of an expiration process for products was 

introduced in order to counteract the growing number of products and product 

data. The goal was to reduce maintenance efforts for product data that was no 

longer used. The process was implemented at the end of 2002 and the begin-

ning of 2003. Figure 2-27 shows the cumulative number of parts that have been 

added to the expiration process since 2002.  

The Reduction of Parts Project 

The trigger for this project to reduce the number of parts was the insight that 

the product data management tasks (as part of the internationalization process 

and of growth) could not be accomplished with constant capacity, when the 

number of the parts to be administered could not be limited. Likewise, there 

was the hope of improving efficiency both in the setup business processes as 

well as in the subsequent processes (such as development, purchasing and pro-

duction). The goal of reducing the number of parts was therefore to reduce the 

overhead costs that arose from the maintenance (administration) of the parts 

(see Figure 2-28). 

 

Figure 2-28: Processes affecting Overhead Costs (Huber 2009 p. 21) 

The reduction of the number of parts was related to all types of materials in the 

company as depicted in Table 2-15. 
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Fully Processed  Partially Processed  

Screws  Cylindrical pins (duplicates)  

O-rings  Threaded inserts (duplicates)  

Nuts  Clamping pins (duplicates)  

Aluminum wrought materials  Washers & rings (SMV data, merit & 
duplicates)  

Steel wrought materials  Bearings (SMV data, merit & dupli-
cates)  

Piston rods  Keys (SMV data, merit & duplicates)  

Consumables & operating materials Axle bearings (SMV data, merit & du-
plicates)  

Table 2-15: Scope of the Reduction of the Number of Parts 

Figure 2-29 shows how the stock of parts had developed since the Reduction of 

Parts project began. Despite the project, the total number of parts continued to 

increase due to the growth of the company, however the new information about 

parts could be reduced in the spectrum of parts considered. In addition, many 

parts were added to the expiration process (removal of duplicates and cleanup 

actions). 

 

Figure 2-29: Total Amount of Part Reduction (Otto and Ofner 2010 p. 17) 
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Figure 2-30: Reduction of Parts using Steel Wrought Materials as an Example (Huber 
2009 p. 24) 

How the inventory developed is depicted in Figure 2-30 using steel wrought 

materials as an example. A significant reduction in the number of parts could be 

achieved in this area. 

Project Evaluation 

Festo achieved the following qualitative advantages through these projects. 

 Increased transparency for the parts and products through high-quality 

databases 

 Increased efficiency through the use of repetitious parts and geometries 

 Increased efficiency through the use of standardized symbols, materials, 

and phrases 

 Improvement of the product and process quality through the use of stand-

ards 

 Reduction of the market introduction periods through shorter development 

times 

The quantifiable advantages essentially resulted from the reduction of the total 

costs for the maintenance of product data. Shared costs were reduced (analo-

gous to the lifecycle of physical products (VDI 2005)), while during the overall 

lifecycle of a product or part, meaning before the use of the product master da-

ta, during its use and after it was no longer needed. 
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Scenario Avg. 
Total 
Costs 
2001 & 
2002 
[TEUR] 

Percent-
age of 
Activities 
with 
Reference 
to PDM 
[%] 

Percent-
age of 
New 
Parts [%] 

Total 
Annual 
Costs for 
New 
Parts 
[TEUR] 

Percent-
age of 
Change 
[%] 

Total 
Annual 
Costs for 
Changes 
[TEUR] 

R & D 48,256 90 65 28,230 35 15,201 

PM 11,923 80 85 8,108 15 1,431 

BM 2,456 20 100 491 0 0 

Patents 1,428 100 100 1,428 0 0 

Industrial 
Engineer-
ing 

2,298 100 70 1,608 30 689 

Value 
Manage-
ment 

865 100 60 519 40 346 

QA 11,468 100 60 6,881 40 4,587 

Catalog 
manage-
ment 

2,860 100 40 1,144 60 1,716 

Logistics 
and 
Ware-
housing 

23,749 100 5 1,187 95 22,526 

Total    49,595  46,531 

Key: 

TEUR – Thousand Euros; R&D – Research & Development; PM – Product Manage-

ment; BM – Business Management; QA – Quality Assurance  

Table 2-16: Analysis of Total Costs 

The foundation for the determination of the cost savings was a work analysis 

conducted in the specialist areas involved from 2001 and 2002 (see Table 2-16).  

Festo used the following cost rates for the creation of a product master data 

record (creation phase) and during its maintenance (use phase). 

 During the creation phase, costs were estimated to amount to 5,000 euros 

per newly created record. The value was determined from the division of 

the total cost of 49.6 million euros for new parts, divided by 10,000 new 

parts on average per year and subsequently rounded up to the nearest 

thousand euros. 

 During the use phase, Festo used an overhead in the amount of 500 euros 

per year for calculations. An average inventory of 120,000 and an average 

life of eight years were assumed for this calculation. 
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Using this assumption about the overhead rate and in consideration of the suc-

cesses in the reduction of the number of parts and avoidance of new parts, cost 

savings amounting to roughly 12 million euros resulted for 2008 (Table 2-17). 

Scenario Difference in 
Number of Parts 

Overhead Rate 
[EUR] 

Cost Savings 
[TEUR] 

Avoidance of 
new parts 

2,171 5,000 10,855 

Avoidance of the 
use of parts 

2,286 500 1,143 

Total   11,998 

Table 2-17: Cost Savings 2008 

2.5.4 Current Activities and Prospects 

As a consequence of the continuous increase in the efficiency of the manage-

ment of product data, three projects are currently running at the time of this 

writing. 

 Reorganization of the management tools 

 Provision of libraries 

 Reorganization of master data 

The reorganization of the management tools is pursuing the goal of reducing 

the number of breaches in media and manual interfaces when exchanging data 

between the CAD and SAP P15 systems on the one hand and those between the 

SAP P15 system and other systems on the other hand (see Figure 2-31). 

 

Figure 2-31: Reorganization of the Management Tools (based on Lehmann 2012 p. 9) 

CAD

.XLS1

.XLS nn

.DOC1

P15 Pnn

Today – Current State:

CAD P15 Pnn

Future – Target State:

XMDS

.XLS nn

.DOC1

ok

Key: CAD - Computer-Aided Design; .XLS - .DOC - local MS-Office-Applications; P15 - central Master 

Data System; XMDS - Extended Master Data System; Pnn - «additional Systems» of Festo. 
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The measure saves more than 50 MS Excel macros in the system landscape, 

which have been introduced over the last few years in order to be able to man-

age the constantly increasing volume of data26 in a manner neutral to capacity. 

In the future, a so-called eXtended Master Data System (XMDS) will be used 

which will be able to acquire data from developers and product managers before 

being accepted into the SAP P15 system. This data will thereby be directly avail-

able, centrally, to all authorized groups requiring access and will no longer have 

to be collected manually.  

The provision of libraries should increase efficiency in construction of and de-

velopment. On the one hand, uniform catalogs will be available for standards 

and repetitions. To this end, Festo will also accept product data directly from 

suppliers. Similarly, there are also libraries for repetitious geometries. Finally, 

libraries will also be provided for symbols, materials and similar objects, which 

will lead to advantages in efficiency in development and constructions as well as 

in the subsequent areas. 

The reorganization of the master data includes a portfolio of smaller measures, 

such as deactivation and reorganization of master data objects that are no long-

er needed operationally in the regional systems (plant views). This will save the 

plants the processing effort for these superfluous objects. Furthermore, notifica-

tions of changes will be personalized, meaning the notifications will be created 

specific to the plants. The employees at the plants will start the application and 

then only receive that change information, which is relevant to them. 

2.5.5 Insights 

Festo identified the following four factors for success in the effective manage-

ment of product data. 

 Development of awareness: all levels of the hierarchy must understand, 

accept and support the intention to define and introduce a “global ideal” in-

to the business processes, even if such does not represent a local ideal. One 

example of this is the worldwide use of SAP as a shared information sys-

tem. 

 Design of business processes: all changes and improvements to the busi-

ness process were designed so that they could be used worldwide and 

scaled. 

 Support for tools: software tools are available for new business processes 

and for international use. 

 Central management of product data: management of the product data 

not only uses a central information system, but also is organized into a cen-

tral company function. 

                                                      

26 The number of changes to the drawings doubled in the period between 2001 and 2008. 
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The most important insights gained from the project have been summarized 

below.  

 Harmonized product data ensures product data quality and thereby com-

prehensive business processes from construction to logistics. 

 The prerequisite is an integrated PLM system architecture and central re-

sponsibility for the PLM processes. 

 Product data will be validated for quality with the system support before 

acquisition into the PLM system by activating a staging area before the ac-

tual SAP standard transaction processing (Lehmann 2012)27. 

 Analysis of the overhead costs for the management of product data helps in 

correcting the sub-portfolios. 

2.5.6 Additional Reference Material 

Details from the scientific and practical perspective can be found for the Festo 

case at various locations (Table 2-18). 

Source Title Result Scien-
tific 

Practi-
cal 

Falge 2015 Methods for the Strategic 
Development of Compa-
ny-wide Data Quality 
Management in Global 
Companies 

Dissertation 

  

Huber 
2009 

International Manage-
ment of Product Data: 
Methods and Concepts 

Presentation at a 
practical confer-
ence 

  

Lehmann 
2012 

Boost Collaboration and 
Communication between 
Product Development and 
Master Data Administra-
tion 

Presentation at a 
CC CDQ work-
shop   

Otto 2012b Managing the Business 
Benefits of Product Data 
Management: The Case of 
Festo 

Scientific article 
in a peer-
reviewed journal 

  

Otto and 
Ofner 2010 

Festo AG Case Study: 
Management of Product 
Data Affecting Overhead 
Costs 

CC CDQ case 
study 

  

Table 2-18: Additional Reference Materials about the Festo Case Study 

                                                      

27 A staging area is an area for the provision of data where is stored for validation and cor-
rection of its quality, before being imported into the target database. A staging area thereby offers 
technical support for the first time right principle of data quality management. 
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2.6 Hilti: Universal Management of Customer Data 

in the Tool and Fastener Industry 

2.6.1 Overview of the Company 

Hilti supplies leading technological products, systems and services for tools and 

fastening technologies to the construction industry worldwide 28 . The Hilti 

group’s headquarters are in Schaan in the Principality of Liechtenstein (Table 

2-19). The spectrum of products includes laser measurement systems, anchor-

ing and installation systems, drilling and demolition tools, diamond-tipped 

drilling systems and cutting and polishing equipment. Hilti AG is active world-

wide with 21,000 employees in more than 120 countries. The company operates 

productions plants and research and development institutions in Europe, Asia 

and Latin America.  

Hilti AG  

Establishment 1941 

Sectors 
Tool manufacturing & fastening 

technology 

Headquarters Schaan, Liechtenstein 

Form of incorporation Aktiengesellschaft (corporation) 

Homepage www.hilti.com 

Revenue (2013) 3.59 billion EUR (4.34 billion CHF) 

Profit (2013) 251 million EUR (304 million CHF) 

Employees (2013) 21,456 

Table 2-19: Summary Profile of Hilti 

Hilti’s corporate organization includes the Corporate Research & Technology, 

Supply Chain and Central Corporate divisions as well as the business units. 

Each area of business has been divided into several product lines. This case 

study will document the measures for the management of the quality of custom-

er data in the Market Reach (MR) Department, which is responsible for all 

company-wide sales and marketing activities and answers to the Chief of Global 

Sales and Marketing.  

Hilti’s business has traditionally been based on a direct marketing model. Thus, 

two-thirds of the employees work in the marketing department and have daily 

contact with up to 200,000 customers worldwide. In addition to direct market-

ing, Hilti has four additional sales channels that represent additional points of 

customer contact. Hilti operates their own outlets (Hilti Center), shops in part-

ner companies (ProShop), customer service centers and an online shop, in addi-

tion to the external sales force. Figure 2-32 shows these five sales channels. 

                                                      

28 This case study is based on the CC CDQ case study conducted by Baghi and Ebner (2013). 

http://www.hilti.com/
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Figure 2-32: Hilti AG’s Sales Channels (based on Fohrer 2009 p. 8) 

2.6.2 Initial Customer Data Management Situation and Rationale 

for Action 

Hilti’s “Vision 2015”defines the strategic company goals and considers customer 

satisfaction as an important condition for the desired sustainable growth in 

profitability goal29. To ensure customer satisfaction across all sales channels 

and work efficiently at the same time, Hilti requires customer data of high 

quality. In addition to the data in the ERP system, this also affects Hilti’s central 

Customer Relationship Management (CRM) system, which supports, for exam-

ple, the marketing and sales processes as well as the management of contacts 

and campaigns. Figure 2-33 shows that the customer master data attributes 

directly affect the smooth processing of a number of business processes.  

Despite the significant importance of customer data correctness, Hilti did not 

have a company-wide data quality management until 2006. For that reason, the 

company determined the following three risks in the management of customer 

data.  

 Use of data: Hilti uses data from various systems as well as from various 

data entries in the same system, in order to calculate prices specific to cus-

tomers. Erroneous data in these entries would lead to incorrect calculations 

and endanger customer satisfaction and the successful ability to generate a 

profit.  

 Data quality measurement: Because the quality of the customer data is not 

measured periodically, data defects generally first appeared as problems in 

the business processes. The consequences were time-sensitive research into 

the causes and corrective measures taken by the Hilti employees in the Da-

ta Management department. 

                                                      

29 For details, see https://www.hilti.de/vision-2015 

Hilti Center (HC) Sales Outlets

Sales Channels of Hilti AG

Hilti ProShop Shop-in-shop Concept 

Territory Salesperson 

(TS)
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Customer Service
National Call Center (incoming 

and outgoing calls)

E-Business Online Shopping and Service

https://www.hilti.de/vision-2015
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Figure 2-33: Complete Customer Data free of Errors as a Prerequisite for CRM Pro-
cesses (Fohrer 2012 p. 9) 

In addition, there were not any guidelines for data quality standards across 

company boundaries, because employees had predominantly maintained 

the customer data locally for purposes of reporting or customer conversa-

tions and meetings.  

 Data maintenance process: A uniformly defined creation and maintenance 

process for customer master data, which would have corresponded to the 

requirements of the external sales force with regard to speed, reliability 

and mobility, had not been defined.  

The Customer Data Management (CDM) department hoped to achieve the fol-

lowing advantages for Hilti’s sales and marketing activities from improved 

management of data quality. 

 Increased customer satisfaction and improved customer loyalty 

 Easement of strategic planning through improved customer analyses (such 

as customer segmentation) 

 Reduction of the contact management costs 

 Improved support for the logistics and invoicing processes 

 Reduction of data maintenance expenditures caused by erroneous custom-

er data records 

2.6.3 The Customer Data Quality Tool Project 

To achieve these goals, Hilti launched the Customer Data Quality Tool project in 

2006 for sustainable management of data quality. The Market Reach Depart-

ment financed the project and suggested a project duration of one year. In this, 

the eponymous Customer Data Quality Tool was only one of several new IT 
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tools of a total of four comprehensive measures. The four measures called De-

fine, Prevent, Recognize and Correct (Figure 2-34) covered the entire lifecycle 

of customer data. It includes both proactive and reactive activities for the man-

agement of data quality.  

 

Figure 2-34: Measures for Proactive and Reactive Management of Customer Data 
(based on Fohrer 2012 p. 11) 

At the beginning of the project, the Market Reach Department gathered a group 

of experts, who would then be responsible for the issue of customer data man-

agement. These so-called local process experts (LPEs) first identified data quali-

ty problems and derived business rules from them in order to prevent these 

problems. The LPEs determined that completeness and accuracy were the most 

important data quality dimensions for Hilti.  

The project team defined the following goals for the customer data quality initi-

ative. 

 Creation of awareness for the necessity of data quality management on the 

part of the company management with the help of simple key indicators 

that would make internal performance comparisons possible. 

 Creation of transparency regarding the quality of customer data 

 Establishment of controlling and monitoring functions in order to pursue 

trends and developments in the quality of the customer data continuously 

 Initiation of suitable data correction and quality improvement activities for 

the action areas identified 

 Establishment of continuous process for the maintenance of customer data 

”Define”: Responsibilities 

As the first proactive measure, Hilti defined new roles and responsibilities for 

the various data management processes, such as correction of data defects and 

reporting on the data quality index status (see the following section about data 

monitoring). These roles were created at both the local and global organization-

al levels (see Figure 2-35).  
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Figure 2-35: Model of Roles and Data Quality Management Processes (Baghi and Eb-
ner 2013 p. 15) 

In this, the so-called Country Managers would have the highest level of respon-

sibility for the management of customer data and delegate tasks to the local 

process experts (LPEs). They in turn would bear the responsibility for the man-

agement of customer data at the local level and coordinate the data correction 

and quality improvement activities at the national and regional levels. Depend-

ing on the type of data entry, they would collaborate with various local func-

tional departments (such as Sales, Logistics, Marketing or Accounting) and 

introduce corrective measures as needed.  

The LPEs also created error correction files that could be downloaded from the 

intranet by the functional departments. Several data correction measures were 

defined. The LPEs applied mass correction measures, while changes to individ-

ual data entries were suggested by employees from the external sales force and 

were activated after approval by the respective approval process. All of these 

activities were integrated into the various existing business processes. Commu-

nication between the LPEs and the functional departments was bi-directional. 

This means that the functional departments could also initiate corrective pro-

cesses, when they detected problems in their processes, which they could trace 

back to defective data quality. In some cases (such as bulk changes), the func-

tional departments also had the right to request that the LPE perform certain 

changes. 

”Prevent”: Correct Acquisition of Data 

As a second proactive measure for the management of customer data, Hilti re-

worked the creation process for customer data. This process would then be sup-
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ported by a Data Creation Process workflow, which implemented the previously 

developed business rules in the automated data quality validation system(s). In 

addition, the workflows used data from external data providers (such as address 

data) for further validation during the creation process. This reduced the risk 

that erroneous data would be entered into the system (first time right principle) 

during the creation of a customer data record. The primary users of the work-

flow were the so-called Customer Service Centers, which were responsible for 

the first step in the creation of customer data. Following this, the workflow had 

several approval steps.  

”Detect”: Monitoring Data Quality 

One of the two reactive measures for the management of data quality at Hilti 

was a continuous data quality monitoring tool, which created transparency re-

garding the quality of the company-wide customer data. Firstly, this required a 

data quality index (DQI) that crossed internal company boundaries and would 

be acknowledged by all participating departments. Secondly, a corresponding 

tool was required that would calculate the DQI and make evaluation reports 

possible.  

The data quality index evaluated the two attributes (accuracy and complete-

ness) that had been identified as particularly important for Hilti’s customer 

processes at the beginning of the project. Calculation of the DQI was based on 

the business rules, which measured the critical customer attributes. As a target 

value, a DQI of at least 90 percent across all sales channels and systems (CRM, 

ERP and business intelligence) was considered as an indicator that customer 

data was sufficiently complete and free of errors. This target values applied for 

all local business units.  

Hilti’s internal IT Department developed their own tool (the Data Quality 

Tracking tool) for calculating the DQI and for monitoring the quality of the da-

ta. Prior to that, Hilti’s business intelligence (BI) and ERP systems were consid-

ered as potential platforms. These options were rejected however, because the 

BI platform did not yet contain all of the necessary data entries (such as Con-

tact) at the time of the project and there was the consideration that periodic 

data analysis process might limit system performance in the case of the ERP 

system. The project team ultimately decided for a solution based on Microsoft 

Access, which would calculate the DQI on a monthly basis. Aside from this, the 

existing data defects would be identified by means of a periodic monitoring 

system. In that case, the responsible department would trigger the correspond-

ing data correction activities for the affected attributes. In this, the managers 

responsible for the respective data management processes were determined in 

the model of roles mentioned above.  

Figure 2-36 shows the Data Quality Tracking Tool. 
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Figure 2-36: Data Quality Tracking Tool (Baghi and Ebner 2013 p. 16) 

In parallel with the new data quality index and the monitoring tool, Hilti also 

implemented organizational changes. Thus, the project team crated various 

types of documentation about data problems and designed a training plan to 

counteract potential sources of errors. In addition, all processes regarding cus-

tomer data management were oriented on the new business rules. The DQI and 

the periodic monitoring system initially created transparency regarding the 

quality of the data in Hilti’s various business departments and regions. Together 

with the governance structure described above, it contributed to quick respons-

es from the responsible departments in the event of a need for action.  

The monitoring tool was rolled out to all branch offices after its development, 

starting initially with seven countries. The tool was introduced in a further step 

connected with the simultaneously occurring ERP roll out. Since the end of 

2009, this tool has entered use in all regions and countries. 
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The measure with the greatest effect on the daily routines of the external sales 

force was the introduction of the Customer Data Quality workflow (Customer 

DQ Workflow). This new process used a smartphone app for data correction, 

which was also developed internally by Hilti. The app provides the external 

sales force with the ability to acquire data directly from the customer and even 

initiate a correction process for obsolete or erroneous data directly onsite. The 

process can therefore be attributed to both the reactive and proactive data qual-

ity management measures. Figure 2-37 depicts the typical process using this 

app.  

 

Figure 2-37: Customer Data Quality Workflow (Fohrer 2012 p. 14) 

Hilti’s external sales force schedules their customer visits with the help of the 

CRM system, which contains the relevant customer data (Step 1). The employ-

ees import the data for the actually scheduled appointments onto their 

smartphone. When errors in the customer data were found during the onsite 

appointment, or new data had to be acquired, the employee could now apply for 

a change request for the affected data entry and acquire the corrected value 

using the app (Steps 2 and 3, see details in Figure 2-38). The prerequisite for 

this was that the employee also had modification rights for the affected entry.  

Key: CRM - Customer Relationship Management – System; DQ – Data Quality; ASM - Area Sales Manager.
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Figure 2-38: Details from the Customer Data Quality Workflow (based on Fohrer 2012 
pp. 16-18) 

The change request would then be forwarded to the manager, meaning the Area 

Sales Manager (ASM) and the Back Office administrator for the regional cus-

tomer data. The salesperson could then trace the status of their change request 

using a web table on the intranet (Step 4). The two approval steps (ASM and 

Back Office administrator) would approve the application after positive confir-

mation (Step 5). In response to this, the modified values would be updated in 

the customer master database, in Hilti’s ERP system in the CRM system and the 

smartphone app (Step 6).  

Using this workflow, Hilti could make changes to the customer data directly 

from the source, where the level of self-interest and motivation would be partic-

ularly high for the sales employee. The Area Sales Manager and the Back Office 

administrator could trace all change requests for their team members and, for 

example, monitor where the most changes occurred for which customers and 

for which data entries. Furthermore, the workflow ensured data consistency and 

Step 2: Choose Customer in DQ smartphone app Step 3a: Choose data field that is to be changed 

Step 3b: Change data field and submit change request
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actuality between Hilti’s various systems, because changes were accepted into 

all systems.  

As a final reactive measure for corrections, Hilti introduced a new tool for cor-

recting bulk data (the Mass Maintenance Tool). This involved a custom devel-

opment from Hilti, which used the ERP system as a basis. The Mass Mainte-

nance Tool made changes and corrections to large databases possible in short 

periods of time. The LPEs, who made changes and corrections upon instruction 

from the functional departments, would be the primary users of this tool.  

2.6.4 Insights 

Since the implementation of the new solutions for the management of customer 

master data, the quality of the customer data at Hilti has increased as shown, 

for example, in the development of the data quality index over the course of 

time. Because Hilti continues to add new business rules for the calculation of 

this value, continuous improvement the management of data quality is neces-

sary for maintaining the DQI at the same level. With it, the operational business 

receives support in a number of ways. For example, sales employees can now 

segment customers more effectively and provide customers with offers that 

target their needs better. This has had positive effects on general customer sat-

isfaction and even ensured improved customer loyalty.  

Hilti judged the following aspects to be particularly important to the success of 

the project.  

 Support by Hilti’s top management: the necessary changes to the organiza-

tional structure were made possible by the management thanks to the pro-

ject clients. 

 Early definition of business rules: Hilti defined the necessary business rule 

at the beginning of the project and made certain that they would bear a 

shared understanding.  

 Definition of company-wide data quality goals. 

 Collaboration across company boundaries: Hilti judged the intensive col-

laboration of everyone participating in the project as very positive, both be-

tween employees at the local level and the corporate headquarters as well 

as between the functional departments and the IT Department. From the 

beginning, the requirements for the new tools were oriented towards the 

needs of the functional departments and the associated business processes. 

Thus, the data users were included, such as through several intensive 

workshops during the entire project, in order to assure the necessary levels 

of motivation and active participation in the project in the functional de-

partments. The Market Reach Department evaluated the implementation 

and the company-wide roll out of the solutions as smooth as successful 

overall for that reason.  
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In summary, the following issues were the most important insights of the cus-

tomer data management project at Hilti.  

 Customer data quality is a prerequisite for a direct marketing model. 

 Customer data quality can best be assured at the source, meaning by the 

sales employees. 

 Acceptance of the data quality processes was increased by a closed loop 

approach, whereby sales employees benefited directly from their own data 

quality improvements. 

 Measurements of the data quality proved that a need for action existed and 

documented the improvements to the data quality. 

2.6.5 Additional Reference Material 

Details from the scientific and practical perspective can be found for the Hilti 

case at various locations (Table 2-20). 

Source Title Result Scientific Practical 

Baghi 
and Eb-

ner 2013 

Case Study: Customer 
Data Quality Manage-

ment at Hilti 

CC CDQ case 

study   

Fohrer 

2009 

Customer Data Man-

agement at Hilti 

Presentation at a 
CC CDQ work-

shop 

  

Fohrer 

2012 

Driving Corporate Data 

Quality Through the 

Use of Consumer 

Technology 

Presentation at a 

CC CDQ work-

shop 
  

Table 2-20: Additional Reference Materials about the Hilti Case Study 

2.7 Johnson & Johnson: Institutionalization of Mas-

ter Data Management in the Consumer Goods 

Industry 

2.7.1 Overview of the Company 

Johnson & Johnson is a Fortune-50 company with more than 275 subsidiaries 

in 60 countries worldwide30. Johnson & Johnson has been divided into three 

business divisions: Pharmaceutical, Medical Devices & Diagnostics and Con-

sumer Products. In 2013, the company employed 128,000 employees and 

achieved revenues of 55 billion euros (Table 2-21). The Pharmaceutical and 

Medical Devices & Diagnostics divisions are managed centrally. In contrast, the 

                                                      

30 This case study is based on the published CC CDQ case study led by Otto (2013). 
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Consumer Products division has been divided into four geographical regions 

(North America, South America, Asia-Pacific and Europe)31. 

Johnson & Johnson  

Establishment 1886 

Sectors 
Pharmaceutical products, medical  

products and diagnostics 

Headquarters New Brunswick, NJ, USA 

Form of incorporation Corporation 

Homepage www.jnj.com 

Revenue (2013) 55.07 billion EUR (71.31 billion USD) 

Profit (2013) 10.68 billion EUR (13.83 billion USD) 

Employees (2013) 128,100 

Table 2-21: Summary Profile of Johnson & Johnson 

2.7.2 Initial Data Management Situation in the Consumer Products 

Division and Activities up to 2008 

In addition to other company goals, Johnson & Johnson would like to achieve 

continuous growth through corporate acquisitions. One acquisition that was 

observed worldwide occurred in 2006 as Johnson & Johnson acquired the con-

sumer products division of their competitor, Pfizer, for 16.6 billion US dollars. 

In the meantime, Johnson & Johnson had outsourced two-thirds of their pro-

duction in order to be able to concentrate on their core competencies. The case 

study focuses on the data management activities in the Consumer Products 

division (North America). 

Not least of all due to the considerable number of company purchases, the busi-

ness processes at Johnson & Johnson had not been harmonized in large part, 

but rather were largely different across the business divisions and subsidiary 

companies. Thus for example, there were no company-wide guidelines for the 

process of setting prices. A company-wide data management also did not exist. 

Instead, there were five data management groups, which worked independent 

of each other. 

Similarly, a company-wide understanding of the definition of significant busi-

ness objects did not exist. Thus for example, advertising gifts for customers 

were understood as “product samples” on the one hand. However, this same 

designation was also used for advertising articles that were given to the sales 

staff. 

                                                      

31  Additional information about Johnson & Johnsons Consumer Products business division 
can be found at: http://www.jnj.com/connect/about-jnj/company-structure/consumer-healthcare. 

http://www.jnj.com/
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In 2005, Johnson & Johnson started a major project to introduce SAP ERP 

throughout the company. The objective was to use one standard application 

system for planning, production and marketing for the Consumer Products 

division. The project also included the introduction of software tools for the 

creation of master data. 

However, individual data management processes such as the creation and 

maintenance of material master data were incomplete and undefined in their 

details as the system went into operational use. These processes were still orga-

nized at the local or regional level and were correspondingly non-uniform. Be-

cause the process and system designs in this project had not been sufficiently 

coordinated with each other, investment in the project did not provide the ex-

pected advantages. 

Pressure to Act 

With regard to data management, Johnson & Johnson had to combat three 

significant difficulties.  

First, several business processes suffered from errors that indicated problems in 

data quality. Erroneous invoices were frequently sent to customers. Trucks had 

to wait at the terminals for loading until the corresponding materials had been 

approved. Production delays and orders had not been placed in a timely manner 

in the manufacturing systems. Furthermore, information about the status of 

newer products was lacking in the product introduction process and there was 

not clear chain of responsibility for the entire process. 

Secondly, the operators of global data pools, like the Global Data Synchroniza-

tion Network (GDSN)32, complained about the quality of the data transferred by 

Johnson & Johnson. Customers also frequently criticized the quality of logistics 

data such as product weights and dimensions. One of Johnson & Johnson’s 

most important customers reported that the company was among their poorest 

strategic suppliers for logistics data.  

Thirdly, Johnson & Johnson judged their data management as generally ineffi-

cient. Thus, the employees in data management used roughly 80 percent of 

their time for the analysis of data errors and correction of data problems. 

2.7.3 Introduction of Data Governance 

Establishment Phase  

Together with the consulting division of GS1 (a global organization for stand-

ardization), a project was called into life in 2008 to pursue the indicated cus-

tomer complaints objectively. 

                                                      

32 See http://www.gs1.org/gdsn 

http://www.gs1.org/gdsn
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GS1 made their CubiScan®33 equipment available, which was used to scan all 

products physically. Within one month, each active product had been analyzed 

in this manner. The result presented the management with the significance of 

the data quality problems. It exposed the fact that less than 30 percent the data 

for the weight and dimensions of the products was within the permissible 5% 

error tolerance range. 

For this reason in the spring of 2008, the management of Johnson & Johnson 

decided to introduce a company-wide department for the enterprise master 

data (EMD), in order to ensure sufficient data quality in the company and to 

avoid errors in the business processes in the future.  

The designated manager of the EMD Department was assigned the task of de-

veloping the new organization within eight months. He was responsible for 

convincing all business divisions to surrender their own de-central activities in 

the data management and to place those activities under the new central re-

sponsibility. Because the initiative was supported by the clients of the manage-

ment, the question of if did not have to be negotiated, but rather the discussion 

was limited to how. During this phase, the understanding of data ownership 

also changed. The previous view of “my data” (the understanding that data be-

longed to one specific business division) gradually became “our data” as aware-

ness of the value of shared data grew for the entire company. Ultimately, the 

managers at vice-president level for all business divisions acknowledged the 

need for this shared initiative. 

One central activity during the establishment phase was a so-called “Kaizen” 

workshop, in the scope of which representatives from all business divisions 

were gathered for a week in order to develop a mutual understanding with re-

gards to the definition of the essential business objects and their use in various 

business processes. Representatives from all important company functions (fi-

nance, development, purchasing and more) took part in this workshop. A spe-

cific business process (such as purchasing or production) was discussed each 

day of that week.  

Once a mutual understanding of the essential business objects has been devel-

oped, the EMD team defined the roles and responsibilities for the use and 

maintenance of the master data. The EMD team determined the responsibility 

for each individual entry for a type of material so that a total of 420 master data 

attributes were ultimately named. Afterwards, the EMD team developed rules 

for the maintenance of the data attribute together with the respective owners. 

The team next began with the rules that had been specified by the systems in 

use (such as SAP) and afterwards developed additional business rules through 

consultation with the experts for the business processes. For example, one sim-

                                                      

33 See http://www.cubiscan.com/ 

http://www.cubiscan.com/
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ple business rule determined that the Net Weight attribute had to be main-

tained for each finished product in the Johnson & Johnson systems.  

External perspective of the issue supported these activities during the initial 

phase of the project. Thus, EMD managers were invited to other consumer 

goods companies, in order to present their ideas and concepts. 

Development Phase 

In May 2009, the new central EMD organization began operation. Thereby, 

they assumed responsibility for the timely availability of the data for a new 

product at the necessary level of quality. At the beginning, the people responsi-

ble for the data objects were assigned according to the class of data and the 

business division. Over time, the participants however received increasing re-

sponsibility across division boundaries, so that complete regional responsibility 

existed for each existing class of data from the beginning of 2010. The structure 

of responsibility thereby corresponded to the general regional organizational 

structure for the company. While the members of the EMD team were given 

shared offices at each of the company locations at the beginning of the project, 

the entire EMD team consisting of 27 people (16 internal and 11 external em-

ployees) had been relocated to the company headquarters in the meantime. 

The development phase was supported by annual master data summits and a 

steering committee. The steering committee periodically evaluated the super-

ordinate master data processes with regard to the compliance with standards, 

achievement of the quality goals and punctual provision of the data. This took 

place across all twelve departments that participated in the creation of master 

data. 

In addition, Johnson & Johnson also established new company-wide data man-

agement processes for the newly created EMD organization. These processes 

included processes supported by workflow for the creation of product data and 

a data quality monitoring system. 

Maturity Phase 

By mid-2011, the management of data at Johnson & Johnson had achieved a 

high level of maturity. The processes for the management of data had been inte-

grated into the daily business routines and were accepted by everyone in the 

company. The central data management information system continued to be 

improved. As of this writing, Johnson & Johnson was in a position to access 

product data quickly and at a good level of quality, when a new product has 

been accepted into their catalog. 

2.7.4 Current Situation 

Today (as of this writing), the business processes at Johnson & Johnson use 

master data (like product data) in a consistent manner. The central EMD De-
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partment has created a unique understanding of the essential data objects 

throughout the company and in addition has achieved consideration of the re-

quirements for data management for all business processes. 

One principle of the EMD Department is that the data quality of the business 

objects must be secured both before and while the data is actively used. To this 

end, concepts have been transferred from the lifecycle and quality management 

of physical goods to the management of data.  

A good example of one business process, where the quality of the data is assured 

before the corresponding data will be used, is the process for introducing new 

products. While there had not been any transparency regarding the status of a 

product in the past, product data today is managed as part of a multi-step pro-

cess. Six months before a new product will be supplied to the retail market, 

Johnson & Johnson provides preliminary product data to both the retailers as 

well as GS1 (like packaging information). Three months before the delivery of 

the product, the final data for the dimensions and weight of the product are 

made available, which can then be frozen in the SAP ERP system. In addition, a 

so-called “packaging lab” has been installed at the company headquarters, 

where each new product is scanned with the help of the CubiScan device before 

the initial delivery. The process for the introduction of products is used in this 

manner in order to verify product data before a product will be supplied for the 

first time. 

As of this writing, the EMD Department creates roughly 3,000 master data rec-

ords for finished products and 11,000 master data records for raw materials 

each year. This last group of records includes both raw materials in the actual 

sense as well as partially manufactured materials, experimental materials and 

replacement parts. The level of data quality currently is at 99.991 percent (cal-

culated from the ratio of the number of records free of errors according to the 

defined business rules to the total number of records in the SAP ERP system). 

Figure 2-39 shows the system landscape that is currently in use at Johnson & 

Johnson for the creation of material master data. The leading source of data in 

this is the SAP ERP system used throughout the company. Furthermore, the 

EMD team has developed additional information systems in order to assure the 

required level of data quality for the creation and maintenance of records. All 

systems in use are based on the CranSoft platform from BackOffice Associates34. 

                                                      

34 A platform for the development of web applications from BackOffice Associates, which 
specializes in solutions for the management of quality and master data. 
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Figure 2-39: The System Landscape at Johnson & Johnson (Otto 2013 p. 15) 

The functions of the individual systems and the reports generated by them 

should be described in brief by the following items. 

 The data garage stores one copy of all productive SAP data daily. 

 The master data cockpit is an analysis and reporting tool for data quality. It 

checks if master data records have broken the defined rules or violate qual-

ity requirements. 

 cMat is a workflow management system, which supports the creation of the 

master data records. Johnson & Johnson tests the data to be entered for 

quality before it is entered into the standard transactions for the ERP sys-

tem. The flow of data through these preparatory areas (staging areas) en-

sures that only records free of errors will be to reach the next processing 

step and thereby implements the “first time right” principle.  

 Data dialysis trigger reports: the information from the master data cockpit 

controls the process for the creation of material master data in combina-

tion with the status reports from cMat.  

 The production validation report monitors changes and errors in important 

data entries for all existing materials. 

 The master data test reports are generated by the master data cockpit. 

Three hundred fifty different reports and queries are possible. 

 The management reports supply key performance indicators for data quali-

ty and actuality by department or business unit. 
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The system landscape supports the assurance of data quality both before and 

while the data is being used. In this, the cMat workflow management system is 

the central application system. It ensures that master data for both the finished 

products and the raw materials will be provided in a timely manner and at the 

necessary level of quality. When an employee requests a new material, cMat will 

provide four different stages of quality: Customer Ready, Source Ready, Make 

Ready and Delivery Ready.  

Figure 2-40 shows an example for a workflow status report that would be dis-

played in the cockpit for material master data. The lines for the quality stages 

are shown and thereby indicate the phase that the master data object has al-

ready successfully completed.  

Whereas the data quality was still very poor with only 30 percent of the product 

data records being correct in the opening years of the new century, Johnson & 

Johnson has achieved a Six Sigma level in the meantime. On July 1 2012, 

99.99966 percent of all master data records met the data quality rules. 

 

Figure 2-40: Workflow Status Report for the Creation of Material Master Data (Otto 
2013 p. 16) 
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Figure 2-41: Development of the Data Quality Index (Otto 2013 p. 18) 

Figure 2-41 shows the development of the data quality index at Johnson & 

Johnson. It was calculated based on the ratio of the number material master 

data records free of errors to the total number of material master data records. 

A record was considered erroneous as soon as it broke one of the defined data 

quality rules. The first, seemingly clear set of rules was defined in the initial 

phase of the project. In the meantime, there are roughly 400 data quality rules 

at Johnson & Johnson, which are checked, and modified as needed, on a daily 

basis. This is necessary in order to meet the requirement of the strong market 

dynamic in the consumer goods industry, especially on the North American 

market. 

As can be seen clearly, the line in Figure 2-41 dropped heavily twice. The first 

drop in September 2011 was the consequence of the migration of data after the 

acquisition of an additional company. The second, less significant drop in Janu-

ary 2012 was traced back to the chosen time of the measurements. It was Janu-

ary 1 2012, a Sunday. On that day, the calendar year did not correspond to the 

fiscal year; a discrepancy that resolved itself the next day on January 2. The test 

logic has been adjusted for this case. 

2.7.5 Insights 

Johnson & Johnson was able to achieve many of the data governance goals set 

in only three years. The establishment of the EMD Department smoothed out 

the path for the super-ordinate goal of improving data quality through compa-

ny-wide management of the data. 
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Table 2-22 shows the development of six data management competencies, of 

which five had to be developed from scratch at the overarching corporate level. 

Data Man-

agement 

Competency 

Status at the Start of 2008 Status at the Start of 2012 

Data strategy 

management 
 Did not exist at the overarch-

ing corporate level 

 Derived EMD goals from 

business processes 

 Supported by the executive 

management  

 Continuous management re-

porting 

Data quality 

management 
 Did not exist in general  Data quality processes and 

tools have been established 

and will continue to be im-

proved both before and during 

the use of data 

Data steward-

ship 
 Existed only at the level of the 

individual business divisions; 

uncoordinated at the over-

arching corporate level 

 Clear responsibilities for the 

individual classes of data 

  Central EMD team with stew-

ardship responsibility 

Data lifecycle 

management 
 A company-wide concept did 

not exist   

 Workflow-supported process 

for the creation and mainte-

nance of master data records 

 Process for deactivating mas-

ter data records in develop-

ment  

Data architec-
ture manage-

ment 

 No uniform definition of the 

significant business objects 

 SAP ERP as the central data 

source system 

 Uniform, company-wide un-

derstanding of the significant 

business objects (such as 

Product Samples) 

 The SAP ERP system as the 

guiding source of data 

Database 

management 
 The SAP ERP system  The SAP ERP system 

Table 2-22: Development of Data Management Skills 

Over the course of time, Johnson & Johnson was able to identify three signifi-

cant factors, which had a positive effect on company-wide governance of data.  

Firstly, it is no longer in dispute that the essential motivating factor for the ini-

tiative came from outside of the company. There had also always been motiva-

tors for data quality management within the company, however the awareness 

within the company had not developed sufficient strength. Corresponding 
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awareness of the problems could only form in the company as criticism from the 

customers was expressed more strongly. 

Secondly, it was extremely important that the managers with the necessary 

reach within the company responded quickly to the wake-up call based on the 

criticism from the customers. While they had considered data quality problems 

as phenomena occurring throughout the company without any context, Johnson 

& Johnson then realized that this problem was relevant to the entire company 

and would have to be approached at the overarching corporate level.  

Thirdly, daily monitoring of data quality and documentation of the analysis 

results was viewed as unavoidable at Johnson & Johnson. Thus, Johnson & 

Johnson could trace the effects of certain incidents on the quality of the data. 

Through this, the company could better adjust to events in the future and try to 

reduce the negative effects of these events on data quality. Furthermore, it was 

important to recognize that data governance had a positive effect on the quality 

of the data, which was clearly proven by the continuous measurement and mon-

itoring of the data quality and accentuation of the Six Sigma level. This proof 

has been exceptionally helpful with the ability to explain the operational ex-

penditures for continuous development of the data governance systems in the 

company and explain this to the employees. 

The most important insights at Johnson & Johnson have been summarized 

below.  

 Quality problems from material and product data precipitated in all busi-

ness processes, for which reason data quality requirements had to be de-

rived from the overall product lifecycle. 

 Permanent improvement of the quality of the data requires an organiza-

tional anchor for the company-wide management of data quality. 

 Automated, digital validation of the data quality using business rules must 

be combined with partially manual, physical tests (in this case, with the 

help of the CubiScan device). Testing the real-world object will then ensure 

the correctness of the data.   

 Workflows and preparatory areas (staging areas) before the acceptance of 

the data into the ERP system prevent acquisition of erroneous data and en-

sure the quality of the data in the productive system. 

 The transfer of proven approaches for the management of quality, such as 

Six Sigma, to the management of data quality eases implementation and 

increases acceptance. 

2.7.6 Additional Reference Material 

Details from the scientific and practical perspective can be found for the John-

son & Johnson case at various locations (Table 2-23). 
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Source Title Result Scientific Practical 

Otto 2013 On the Evolution of 
Data Governance in 

Firms: The Case of 

Johnson & Johnson 

Consumer Products 

North America 

Scientific article 
in an edited 

book 
  

Viman and 

Otto 2012 

Data Governance: 
Learning from the 

Past: J&J Case Study 

Presentation at a 
practical confer-

ence 

  

Wailgum 

2012 

Data and Information 

Governance at John-

son & Johnson 

Scientific article 

in a peer-

reviewed journal 

  

Table 2-23: Additional Reference Materials about the Johnson & Johnson Case Study 

2.8 Lanxess: Business Intelligence and Master Data 

Management at a Specialty Chemicals Manufac-

turer 

2.8.1 Overview of the Company 

Lanxess is a German specialty chemical company headquartered in Cologne. In 

2004, the company was founded as a spin-off from the former chemical division 

and parts of the polymer division of Bayer AG. Lanxess employs roughly 17,000 

employees in 31 countries and is represented worldwide by 52 production plants 

(Table 2-24). The core business of Lanxess consists of the development, manu-

facture and marketing of plastics, rubber, interim products and specialty chemi-

cals. This broad spectrum of products and the 14 business units has been orga-

nized into three segments: Performance Polymers, Advanced Intermediates and 

Performance Chemicals. The core competencies include chemical know-how, 

application know-how, flexible asset management and customer service.  

Lanxess AG  

Establishment 2004 

Sector Specialty chemicals 

Headquarters Cologne, Germany 

Form of incorporation Aktiengesellschaft (corporation) 

Homepage www.lanxess.de 

Revenue (2013) 8.3 billion EUR 

Profit (2013) -159 million EUR 

Employees (2013) 17,343  

Table 2-24: Summary Profile of Lanxess 
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This case study will show that master data management and a high level of data 

quality are a necessary foundation for business intelligence (BI) projects using 

current information technology.  

2.8.2 Initial Data Management Situation and Business Intelligence 

2004 – 2011 

After its spin-off from Bayer AG, Lanxess initially had a fragmented IT land-

scape with 26 ERP systems from various providers. For reporting, the company 

operated a business warehouse that had been taken over from Bayer. The busi-

ness warehouse system contained data from various divisions, which was based 

on various data models. These non-uniform data sources did not permit either 

global reporting nor did they suffice to meet the demands of the local business 

units on a trustworthy, user-friendly reporting system. Consequently, local us-

ers created a multitude of individual solutions in the form of their own Access 

databases or Excel worksheets, which further fragmented the IT landscape. On 

the ERP side, poor maintainability and a lack in the ability to upgrade the sys-

tem to newer versions of the software were counted among the major challeng-

es.  

In order to correct these problems, Lanxess conducted a company-wide project 

to consolidate the IT landscape between 2004 and 2011. Once the project had 

been successfully implemented, Lanxess’s new IT landscape would only consist 

of the following systems.  

 One global master data system 

 Two ERP systems 

 One global reporting system (SAP BW) 

The master data system and the associated data governance structures will be 

described in more detail in the following sections.  

The new global reporting system covered more than 90% of the entire business. 

It allowed for various reports, like analyses of cost centers and of profitability, 

product costing, sales & distribution, material management and transport man-

agement, possible (each updated daily) as well as the consolidation of company, 

budgeting, global profit & loss statements and global inventory reports (update 

monthly).  

2.8.3 Master Data Management at Lanxess since 2011 

According to the understanding of Lanxess, data governance included all em-

ployees, processes and IT systems, which needed to ensure suitable, consistent 

handling of the data for the entire company (Rosenhagen 2014). In 2013, Lanx-

ess recorded monthly growth of their master data by roughly 700 new customer 

master data records, roughly 500 new supplier master data records and roughly 

1,000 new material master data records. To manage this growth and ensure the 

worldwide provision of business processes with reliable master data, Lanxess 
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had created a data governance organization, which included a central master 

data support team and a master data architecture with four primary compo-

nents and had defined roles and responsibilities.  

Organization and Processes 

Lanxess established a central department at their headquarters, which acted as 

a global support department for tasks related to the master data. The primary 

functions of this department included: 

 Professional consultation and support for the central master data system 

 Management of contracts and licenses 

 Distribution of master data to all relevant Lanxess systems 

 Training and consultation for employees in the business units with regard 

to the use of master data and its processes 

Furthermore, Lanxess created a data owner organization, which defined the 

roles and responsibilities for the central classes of master data (suppliers, cus-

tomers and materials). This organization is depicted in Figure 2-42.  

 

Figure 2-42: Structure of the Data Owner Organization at Lanxess (Rosenhagen 2014 
p. 34) 

The previously mentioned master data process in the lower left corner of the 

figure relied on a creation and maintenance process supported by workflows for 
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master data about suppliers, customers and materials, which unified the global 

data maintenance processes. Together with the concept of roles, this workflow 

ensured that all newly created master data records both on the side of the sys-

tem as well as that of the respective managers would be validated for correct-

ness, so that only those records with a sufficient data quality would reach the 

central MDM system. The prerequisite for this workflow was differentiation of 

the global and local master data attributes and corresponding assignment of the 

roles. The workflow bridged across organizational and system boundaries.  

At the time of this writing, there are still a high number of employees who query 

and approve the local master data (more than 600 people are involved with the 

supplier records alone). This brings disadvantages with regard to the data quali-

ty as well as the duration and costs of the process so that Lanxess has planned 

to develop regional master data centers. By doing this, the number of partici-

pants should be reduced in order to improve the quality of the process and be 

able to offer more targeted employee training seminars.  

Systems 

The global master data system is based on SAP MDM, which was implemented 

as part of the system consolidation process. It is the heart of the new Lanxess 

master data architecture. Speaking simply, it consists of four primary compo-

nents. 

 The MDM system, which is the central database for master data. 

 SAP NetWeaver, which is a web portal implementing the workflow for mas-

ter data, including the business rules. This user interface has been imple-

mented in several languages. 

 Business objects data service, which is a solution for the automated valida-

tion of addresses and other data. 

 SAP PI, which is a middleware system that connects the central master da-

ta system with 21 secondary systems and distributes the global master data 

to those systems. 

The workflow already mentioned above brings several advantages with it. For 

example, it provides automated analysis of duplicates as part of the creation and 

modification processes for master data. It also automatically sets default values 

for entries and tests for consistency in order to minimize errors from manual 

data entry. In addition, Lanxess employees have continuous transparency re-

garding the current status of a master data query. The lead time for the process 

can be measured easily.  

To retain the oversight of this and other key performance indicators, Lanxess 

implemented a key performance indicator (KPI) framework for global master 

data management as part of the EXPAND data governance initiative. Several 

key performance indicators should be available on the intranet from a portal for 
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the business unit users. Figure 2-43 reflects an overview of the scope of the key 

performance indicator framework.  

 

Figure 2-43: Key Performance Indicator Framework at Lanxess (based on Rosenhagen 
2014 p. 30) 

2.8.4 Structure of the Strategic Reporting System since 2012 

Requirements 

After the completion of the system consolidation project and the development 

of the master data management system, Lanxess had a consolidate database for 

the bandwidth of operational and tactical reporting and planning requirements. 

However, it still did not provide the necessary functionalities for the demands of 

advanced strategic reporting. 

For that reason, Lanxess started a follow-up project in the business intelligence 

(BI) area at the beginning of 2012. The Re-engineering Management Infor-

mation (REMIX) project had the goals of continuing to develop the system 

landscape and supporting new strategic IB requirements. Specifically, it had 

four goals. 

 Strategic functions: in addition to the reports indicated above, additional 

functions were to be made possible, such as analyses of revenues and mar-

gins with simulations, a global analysis of costs, a top management report-

ing system in the form of a cockpit as well as additional functions in the fu-

ture. 

 Standards: despite the new central BW system, users in the business divi-

sions frequently continued to rely on their own front end systems for re-

 Monitoring of workflow process 

 Steering to bring the incomplete workflows to an completed status

 Overview of the workflow usage

 Overview of new created or extended materials in sales 
organization structure

 Overview of new created or extended materials in plant structure

Monitoring, control and effort 

 Definition of errors in 
database
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Quality process

KPI Framework
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porting. These tools, often based on Microsoft Office, were frequently con-

sidered faster and more user friendly than the Business Explorer reporting 

tool, which had been integrated into the BW. A new standard solution was 

to reduce the need for such workarounds. 

 Performance and usability: new solutions had to be easy to use and power-

ful in order to be accepted by the users.  

 Flexibility: new reports were to be made customizable by the users in order 

to reduce their dependence on IT support and to ensure a higher level of 

user satisfaction (self-service BI).  

Two reporting scenarios, which were considered particularly important to the 

company, were selected for a pilot implementation. The first was a dynamic 

revenue and margin simulation (or simply margin simulation). The second was 

a powerful management cockpit.  

The “margin simulation” scenario was to allow for simulating the effects of 

changes in the competitive environment and of strategic decisions (such as in-

ternal business) on the development of the profit margins of the various busi-

ness units and thereby improve the ability to assess these developments’ conse-

quences and to take informed decisions. Such an analysis is deemed valuable for 

the company since the chemicals industry is heavily dependent on external con-

ditions such as the development of the price of raw materials. Moreover, Lanx-

ess also takes many value-adding steps in their production locations distributed 

throughout the world so that transactions between internal business units ac-

count for a large share of the results of these divisions. Previously, the effects of 

changes to these different internal and external parameters on the overall com-

pany as well as the individual business divisions could only be estimated with 

difficulty.  

The objective of the scenario “management cockpit” was to depict key perfor-

mance indicators for top management in a detailed and comfortable manner 

and also to simplify the previously time-consuming processes for the consolida-

tion of the company. Management also requested access to the key performance 

indicators’ underlying data with quick response times. Both desired functionali-

ties were not available using the previous reporting landscape so that a new IT 

solution was being sought. 

Background regarding In-memory Computing and the Selection of 

Tools 

The in-memory database technology is a technology that has received a lot of 

attention over the previous five years. In 2013, Gartner analyst company count-

ed in-memory computing among the top 10 technology trends (Gartner 2013). 

In-memory databases store the largest part of the database in RAM rather on a 

hard disk, which provides a significant advantage in terms of speed when ac-

cessing data in comparison with the input/output capabilities of hard disks (Gill 
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2007, p.61). In combination with modern database concepts, such as column 

orientation with its higher potential for data compression, in-memory compu-

ting promises high speed data processing even with large amounts of data. Alt-

hough the technology had been described as early as the Eighties, it had only 

become feasible for companies to use it for several years thanks to price reduc-

tions in the corresponding hardware and the increasing dissemination of 64-bit 

architectures, which could directly address larger amounts of RAM. In-memory 

computing is considered one of the technologies that are appropriate for the 

solution of big data requirements, above all for those application cases that re-

quired quick data processing. 

Lanxess therefore considered an in-memory computing solution for the de-

scribed scenarios. Because the company had not previously had any experience 

with this technology, the options for providers were compared with the support 

of an external service provider, in order to select an appropriate tool. Above all, 

the new IT solution had to meet three requirements. 

 Functionality: powerful support for both of the intended scenarios, cockpit 

and margin simulation. 

 Compatibility with the previous IT landscape and suitable implementation 

expenditure 

 High level of user friendliness in order to ensure user acceptance 

After a six-week selection process, Lanxess decided for a combination of prod-

ucts using SAP BW on HANA as a back end and arcplan as the front end. Figure 

2-44 explains the various evaluation perspective and steps of the selection pro-

cess.  

 

Figure 2-44: Selection of the BI Tool (Hömberg 2013 p. 12) 

 

User perspective:

 Demo presentation by provider

 Proof of Concept: Provider presentation and first 

test by users

 Second round of user tests

 BU Advisors and Controller reviews

Evaluation catalog for tool and provider choice

Architecture perspective:
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 Architecture workshops with tool provider

 Review by Lanxess IT

Cost and license perspective:

 License workshops, incl. sizing

 Implementation workshops

 Cost estimations and cost indications of 

provider

 TCO analysis

Performance perspective:

 Tests in Leverkusen

 Global Performance-Tests (USA, Singapore, 
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installations

 User tests

Key:  BU - Business Unit; BI - Business Intelligence; TCO - Total Cost of Ownership.
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Implementation and New Functions using the Margin Simulation 

Report as an Example Scenario 

Once the software had been selected, Lanxess initially implemented the scenar-

ios in two business divisions (one with the cockpit and the other with the mar-

gin simulation report) in 2013 as pilot applications. The prerequisite for this 

was a new data model for the BW on HANA, where the necessary data would be 

migrated from the previous BW system. Lanxess chose a “Greenfield” approach, 

meaning that all data models were re-developed for the new applications, in 

order to depict the current business view and to exploit the simplified data 

model of the SAP HANA database. In hindsight, this was viewed as one factor 

for the success of the REMIX project, because old, superfluous data models 

could be cleared out in this manner.  

With the revenue and margin simulation application, Lanxess planners could 

analyze and simulate complex scenarios at both the business division and cor-

porate level. Questions such as the following could be answered using this ap-

proach. How much would we earn from a single customer, group of customers 

or the following group of products? How would the respective profit margins 

change given different values for the prices of raw materials, freight, energy 

etc.? In contrast with the existing planning tools, such as from the supply plan-

ning system, the focus was not on quantities, but rather on the financial results, 

such as customer and product profitability.  

Figure 2-45 shows several of the input parameters that could be taken into ac-

count using the simulation engine.  

 

Figure 2-45: Revenue and Margin Reporting (Schuster 2013 p. 6) 
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Once the new solutions had been successfully implemented in the pilot business 

divisions and the final technical challenges had been mastered (which were 

predominantly traced back to the low level of maturity of the in-memory com-

puting products), they were to be rolled out to the remaining) business divi-

sions. Subsequently, the old solutions could be deactivated. Additional scenari-

os based on the new in-memory computing solutions have been planned. 

2.8.5 Insights 

This case study shows that a uniform view of the corporate data is the basis for 

advanced analysis of data and a reporting system oriented on the future. On the 

one hand, the consolidation of the ERP systems and a single source of truth are 

prerequisites for smooth operational business, however also form the founda-

tion for more complex strategic BI requirements. The connection between the 

IT enabler, the in-memory computing solution and the achieved business ad-

vantages can be depicted based on a business dependency network diagram 

(Bärenfänger et al. 2014).  

As shown in Figure 2-46, the new technology proved itself not only in the im-

mediate everyday business routine, but also contributed to the overall strategic 

business goals.  

The most important insights gained at Lanxess have been summarized below. 

 Consolidated, clean company data is the prerequisite for advanced BI solu-

tions. 

 A system-supported workflow for the maintenance of master data with 

clear roles and responsibilities ensures that master data will be available 

quickly and with the assured level of quality in the central and local appli-

cations.  

 In-memory computing technology can be used to perform complex simula-

tions of large amounts of data and establish a flexible reporting system for 

end users.  
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Figure 2-46: Business-Dependency-Network for In-memory Computing at Lanxess 
(Bärenfänger 2014 p. 25) 
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2.8.6 Additional Reference Material 

Details from the scientific and practical perspective can be found for the Lanx-

ess case at various locations (Table 2-25). 

Source Title Result Scientific Practical 

Bärenfänger 

2014 

Value Potential of 

In-Memory Data 

Management 

CC CDQ work 

report   

Rosenhagen 

2014 

Master Data Man-

agement @ Lanxess 

Presentation at a 

CC CDQ work-

shop 

  

Schuster 2013 Re-engineering 
Management Infor-

mation at Lanxess 

Presentation at a 
practical confer-

ence 

  

Table 2-25: Additional Reference Materials about the Lanxess Case Study 

2.9 Shell: Data Quality in the Product Lifecycle in 

the Mineral Oil Industry 

2.9.1 Overview of the Company 

Shell is a global corporate group in the energy and petrochemicals markets. 

Shell is represented in more than 70 countries with 92,000 employees and 

earns a profit of more than 16 billion USD (Table 2-26).  

Shell  

Establishment 1907 

Sectors Mineral oil and natural gas 

Headquarters The Haag, Netherlands 

Form of incorporation Public limited company 

Homepage www.shell.com 

Revenue (2013) 348.46 billion EUR (451.24 billion USD) 

Profit (2013) 12.76 billion EUR (16.53 billion USD) 

Employees (2013) 92,000 

Table 2-26: Summary Profile of Shell 

Shell’s business has been organized into two areas. The upstream business takes 

care of the development of new oil and gas reserves. The downstream business 

targets the generation of revenues in the sales markets using the oil and gas 

reserves. The downstream business includes production, distribution and mar-

keting oil products and chemicals. Shell hold shares in more than 25 refineries 

worldwide with a capacity totaling more than 3 million barrels per day. The 

http://www.shell.com/
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company has more than 1,500 storage tanks, 150 distribution facilities and 

more than 44,000 service stations worldwide. 

2.9.2 Initial Situation and Rationale for Action 

The Product Lifecycle Management (PLM) is responsible for the market intro-

ductions, management and for the expiration of products and thereby provides 

an important contribution to Shell’s downstream strategy. The prerequisite for 

an effective, efficient PLM process is high-quality product data. 

The company identified the following points of pressure for action with regard 

to the management of data for the PLM process. 

 Low-quality data 

 Long periods of processing during the creation of product data 

 Highly complex processes for the creation of product data 

 Gaps in knowledge about the PLM process 

 Lack of key performance indicators 

A cause-effect analysis also proved that the various problems in the PLM pro-

cess were dependent on each other (Figure 2-47). 

 

Figure 2-47: Cause-effect Analysis of the Data Quality Problems at Shell (Tan 2013 p. 
9) 

The problems in the management of data for the PLM process led to an inability 

to process two-thirds of all queries for new products in a timely manner and an 

average processing time of 23 days for the creation of new products in the sys-

tems. 
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2.9.3 Universal Management of Data in Product Lifecycle 

Shell used Lean Six Sigma methods to re-engineer their PLM process. Six pro-

jects were conducted over a period of two years. 

 Improvement of the system support for the PLM process 

 Definition of global and local business rules for controlling the product cre-

ation process 

 Development of a tool for automated population (auto population) of en-

tries during the creation of products 

 Introduction of an SAP master data solution 

 Introduction of a workflow management system for the creation of prod-

ucts 

 Reduction of manual activities in the product creation process 

These six projects were under shared management. However, each individual 

project had to be economical by itself. Shell used the so-called DMAIC approach 

to determine the economic feasibility at the beginning of the project on the one 

hand and to monitor the advantages contributed to the implementation of the 

solution for the company on the other. 

The business rules were at the core of the new data management system for the 

PLM process. They made the acquisition of product master data using so-called 

“smart request forms” easier and controlled the default settings for entries as 

well as the entire workflow across various roles in the acquisition process. 

Figure 2-48 illustrates the function of the smart request forms. 

 

Figure 2-48: Smart Request Form at Shell (Tan 2013 p. 11) 

2.9.4 Challenges during Implementation 

One challenge resulted from the complexity of the company. Shell operates in 

more than 70 countries worldwide, which made identification of the respective 

business rules that control the creation process for product data more difficult. 

Various roles in the creation process were also involved. Examples of roles in-
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clude the product managers, data owners and data administrators. In addition, 

the creation process was distributed to a number of different applications sys-

tems. 

Furthermore, expertise was not always available to the project that was required 

for the design of the user interface and the function of the smart request forms. 

At the beginning, only a single data analyst was entrusted on a part-time basis 

with the design of the tool. The skills for the analysis of the process, design of 

the workflows and training the users barely existed. The PLM process employ-

ees and data team members taught themselves the necessary skills in order to 

be able to complete the project successfully. 

The project was not equipped with the budget that would have been typical for 

the implementation of a workflow at Shell. The budget restriction forced the 

project team to limit themselves to essential functionalities. 

An additional challenge arose from the temporary operation of the standard 

solution and the new solutions with smart request forms in parallel. A total of 

more than 200 users had to be trained for the new system.  

Finally, the project team had to convince the internal governance and audit 

teams that the new process would not contravene official, legal or other specifi-

cations and laws. 

2.9.5 Using the New Solution 

The new data management solution delivered advantages to the company. The 

internal controlling department analyzed the solution and judged the annual 

cost savings to be at least 2 million USD. 

The advantages corresponded primarily to time and quality advantages such as: 

 Reduction of the processing time for the creation of complex new products 

by 86 percent to 3.3 days 

 Reduction of the processing time for the creation of normal new products 

by 64 percent to 2.1 days 

 Creation of new products by deadline for 92 percent of the queries (an in-

crease of 33 percent) 

 An increase in the first time right creation from 90 to 97 percent 

 An increase of the process reliability for the creation of new products from 

96 to 99 percent 

Figure 2-49 illustrates selected improvements in indicators of process quality. 
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Figure 2-49: Improvement in the Creation Process for New Products at Shell (Tan 2013 
p. 18) 

2.9.6 Insights 

After the completion of the project, Shell gathered a number of insights that 

took the comparison of the ongoing development of the solution with the pre-

existing solution into consideration. For one thing, the improvement in the 

quality of product master data represented a contribution to the management of 

complexity, because processing times had been reduced and process reliability 

increased. Numerous manual activities and process loops were drivers for such 

complexity and could be dismantled. For another thing, Shell had good experi-

ences with proceeding in steps and did not want to implement the “big solution” 

in one shot. Thirdly, close collaboration between the functional departments, 

the data team and the IT Department during the entire course of the project 

were critical to its success. In addition (and despite the challenges associated 

with it), change management and training were prerequisites for user ac-

ceptance of the new solution, and thereby for its contributions in terms of ad-

vantages. 

2.9.7 Additional Reference Material 

Details from the scientific and practical perspective can be found for the Shell 

case at various locations (Table 2-27). 

Source Title Result Scientific Practical 

Self 

2011 

Data Quality in Shell Presentation at 
a technical 

conference 

  

2011 2013
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Self 

2013 

Shell’s Global Data Quality 

Journey 

Book article 
  

Tan 

2013 

Shell’s Product Lifecycle 
Management (PLM) End to 

End (E2) Data Process Im-

provement Story 

Presentation at 
a CC CDQ 

workshop 
  

Table 2-27: Additional Reference Materials about the Shell Case Study 

2.10 Syngenta: Outsourcing Data Management 

Tasks in the Crop Protection Industry 

2.10.1 Overview of the Company 

Syngenta AG operates a global corporation in the agro-chemical industry35. The 

company is headquartered in Basel (Switzerland) and produces and markets 

crop protection agents and seeds for the international market (Table 2-28). The 

company was created in 2000 through the fusion of the agricultural division of 

Novartis and AstraZeneca. Syngenta assumes that the population will grow and 

that the demand for food will increase in the context. In order to feed people 

and ensure sustainability, production must be increased with greater resource 

efficiency than before now (Syngenta 2014).  

Syngenta  

Establishment 2000 

Sector Agro-chemicals 

Headquarters Basel, Switzerland 

Form of incorporation Aktiengesellschaft (corporation) 

Homepage www.syngenta.com 

Revenue (2013) 11.34 billion EUR (14.69 billion USD) 

Profit (2013) 1.38 billion EUR (1.79 billion USD) 

Employees (2013) 28,149 

Table 2-28: Summary Profile of Syngenta 

Syngenta’s corporate strategy is based on three columns, specifically integration 

in the field of crop protection agents and seeds in order to be able to provide 

comprehensive solutions, further innovations in the chemical and biological 

fields in order to open new markets in the future and additional value for their 

customers and stockholders.  

                                                      

35 This case study is based on the published CC CDQ case study led by Reichert (2015, under 
review). 

http://www.syngenta.com/
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The case study conducted at Syngenta will analyze the developments that took 

place as part of a master data transformation project and in connection with 

outsourcing the data maintenance processes to an external service provider. The 

entire global organization of the company will be considered with special focus 

on the internal organization of the management of master data (hereafter MDM 

organization) and on the outsourcing of several master data maintenance pro-

cesses to the external service provider. 

2.10.2 Initial Situation and Goals of the Master Data Management 

Initiative 

In 2007, Syngenta began the Sustainable Excellence reorganization program. 

The program consists of three primary issues: Business Process Management 

Change and Sustain (related to company functions like Finance, Human Re-

sources and Supply Chain Management), Business Process Support (project 

support functions) and Data and Information Management (related to the issue 

of the management of master data) (Bauer and Murphy 2011). Figure 2-50 

shows the structure of the program. 

 

Figure 2-50: Overview of Syngenta’s Sustainable Excellence Reorganization Program 
(Bauer and Murphy 2011 p. 7) 

In the preparatory phase of the program, Syngenta conducted an examination 

of the status of its master data management, which discovered the following 

problems (Bauer 2009).  

 Clear responsibilities for globally valid company master data did not exist. 

 Business processes were hardly standardized or automated. 

 Processes for the maintenance of master data were inefficient and non-

uniform. 

 Low-quality data had a negative effect on the business processes. 
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The examination was based on interviews with managers from all business are-

as as well as online surveys. A total of 136 people were surveyed in September 

and October of 2007. This case study was not a component of that examination 

but makes use of its results.  

In detail, the following statements represent the initial situation with regard to 

the management of master data. 

 The management of master data had been organized into “functional silos” 

(and had therefore been performed de-centrally in the individual business 

areas and line departments). Company-wide management of master data 

did not exist. 

 A standardized or harmonized process did not exist at the corporate level. 

 Clear MDM responsibilities and explicit MDM roles did not exist (meaning 

a data governance structure did not exist). 

 The retention of data was redundant, inconsistent and often incomplete. 

 Service levels or quality key performance indicators did not exist for the 

creation of master data. 

 The process for the creation of master data had been made more difficult 

through the large number of interfaces between the systems and the com-

plex system architecture. 

Because a low level of data quality is not critical per se, Syngenta analyzed the 

effects of the data quality on the performance of the business in detail. Thereby, 

the following process errors were discovered.  

 Belated delivery of goods to the customers as a consequence of erroneous 

material data 

 Problems with invoicing suppliers as a consequence of erroneous customer 

data 

 Incorrect packaging and/or labeling of products 

 High level of expenditures for the determination of inventories due to the 

low level of trust in the information provided by the Enterprise Resource 

Planning (ERP) systems 

The correction of such problems had previously caused high levels of expendi-

ture through duplicated work (such as manually searching for correct infor-

mation) as well as the frequent introduction of firefighting measures required. 

Syngenta began a transformation project for the management of master data as 

a remedy. The goal was to create a new MDM organization that would provide 

central master data services for the entire company. In this, the focus was on 

the material master data for crop protection agents and seeds as well as on the 

master data for customers, suppliers, human resources (HR) and finance.  
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2.10.3 The Transformation Project and the MDM Design Principles 

Syngenta estimated a period of three years for the entire transformation project. 

Figure 2-51 shows the three primary phases of the project.  

 

Figure 2-51: Transformation Project at Syngenta (based on Reichert 2014 p. 80) 

The first phase of the project, which began in April 2009, consisted primarily of 

planning activities. The conceptual challenge of developing the foundation for 

the MDM was the focus and included, for example, the new organizational 

structure for the master data and new guidelines and processes for the mainte-

nance of that data. The project team coordinated the conception of the man-

agement of master data with the various interest groups in the company and the 

goals of the veracious line departments.  

Syngenta described the strategic goal of the organizational structure using three 

themes: 

 One Team: all MDM resources would be under a shared management 

 One Way: assurance of a standardized approach for the provision of high-

quality master data 

 One Tool: a central MDM tool for data maintenance processes 

The new MDM organization was to act as a stewardship organization, which 

would operate the master data processes by means of service level agreements 
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and key performance indicator systems and thereby support the activities of 

managing the master data. Eight design principles were defined to this end 

(Table 2-29). 

MDM Design 
Principle 

Implications on Syngenta 

Process standard-

ization and auto-

mation 

Management of the master data would follow standardized 

processes, which would be supported using a centralized work-

flow tool. All processes taking advantage of the master data 

would be identified and defined. 

Data ownership 
in the line de-

partments 

The workflows would contain embedded controls, data owner-
ship roles and approval mechanisms for the line departments. 

They would be auditable and transparent using a corresponding 

reporting tool. 

Data quality Data quality checks would be embedded in the workflows. 
Standardized tools and processes would support the mainte-

nance processes for the most important master data objects. All 

systems taking advantage of the data would have to use the data 

from these processes. The SAP data repository would act as 

single point of truth for the key master data elements. 

Data governance 
& business ser-

vices 

The MDM organization would be responsible for the ownership 
and stewardship of the processes. Technical support would be 

provided by the IT department. Managers and roles would be 

defined along three areas: data content ownership, process own-

ership and technical ownership. The workflows would be con-

figured so that they would take the requirements of the various 

managers, roles and areas into account. 

Change govern-

ance 

The line departments would initiate changes to the master data. 

Requests for changes would be checked by the defined manager 

and assigned for further processing.  

Solutions orient-
ed on the future 

and scalability 

Scalability across systems would be included in the planning for 
each new IT tools from the beginning (such as the enterprise 

portal). The architecture team would test and approve each 

master data solution. They would also ensure that the super-

ordinate organizational and technical requirements of the com-

pany would be taken into account. 

Process transpar-

ency and control 

Management of the master data would ensure uniform process-

es for the creation, extension, update, reporting and validation 

processes for master data with an adequate assurance of quality. 

Process key performance indicator reports would make continu-

ous monitoring of the defined processes possible. 

Inter-system Reference tables would be populated as master data is migrated 
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approach to the SAP system. Routines for removing duplicates would be 

implemented both during the migration and in normal opera-

tions. Some customer master data is shareable across business 

divisions. Other customer master data is division-specific data 

only. 

Table 2-29: Design Principles for the Management of Master Data at Syngenta 

The second phase of the transformation project began in the fourth quarter of 

2009. In essence, it included the implementation of the MDM foundations in 

the three dimensions of organization, processes and technologies. This phase 

made some initial resource savings possible, because several of the leadership 

roles within the MDM organization could be combined.  

Aside from this, Syngenta implemented the previously developed roadmap for 

outsourcing repetitive data maintenance processes to an external service pro-

vider in the second phase. That company is a worldwide provider of IT services 

with more than 100,000 employees, headquartered in India. Outsourcing began 

in 2010 with the process for the creation of material master data for seeds. By 

2012, outsourcing the data maintenance processes for all other classes of master 

data followed. These classes included the processes for the management of ma-

terial, supplier, customer, HR and financial master data.  

The third phase of the transformation process began at the start of 2011. This 

phase predominantly involved the further development of the central services of 

the MDM organization and continuous monitoring of the foundations devel-

oped in the first phase. Syngenta determined a target value of 50 people for the 

MDM organization, which was to be achieved using the outsourcing initiative. 

The focus of the internal MDM organization would be shifted from a data 

maintenance function to a data stewardship function.  

The following sections will describe Syngenta’s new organizational structure 

and other details of the outsourcing process.  

2.10.4 Master Data Management Organizational Structure 

In consideration of the design principles indicated above, Syngenta defined six 

new roles for the new MDM organization. 

 Head of MDM: The Head of MDM would lead the MDM organization. This 

person would ensure that the line departments’ requirements would be 

taken into account in the management of master in the guidelines, strate-

gies and processes. 

 Lead Steward: The stewards would develop the global guidelines and pro-

cesses for the master data objects for which they were responsible. They 

would also ensure that all master data management workflows and pro-

cesses would be maintained and improved globally. Furthermore, the lead 

stewards would significantly participate in the definition of the service level 
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agreements (SLAs) for the master data organization and monitor their ful-

fillment. Aside from that, they would ensure that the data quality would be 

monitored and hold the regional managers responsible for the introduction 

of quality improvement measures. Finally, they would also be responsible 

for reporting key performance indicators periodically to the governance 

committee responsible for the respective data object. 

 Data Architect: The Data Architect would be responsible for ensuring that 

the management of master data would support business processes through 

appropriate systems and processes, such as using uniform master data 

workflows. This person would also advise the Head of MDM and the lead 

stewards with regard to the master data structures and applications, so that 

best practices could become known and be applied throughout the compa-

ny. Aside from that, this person would be responsible for MDM organiza-

tion projects with regard to time, costs and quality and manage the master 

data projects for data objects that cross company boundaries. 

 Regional Steward: The regional stewards would ensure that all master da-

ta management processes and workflows would be defined, maintained, 

monitored and optimized for a certain geographic region and harmonized 

with processes that cross regional boundaries. They would also be respon-

sible for the quality of the regionally valid master data and the systems for 

the management of master data. 

 Data Analyst: The data analysts would control all master data manage-

ment processes and workflows for a certain geographic region and manage 

the continuous improvement process. They would also monitor the quality 

of master data in systems and manage corresponding quality improvement 

measures as needed. Aside from that, they would support projects related 

to master data. 

 Data Specialist: The data specialists would operationally guide the tasks 

for the management of master data in the corresponding workflows accord-

ing to the guidelines defined in the SLAs as related to time and quality. 

Aside from this, they would support the line departments in all issues re-

lated to the management of master data. Likewise, they would support the 

data stewards and data analysts through analysis and quality improvement 

measures.  

While the Head of MDM, Lead Steward and Data Architect roles were defined at 

the global level, those of Regional Steward, Data Analyst and Data Specialist 

were intended for the regional level. In most cases, people who would not have 

to move and setup offices in other regions to exercise their new roles were cho-

sen for the appointment to the news roles at Syngenta. The criterion underlying 

the decisions for the appointments to the MDM organization were that employ-

ees who would spend more than half their time for the management of master 

data (regardless of whether at strategic of operational levels) would be made 

members of this organization. Additional integration of the line departments 
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would be ensured through the workflows for the creation of master data. Figure 

2-52 provides an overview of the new MDM organization at Syngenta. This was 

made public on of April 2009 and entered operations in November of 2009. 

 

Figure 2-52: Overview of the MDM Organization at Syngenta (Reichert 2014 p. 76) 

All of the roles at the global level were appointed as full-time positions. Lead 

stewards could be located locally, however could not be entrusted with the exer-

cise of regional roles so that there would not be any overlap in responsibilities. 

Regional roles were always located in the geographic regions where they would 

be active. The regional Head of MDM would be in charge of the Regional Stew-

ard and would not be an explicit MDM role, but rather would fulfill periodic 

regional management tasks. A person could also assume multiple regional roles. 

The total number of employees in the MDM organization amounted to roughly 

110 full-time employees before outsourcing, of which 80 were at the data spe-

cialist level (execution of data maintenance processes) and 30 at the design and 

management levels (definition of standards and processes as well as monitoring 

the processes). The first phase of the project finished with the completion of the 

definition of the MDM foundations and the activation of the MDM organization. 

Syngenta’s global MDM organization (the two dark gray blocks in the middle of 

Figure 2-53)) was still responsible for all activities that were associated with 

process design and modifications as well as improvement activities related to 

those activates and user training seminars according to the new operational 

model.  
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Figure 2-53: Syngenta Operational Model (with the inclusion of external partners) 
(Fischer 2013 p. 9) 

In addition, the MDM organization monitored all of the outsourced processes. 

Syngenta established two teams in the MDM organization for this. The first 

team, a master data services team called the Syngenta Service Delivery & Opera-

tions team, was structured to support interaction with the first external provider 

and to monitor the processes for the creation and correction of data as well as 

the service level agreements associated with that provider. The second team, the 

Syngenta Domain MDM team, interacted with the IT department (the block on 

the left of the figure) in order to implement newly designed processes and han-

dle problems. The IT partner is also an external service provider (independent 

of the MDM outsourcing initiative). Master data requestors (the block at the top 

right of the figure) were users in the line departments who request the creation 

or modification of master data. 

Internally, 50 employees worked in the MDM organization as of this writing (as 

was determined after the initial phase of the transformation process). Roughly 

100 people were active in the management of master data on the part of the 

external providers. Because the provider operates globally, the staff there would 

work in shifts, which meant an availability of 20 hours per day could be guaran-

teed. The Syngenta staff distributed throughout the world would benefit from 

this. Syngenta could thereby reduce the number of employees from roughly 110 

in 2009 by roughly 50 percent and transfer this share of the work to the exter-

nal provider.  
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1. Reduction of the process costs for the maintenance of master data by 

outsourcing the actual creation and maintenance activities to the ser-

vice center in India. 

2. Focusing on the company’s core competencies: the maintenance pro-

cesses for the lifecycles of the data were not the company’s core compe-

tencies and could therefore be performed by an external specialist. 

3. Scalability: Syngenta’s annual growth of seven to ten percent required 

quick adjustment to the changing requirements. The external partner 

is capable of approving resources for the master data maintenance pro-

cesses within a short period of time, either by hiring new people or 

through the provision of additional resources. Because business with 

crop protection agents and seeds is seasonal to a large extent, the pro-

vision of resource could be well planned and then implemented as well. 

Aspects such as absolute cost savings or increased standardization were not 

significant motivators for the outsourcing initiative, because such would have 

had to be accessible through off-shoring activities (by constructing an internal 

service organization at low wage levels). 

2.10.5 The Data Maintenance Process and Decision-making Criteria 

for the Outsourcing Initiative 

The data maintenance process across the entire data lifecycle (the core activity 

of the external provider) was uniform for all master data objects (Figure 2-54). 

The following example should make the interaction between the various roles 

clear.  

A line department needed new master data because a record for a new provider 

had to be created. The underlying information about that provider (such as their 

name and address) was entered into an application (based on Microsoft Share-

Point or InfoPath). After the initial creation of the record, a second role in the 

line department had to approve the request (separation of roles for reasons of 

compliance according to the principle of double verification). 

 

Figure 2-54: Data Maintenance Process (Creation and Retention) at Syngenta (Fischer 
2013 p. 11) 
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After approval, the process was transferred to the MDM organization, repre-

sented by the external service provider. The new record was then validated 

there (such as checking for typos) and completed (such by supplementing the 

bank information for the provider). 

And the end of the process, the data was uploaded to the system and then made 

available to the requestor. The external service provider was integrated directly 

into the operational Syngenta systems, which reduced the expenditure for inter-

face management and redundant system infrastructure. The Client Engagement 

Manager (an additional role as part of the Service Delivery & Operations team 

in Syngenta’s internal MDM organization) was responsible for process design 

and execution. All records were kept in English. 

Based on a catalog of eight criteria, Syngenta decided if data maintenance activ-

ities would be accepted into the services offered by the MDM organization and if 

the issue of outsourcing would come into question. These processes and ser-

vices36 could either be identified and suggested by the MDM organization or by 

the respective line department. Table 2-30 lists these criteria.  

Criterion Description 

Equality and repetition In its entirety, the process would be performed identically 

and consist of several routinely repetitive activities. The 

process would also be done periodically.  

Resource intensity The process would be time consuming and can be com-

pleted by an external specialist faster and more efficiently. 

Ease of description Descriptions of the process would always be described 
precisely and simply, and could be understood after a 

brief initial training session. The description of each pro-

cess would follow the given business rules that could be 

documented. 

Use of standard tech-

nology 

No special tools or special knowledge would be necessary 

for executing the process. 

No extensive, verbal 
interaction necessary 

with the requestor from 

the specialist depart-

ment 

After the initial exchange of information, the process 
could be performed without verbal interaction between 

the requestor from the specialist department and the data 

entry person in the Shared Office Center. 

Minimal capability to 

make changes 
An outsourced process should not need to be changed 
almost immediately. When changes to the process could 

                                                      

36 Processes are the internal processes. Services are the services made available by MDM 
(internal and external) to the specialist departments. 
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be predicted, they should be communicated as quickly as 

possible. 

No inclusion of Syngen-

ta’s intellectual property 

During the execution of the process, no information that 
could be counted to the core of Syngenta’s intellectual 

property would be used or exchanged. 

Independence form 

location 

The process could be executed from anywhere. There 
would be no need to execute the process at a specific loca-

tion or in a specific geographic region. 

Table 2-30: Criteria for the Identification of Service at Syngenta 

Once a new service (whose process was to be outsourced in whole or in part) 

had been examined for the criteria indicated above, Syngenta also checked in 

regard to the following ten issues. Only when these characteristics had been 

fulfilled could a service be used operationally.  

1. Determination of scope and extent of the service: the functional and 

technical scope as well as the geographic extent of the service would be 

determined. The boundary with other potential service providers within 

an end-to-end service would be clear. 

2. Availability of documentation: documentation would exist both for the 

end-to-end overview of the process as well as for the service provision 

process.  

3. Determination of lists of activities, team size, role profiles and business 

hours: the necessary resources would be calculated and set (based on a 

complete list of activities that were to be transferred to the MDM organ-

ization). Seasonal peaks were to be taken into consideration. 

4. Identification of interested groups: interested groups would include the 

primary users, members of the offshore team, the Service Delivery 

Manager, the data analysts, the requestor from the functional depart-

ment and the contacts for escalation. Distribution lists would be created 

and managed using Microsoft SharePoint.  

5. Determination of SLAs and service key performance indicators and 

periodic measurement: the SLAs would be defined according to the 

business requirements and determined with the lead steward. Defini-

tion and measurement of the service key performance indicators would 

be determined as well as the traceability of requests. 

6. Determination and assurance of access to the systems: the user roles 

would be defined, created and ensured for all relevant systems. 

7. Validation of technical support and scalability: the model for technical 

support would be determined with the inclusion of participants in-

volved. 
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8. Determination of the escalation processes and people associated with 

them: an escalation process and the people and roles involved would be 

determined for each geographic region. 

9. Periodical measurement and evaluation of data quality: the level of 

data quality at which the service would be transferred would be defined 

and agreed upon. Management and measurement of the data quality 

would be determined. 

10. Conduct of training measures: measures would be conducted for train-

ing the service partners (onsite and offshore) and the primary users. 

After implementing the services, Syngenta created monthly performance re-

ports. They distinguished between both the various master objects (materials, 

providers, customers, etc.) and the overall process performance and perfor-

mance of the MDM organization (Figure 2-55). Details at the regional and coun-

try levels were available for each report, which allowed comparison of the inter-

nal best practices. 

 

Figure 2-55: Reporting MDM Service at Syngenta (Fischer 2013 p. 19) 

2.10.6 Insights 

With the establishment of the MDM organization in 2009 and outsourcing the 

initial data maintenance processed as of 2010, Syngenta was able to achieve the 

following improvements: new personnel required for the data maintenance 

processes become available within three months (including the application, 

hiring and training processes). This process could be accelerated in comparison 

with the previous internal procedures. Syngenta also achieved an increased level 

of standardization both with regard to the data maintenance process and the 

affected business processes. In addition, Syngenta also benefited from key per-

formance indicators for quality and measurement of data quality, as well as 

from measurement of the service quality through the service level agreements 
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and an increased level of transparency with regard to business performance. As 

part of the transformation process and above all the outsourcing initiative, Syn-

genta was however also confronted with several challenges. For example, exter-

nalization of information worthy of protection or intellectual property must be 

avoided. Aside from that, a certain level of de-motivation among the Syngenta 

employees, who were afraid of changes in their accustomed manner of working, 

could be determined as an additional risk at the operational level. 

The most important insights gained at Syngenta have been summarized below. 

 The organization of the company-wide management of data quality had to 

take the central, de-central and various functional interests of the company 

into consideration. 

 Strategic, tactical and operational tasks had to be distinguished for the op-

eration of the company-wide management of data quality. 

 Strategic tasks had to be organized centrally. Operational tasks like the ac-

quisition of data could continue to be resolved de-centrally or even out-

sourced to the external service provider. 

 Service agreements regulate the operational management of the data and 

make control of the services possible. 

2.10.7 Additional Reference Material 

Details from the scientific and practical perspective can be found for the Syn-

genta case at various locations (Table 2-31). 

Source Title Result Scientific Practical 

Bauer 2009 Creating a Worldwide 

MDM Organization 

for Syngenta 

Presentation at 

a CC CDQ work-

shop 

  

Bauer and 

Murphy 

2011 

Master Data Man-

agement Outsourcing 

of MDM Activities – 

A Case Study 

Presentation at 

a CC CDQ work-

shop 
  

Fischer 

2013 

Global Master Data 

Services at Syngenta 

Presentation at 
a CC CDQ work-

shop 

  

Moltes and 
Raymond 

2010 

KPI Dashboard MDM 

Syngenta 

Presentation at 
a CC CDQ work-

shop 

  

Reichert 

2014 

Methods for the In-

troduction of MDM 
as an Operational 

Support Function 

Dissertation 

  

Table 2-31: Additional Reference Materials about the Syngenta Case Study 



 

   

3 Methods and Tools for Data Quality 

Management 

Chapter Summary 

Chapter 3 will describe selected tools for master data quality man-

agement. These three tools are the results of the CC CDQ and have 

been distinguished through their broad applicability (method for 

DQM strategy development and DQM maturity assessment) and 

their high level of innovation (Corporate Data League). Section 3.4 

will provide a list of all of the CC CDQ results along with references 

to additional source materials. The majority of the results have 

been applied to the cases in Chapter 2. 

 

This chapter will present selected methods and tools for the company-wide data 

quality management (DQM), which have been developed as part of the consor-

tium research at the Competence Center Corporate Data Quality (CC CDQ). 

Each of the three tools presented has been developed together with partners in 

practice of CC CDQ and used successfully.  

3.1 Method for DQM Strategy Development and Im-

plementation 

The first part of this chapter will present a method for the development of strat-

egy and feasibility analysis for company-wide DQM37. This method includes a 

total of ten activities and twenty-eight techniques. It can be configured so that 

the appropriate activities and techniques can be selected depending on the ini-

                                                      

37 A complete description of the method can be found in the dissertation of Ms. Falge 
(2015).  
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tial situation and the requirements in the company applying the method. For 

example, a DQM maturity analysis would not be required if the DQM strengths 

and potential for improvement have already been defined. 

The method addresses several interest groups in the company. Top manage-

ment and managers responsible for important business processes directly influ-

ence the requirements for data quality management. The method guarantees 

that the DQM strategy will be derived from the goals of those interest groups 

and that their needs will be processed systematically. Using this method, DQM 

managers will receive a roadmap with whose help they can establish proven 

DQM measures throughout the company.  

Using TelCo Inc. as an example, Figure 3-1 shows the management’s company-

wide requirements for DQM and the method’s advantages for the company data 

steward. 

 

Figure 3-1: Advantages of the Method using TelCo Inc. as an Example (Falge 2015 p. 5) 

3.1.1 Structure of the Method 

The method consists of four phases.  

I. Analysis: the goal is to define the extent, the interest groups and the 

contribution of the DQM strategy to the corporate strategy and the deri-

vation of DQM requirements internal and external to the company. 

II. Strategy development: the strategic DQM goals, principles and guide-

lines will be defined in the strategy development phase. The implementa-

tion plan is based on that. 

III. Profitability analysis: the goal of Phase III is to quantify the monetary 

value of increased data quality and justify decisions to invest in DQM 

Role   Motivation Company-wide DQM requirements

CEO, CFO Pursuit of growth, quality 

and shareholder value

 High DQ as requirement for firm acquisition strategies (M&A)

 High DQ necessary for correct forecasts of company results

 Prevention of compliance violations and fines

CIO Global standardization of 

processes and applications

 Global template for applications (e.g. SAP, Windchill)

Global supply 

chain 

manager

Faster product introduction 

cycles

 Clearly defined data maintenance processes and workflow 

support

 Variant configuration

Need for a company-

wide

DQM strategy

Role Motivation Benefits of the method

Corporate 

data steward

Mandate for the setup of a 

global DQM organization 

and demand for additional 

resources

 Methods for strategy development (e.g. maturity level 

analysis) and representation of DQM benefits

 Communication and documentation tool

 Success factor for the establishment of a DQM strategy

 Avoidance of past mistakes

 DQM strategy controlling
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economically. Calculation of the investment will create the prerequisite 

for subsequent monitoring of the DQM costs and the advantages realized 

in Phase IV. 

IV. Implementation & Control: Phase IV will execute the implementation 

plan. For one thing, it will be executed using techniques from project man-

agement and, for another, by anchoring the DQM goals in the functional 

and business division strategies. Measures for the management of modifi-

cations will secure the success of the DQM program. Control of the strategy 

in the form of a specific balanced scorecard will serve as an instrument for 

monitoring and measuring the success of the DQM measures.  

Continuous monitoring of the premises of the selected strategy represents an 

additional form of control. If conditions in the company’s environment change, 

an adjustment to the strategy may also be required. Control of the premises 

corresponds to the strategic analysis in Phase I, whereby it should be clear that 

strategic management for DQM involves a continuous process. 

The techniques in all four phases will lead to the documentation of specific re-

sults, which will document the progress of the application of the method for the 

project team and thereby serve to communicate the targeted results within the 

company.  

Figure 3-2 shows the entire overview of the activities, techniques and results at 

each phase.  

The design results for the phases will build on each other, meaning that there is 

a temporal sequence to the method. However, it is also possible to step back or 

iterate the phases. One example of this is Phase III, because the feasibility anal-

ysis techniques can also be used to establish or extend the DQM mandate in the 

company. In this case, the feasibility analysis would initiate activities from 

Phase I.  

The procedural model in Figure 3-3 shows the idealized temporal sequence of 

activities in the individual phases. 

3.1.2 Examples of the Techniques used by the Method 

Selected techniques will be explained in the following sub-sections in order to 

illustrate an exemplary completion of all four phases of the method.  

Phase I, Activity I.1: Technique for the Determination of the Strate-

gic Scope 

The Determination of the Strategic Scope of the DQM strategy is the basis for 

all other analytical activities, for the description of the current and expected 

situations and the formulation of the DQM goals in Phase II. The strategic scope 

defines the framework in which the DQM strategy should be developed.  
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Figure 3-2: Method for the Strategy Development and Feasibility Analysis for DQM 
(Falge 2015 p. 29) 

 

Result documentsTechniquesActivities

List of receiving organizational units and 

data classes, stakeholder list, map, matrix, 

list of requirements for DQM from 

business, IT and DQM strategy, value 

contribution of DQM, maturity level result, 

strengths and potential for improvement.

Benchmarking report/profile, catalog of 

selected best practices derived from the 

performance gap, list of DQM relevant and 

regulatory developments as well as market 
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 Development of solution concepts

Development 

implementation 

plan

II.2
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III.2

List of DQM costs and benefits, data 

maintenance costs, life cycle and DQM total 

costs (TCO).

 Analysis of full and partial costs

 Life cycle costs analysis/TCO

 Process cost analysis for DQM

 Business Case Framework

Investment 

analysis

III.3 Investment accounting for DQM

 Static evaluation methods (ROI)

 Dynamic evaluation methods 

(e.g. NPV)

 Real option analysis
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milestone plan, Gantt Chart, network plan 

etc., DQM Balanced Scorecards, DQM 

objectives embedded in functional and 

business unit strategies.

 Methods of program and project 

management (Promet PM/ PMI)

 Development of Balanced 

Scorecards

Change 

management

IV
.2

Stakeholder list, map, matrix, information 

and instruction concepts, DQM corporate 

guidelines, incentive programs.

 Methods of the change 

management   (e.g. Promet

Change Management)

DQM 

investment 

control

IV
.3

Deviations from planning and their root 

causes (project status report/ phase 

completion report), EVA diagram, Balanced 

Scorecards

 Earned-Value-Analysis (EVA)

 Monitoring of Balanced 

Scorecards
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Figure 3-3: Procedural Model for the Method (Falge 2015 p. 30) 

Frequently, the strategic scope has already been determined through the as-

signment of the mandate by the client. If not, it is the task of the company data 

steward to define the organizational units, regions, classes of data, processes 

and systems to be included and reach an agreement with the client. 

The resulting documentation should be a list of the areas to be included in the 

following form. 

 Organizational units (including size and decision makers; forms the input 

for the stakeholder analysis) 

 Classes of data 

 Regions and countries 

 Core process relevant to DQM 

 Application systems used (optional) 

 Reference to the relevant corporate goals for the organizational units 

Phase II, Activity II.2: Technique for the Derivation of the Catalog of 

Measures 

Ideally, the Catalog of DQM Measures will be derived from the DQM goals, 

principles and selected options from Phase II.1: Formulation of Strategy activi-

ty. To save time, individual companies will also develop a catalog of measures 

directly, based on the results of a maturity analysis (Activity I.1). In that case, 

ongoing or projected initiatives can be included in the list in addition to future 

measures, in order make it clearer that quick improvement should be expected 

for the affected maturity criteria. Occasionally, the Derivation of the Catalog of 

Measures technique is also used upon the completion of the calculation of the 

process costs (Activity III.2). Thus, the comparison of the costs of individual 
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DQM processes can be used directly to introduce measures for improvement 

and prioritize them.  

Independent of whether the measures have been derived from the DQM goals 

or the maturity criteria (with a significant need to take action), the derivation 

must be clearly documented. The example in Figure 3-4 shows the derivation of 

the measures that have a direct relationship to the maturity criteria with an 

urgent need to take action (indicated by the number in the Effects column). 

Once the catalog of measures has been developed (in comparison with the ongo-

ing measures), it should be understood as an initial suggestion of the DQM 

team and should be the initial basis for supplementing and prioritizing addi-

tional ongoing, planned or preparatory measures in close collaboration with the 

functional departments. The prioritized measures must be planned precisely 

upon completion and in detail and then implemented. In order to be able to 

measure the success of the implemented measures (improvement of the level of 

maturity of the sub-criteria), repeating the maturity assessment after one to two 

years is recommended. 

 Item Measure Effects 

Strategy M01 

Development of a strategy for DQM and 
demonstration of the contribution value 

for the business strategy 

01 - 02, 13 - 

15 

Management 

system 
M02 

Development of an overarching concept 

for ensuring the quality of the data (defini-

tion, measurement and use) 

08 - 09 

Organization 

M03 

Overarching definition of roles and re-
sponsibilities (incl. incentive system) for 

DQM and its implementation 

11,  

M04 

Development of a uniform understanding 
for the issue of DQM and ensuring the 

transfer of know how 

13 - 15 

Processes & 

Methods 
M05 … .. 

Effects on the criteria for the level maturity with the highest need to take action 

01: Definition of the DQM goals 11: Definition of roles and responsibilities 

02: Contribution of DQM to the value  of 

the corporate strategy 

13: Employee understanding regarding 

the effects 

08: Measurement of the data quality 14: Acknowledgement of employee efforts 

09: Use of the DQ measurement in 

initiatives 

15: Development of the DQM system(s) 

and transfer 

Figure 3-4: Example for the Derivation of the Catalog of Measures (extract) (Falge 2015 
p. 53) 
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Phase III, Activity III.2: Life Cycle Cost (LCC) Analysis Technique 

The Life Cycle Costing (LCC) technique attempts to acquire all costs for an in-

vestment (and the activities and process associated with it) that will arise over 

the course of its lifecycle. Figure 3-5 shows an overview of the model. 

 

Figure 3-5: Lifecycle Costs based on the VDI 2884 Guideline (VDI 2005 p. 5) 
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Lifecycle Costs are defined as the sum of all costs incurred during the lifetime of 

an item, i.e. the total of procurement and ownership costs (Dhillon 1989). In its 

VDI 2884 guideline, the Verein Deutscher Ingenieure (Association of German 

Engineers) described an LCC model for the procurement, operation and 

maintenance of production equipment.  

The LCC model divides the lifecycle into three phases, specifically before the 

utilization of an asset, during utilization and after utilization. Five types of costs 

can be distinguished over the three phases (VDI 2005). 

 General procurement costs 

 Procurement follow-up costs 

 Operational and auxiliary materials 

 Maintenance costs & replacement parts (incl. modification costs) 

 Disposal costs 

LCC models are used during the evaluation of application systems. Further-

more, the concept of the LCC approach can be transferred to the phases of data 

lifecycle (creation, use and deactivation of the data) (Otto 2012a).  

Aside from that, reference should be made to the concept of the total cost of 

ownership (TCO), which overlaps with the lifecycle calculations for resources in 

large part (Geissdörfer et al. 2009). TCO and LCC models differ in two ways. In 

contrast with the LCC model, the TCO model takes the transaction costs into 

consideration. Vice versa, consideration of the so-called “overall equipment 

efficiency” is integrated into the LCC model, but only considered in a limited 

manner in the TCO model, if at all. 

Phase IV, Activity IV.1: Techniques of Program and Project Man-

agement  

Several projects associated or related to each other are collected into one pro-

gram. Program management attempts to select not only the proper projects but 

also to operate the project efficiently and to reduce the project risks. Projects 

are taken into consideration for evaluation based on their project proposals. 

One standardized project proposal may contain financial key performance indi-

cators (like ROI, NPV or IRR), project-specific factors for success and infor-

mation about goals, risks, costs and scheduling. Aside from those, project man-

agement checks the dependencies between the projects, compliance with quality 

standards and the availability of employees and other resources. 

As part of planning the resources for DQM, the following questions should be 

answered. 

 Which DQM projects can be implemented at all with the available re-

sources? 

 Which specific resources will be allocated to the projects? 
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 Which resources that are critical to the projects and DQM skills will have to 

be developed or expanded and, if necessary, which will have to be pur-

chased from the external market? 

Finally, a project plan will be needed for each DQM measure during the plan-

ning period. According to DIN 69905, it describes the “totality of all plans” ex-

isting in the Project, and, among other things, may include the following docu-

ments: project structure plans, plans for milestones, Gantt diagrams or network 

plans. Techniques for project management are neutral to the problem and do 

not have to be adjusted for DQM projects. For that reason, additional infor-

mation may be taken from the PROMET®-PM (IMG 1999) method or the PMI 

PMBoK (Project Management Institute 2013).  

3.2 Maturity Assessment and Benchmarking Plat-

form for Data Quality Management 

3.2.1 Initial Situation 

To improve data quality at a company, not just once but permanently, the com-

pany should establish data quality management as a company function. Data 

quality management is not a project, but rather a task that must be performed 

continuously (Weber 2009; Weber et al. 2009; Batini and Scannapieco 2006). 

To accomplish this, capabilities from strategic, organizational, technical and 

cultural views will be required (Lee et al. 2002; Baskarada et al. 2006; Bitterer 

2007; DataFlux 2007). The significance of data quality management has indeed 

been recognized as an important company function in many cases. However, 

companies have a tendency of regarding their own data quality management 

capabilities being in the early stages of the development process (Pierce et. al. 

2008).  

During the initial or ongoing development of these capabilities, companies need 

support. In principle, two cases can be distinguished. Companies will either 

establish data quality management from scratch or seek to improve their al-

ready existing data quality management. The employees responsible will be 

confronted with questions such as those listed in Table 3-1.  

People responsible for data quality management need practical, applicable ap-

proaches for the answers to these questions. Two tools will provide support for 

the control and improvement of data quality management and the associated 

transformation process, specifically a maturity model and a benchmarking por-

tal. 
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Development and Establishment 
Ongoing Development as part of Normal 

Operations 

 What is the current data quality 

management situation in the com-

pany? Which skills, structures and 

information systems already exist? 

 Where can the greatest need for 

action be found? Which measures 

must be implemented in which se-

quence for the improvement of the 

quality of the data?  

 How should the advantages of indi-

vidual data quality measures be 

evaluated? How can decision-

making templates be prepared and 

communicated in order to get the 

support of decision makers? 

 How have other successful compa-

nies proceeded? 

 How can the progress and success 

of all data quality management ac-

tivities (including projects, initia-

tives, programs and operational 

tasks) be monitored and periodical-

ly reported to the management?  

 How should the success of these 

activities be evaluated? Do the ad-

vantages of additional investments 

in data quality management justify 

the costs?  

 How should the portfolio of data 

quality management activities be 

developed further? In particular, 

which measures promise success? 

 How have other successful compa-

nies proceeded? 

Table 3-1: Typical Questions from DQM Managers 

3.2.2 Maturity Model and Benchmarking as Control Instruments 

A maturity model generally assesses the ability of a company to use its resources 

for a specific purpose (Rosemann and De Bruin 2005). A maturity model for 

data quality management assesses the ability of a company to manage data 

quality (Ofner 2013; Ofner et al. 2013a). Typically, a maturity model contains 

several criteria, which will help in evaluating the extent to which the company 

has achieved the goals of a particular maturity level. The result of evaluating the 

level of maturity should support the company in identifying and prioritizing 

areas for improvement.  

Generally, “Benchmarking” indicates a comparison of the performance of cer-

tain internal key performance indicators (such as for process performance or 

management practices) with the key performance indicators of an object of 

comparison. The evaluation of a maturity level can be used in combination with 

benchmarking to compare an internal maturity level result in relation to an 

adequate benchmarking group (such as companies in the same industry) in 

order to discover internal deficits in performance. Secondly, it can serve to ori-

ent on the best results and to define realistic target values in order to plan and 

implement proper measures for the improvement of the internal level of ma-

turity.  

Benchmarking has been used since the Eighties and early Nineties as a method 

to learn from other companies and to identify so-called best practices (Camp 
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1989). The foundations for benchmarking are key performance indicators 

(KPIs) that describe quantitatively measurable characteristics of operational 

behavior in compressed form. Distinctions can be made between performance 

measures, driver measures and analysis measures for key performance indica-

tors (Legner 1999) (Figure 3-6).  

 Performance measures are financial and process key performance indica-

tors that are oriented on the goals of the company.  

 Driver measures are predominantly indicators of proportion of magnitude 

or scale that determine the framework conditions for the performance val-

ues and must be taken into consideration for the comparability of the 

measurement results of various organizations.  

 Analysis measures support the later interpretation of the benchmark val-

ues as part of analyzing causes for a gap in performance.  

Figure 3-6 shows the interaction of the different types of key performance fig-

ures in a key performance indicator system using data quality management as 

an example. In this context, the level of maturity of the data quality manage-

ment system is an analysis measure that can be used for analyzing causes. For 

example, in the event that another company has achieved a better result in one 

set of performance measures (such as throughput time for the material creation 

process), the analysis of the level of maturity would indicate the criteria where a 

gap might exist in comparison with the other company and a potential need to 

take action. By identifying the best practice that is the cause for the difference in 

performance, a company can orient itself on the proven approach to the solu-

tion and accelerate their implementation.  

 

Figure 3-6: Classification of Key Performance Indicators using a DQM Performance 
Comparison as an Example (based on Legner 1999 p. 112) 
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Driver measures, such as the number of records or the size of the company, are 

important for selecting appropriate benchmarking partners in order to increase 

the comparability and significance of a benchmark. 

Models for the level of maturity and benchmarking are control instruments for 

managers responsible for the management of data quality, in order to identify 

and to prioritize areas for improvement periodically, to plan measures based on 

the foundation of proven approaches to solutions and to set target values based 

on the benchmark values. 

3.2.3 The EFQM Model of Excellence for the Management of Mas-

ter Data Quality 

The Competence Center Corporate Data Quality (CC CDQ) developed a stand-

ardized maturity and benchmarking model, the EFQM Framework for Corpo-

rate Data Quality Management38,39 (EFQM 2011). It provides structure and de-

scription of the capabilities and key performance indicators for the manage-

ment of data quality. The model covers all areas of the Framework for Corporate 

Data Quality Management (see Section 1.4) and is based on the structure of the 

Excellence Models of the European Foundation for Quality Management 

(EQFM)40.  

The model is based on the generic structure of the EFQM’s Excellence Model 

and thereby ensures an ability to integrate it with existing EFQM evaluation and 

analysis techniques. The techniques developed by the EFQM and their partners 

have been used for more than 20 years and continue to be developed in order to 

evaluate quality management at companies.  

The model features two different perspectives (Figure 3-7). The Enabler Per-

spective evaluates what has been done or what specific actions have been tak-

en at a company (or what should be done). The Results Perspective focuses 

on the results that should be achieved by these actions. A high level of maturity 

in the Enabler Perspective is therefore worthless, if the targeted results cannot 

be achieved with it. The goals of both perspectives must therefore be kept in 

balance. The maturity model defines a total of 35 capabilities and more than 70 

key performance indicators for the management of master data quality (as of 

2015). While the capabilities are used as criteria for the determination of the 

level of maturity, the key performance indicators can be used as the starting 

point for the development of a complete system of key performance indicators 

for controlling the success of the management of data quality. 

Because the requirements on a data quality management system change over 

the course of time, the EFQM framework is updated and published annually. 

                                                      

38 See http://www.corporate-data-excellence.ch/EFQM-Framework.pdf 
39 See http://www.shop.efqm.org/publications/ 
40 See http://www.efqm.org 
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Figure 3-7: The EFQM Excellence Model for the Management of Master Data Quality 
(EFQM 2011 p. 14) 

3.2.4 Corporate Data Excellence: Control Tools for Managers of 

Data Quality 

Corporate Data Excellence is an initiative across company boundaries for ex-

changing experiences between companies with the goal of distributing success-

ful concepts for the management of master data quality. The initiative provides 

access to comparisons of performance through an Internet portal41. It includes a 

control cockpit, a benchmarking database and good practices database. 

Control Cockpit 

The control cockpit is the IT implementation of a key performance indicator 

system for data quality management. Standardized key performance indicators 

can be selected from an existing catalog and supplemented with a company’s 

own key performance indicators. Key performance indicators are then graph-

ically processed and made available to the managers in the form of dashboards 

(see Figure 3-8). In addition, the control cockpit provides support for the entire 

process of evaluating the level of maturity from data acquisition through the 

data preparation to analysis. Analysis and results reports will be created auto-

matically and have been designed to facilitate communication with decision 

makers. The control cockpit integrates the internal control information with the 

comparison values from the Benchmarking database, in order to depict the ex-

ternal and internal views next to each other. 

                                                      

41 See http://www.corporate-data-excellence.ch 
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Figure 3-8: Control Cockpit for MDM Managers (authors’ illustration) 

Benchmarking Database 

The benchmarking database contains comparison values for the management of 

data quality between companies (including levels of maturity, costs, lead times 

and quantity structures) (see Figure 3-9). 

 

Figure 3-9: Comparison with Other Companies using the Benchmarking Database 
(authors’ illustration) 
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Detailed benchmarking reports can be 

created with the help of  «Drill-Downs». 

These reports allow for a comprehensive 

comparison with one or more companies.
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This database is one foundation for benchmarking reports individualized for 

companies. Using the comparison values ensures that drawing conclusions 

about an individual company will not be possible. Benchmarking studies and 

projects performed periodically update the comparison values continuously. 

Good Practices Database 

The Good Practices Database shows successful approaches to solutions from 

companies for the various aspects of data quality management. Good practices 

provide support in the case of identified gaps in performance for the planning of 

measures and provide specific suggestions for the implementation of improve-

ments (see Figure 3-10). 

 

Figure 3-10: Learning with Other Companies using the Good Practices Database (au-
thors’ illustration) 

The benchmarking initiative helps managers of data quality, their employees 

and the company overall with the following issues. 

 Speed and effort: innovative concepts and experiences proven elsewhere 

make the management of data quality easier.  

 Controllability: the control cockpit provides support for periodic evalua-

tion of internal efficiency, effectiveness and data quality management’s 

contribution by comparing against other companies. It provides support to 

the managers of data quality in controlling and monitoring all activities. 

 Enablement: data quality management employees will be enabled to per-

form standardized evaluations of maturity levels and benchmarking on 

their own initiative. Access to the benchmarking database makes repetitive 

benchmarks with current comparison values possible. 

Good practices document the objectives, 

procedures, implementation and key 

sucess factors of a proven solution 

concept of a company on 2-10 pages.

Good practices serve as starting point for 

the planning of own improvement 

measures.

Good practices are 

structured according to 

the criteria of the EFQM 

framework. 
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 Collaborative design and sustainability: participants in the benchmarking 

initiative sit on the Change Advisory Board of the EFQM Framework and 

can actively collaborate in designing the content of the models for the level 

of maturity and benchmarking. 

The tools presented provide companies with support to identify improvement 

areas through continuous comparison and to improve internal capabilities in 

working with critical master data. 

3.3 The Corporate Data League: One Approach for 

Cooperative Data Maintenance of Business 

Partner Data 

3.3.1 Challenges in Maintaining Business Partner Data 

“Business partner data” represents business partners in a company’s infor-

mation systems. In this context, business partners should be understood as both 

customers and suppliers. Employees will also be defined as business partners in 

some cases, however they have been excluded from consideration in this case. A 

company can ensure the quality of its business partner data only to a limited 

degree, because in contrast to product data, for example, it describes data ob-

jects outside of the boundaries of the company. The quality assurance of this 

data is exceptionally cumbersome for a single company, because changes must 

be actively researched and maintained. A business partner’s important attrib-

utes, which change frequently, include the addresses for a supplier or participa-

tory relationships, for example. Address changes or mergers are incidents that 

another company does not necessary learn about, so that the quality of this data 

is reduced.  

As a rule, companies also use reference data from external data provides in ad-

dition to their own manual data maintenance activities. Services from Dun & 

Bradstreet are quite frequently used for reference purposes. As a franchise net-

work, that company provides data and evaluations about more than 200 million 

companies to its customers and had a de-facto monopoly in the past in this re-

gard. The increasing need, in particular on the part of financial service provid-

ers, for current risk evaluations and the information about the participatory 

hierarchies of companies associated with it has however created competition 

from other providers. Examples include Avox, a spin-off of Deutsche Börse AG, 

or the services of the Bureau van Dijk. 

In addition to the services indicated that are oriented on financial service pro-

viders in particular, there are other service providers, which support sales and 

marketing. The most prominent service offered is the data.com platform from 

salesforce.com, whose primary service is the identification of contact people at 
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companies in various industries and regions. OneSource provides a similar ser-

vice by consolidating public and commercially available data, whereby data.com 

relies on crowd sourcing as a source of information. 

Services from these providers have however been customized to certain areas of 

application and do not supply all of the necessary data for a given business 

partner for that reason (such as supplier addresses or individual production 

locations), but may in turn provide expensively researched data that will not be 

needed (such as number of employees or economic data). In addition, the ques-

tion of whether purchased reference data is as up-to-date as a company’s own 

data in their systems can be difficult to determine in individual cases. The lack 

of transparency regarding the sources of information and maintenance of the 

data from external providers has created a low level of trust in that data and led 

to such reference data generally only being used in a supportive role in the cor-

rection of data and not as operational databases. 

3.3.2 The Cooperative Data Management Approach 

A cooperative approach for the management of business partner data 

should be considered as an alternative to the limited options for maintaining 

business partner data within the company and the problems resulting from that. 

Cooperative data management means that several companies work together to 

maintain shared data, secure its quality and ultimately use the data for internal 

creation of value. 

Such an approach is particularly appealing in the case of business partner data 

because the various business partners can then reuse the same data. In compar-

ison with product data for example, business partner data has a special charac-

teristic: a given company, S, is not only the business partner of one individual 

company, but rather of several companies (Companies A, B and C). As a conse-

quence of this, many companies would maintain the data for the same business 

partners, who then perform redundant activities from an inter-company view. 

This behavior is depicted in Figure 3-11, using a shared supplier as an example. 

 

Figure 3-11: Redundant Maintenance of Business Partners’ Data (authors’ illustration) 

Collaboration between Companies A, B and C provides one approach to solve 

this redundant data maintenance, which has been depicted in Figure 3-12. If 

Company C were to assume the maintenance of the data for their business part-

ner, S, and Companies A and B were to also use this quality-assured data, such 

 Firms A, B and C have the same supplier: S

 Each firm maintains master data form S

 3 times redundant data maintenance efforts and costs for reference 

data

Current Situation: Redundant Data Management

Responsibility for data maintenance of business partners of S, e.g. name, legal structure, addresses

A

B

C

S
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cooperation would reduce the overall maintenance effort for the companies. The 

effort in this example would remain the same for Company C, however that 

company would benefit from this model as soon as Company A or B were to 

assume the maintenance of an additional shared business partner. In addition 

to the reduction of the maintenance effort, an improvement of the data quality 

should also be expected in comparison with maintenance by an individual com-

pany. Potential errors would be detected earlier due to the higher frequency of 

use (assuming that A, B and C use the same record actively). 

 

Figure 3-12: Shared Maintenance of Business Partners’ Data (authors’ illustration) 

An additional improvement with regard to the quality as well as the effort 

should be expected from the additional alternative form of cooperation shown 

in Figure 3-13, in which Company S maintains “their” business partner data as 

part of the community. In particular in regard to the actuality and correctness of 

the data, this would be advantageous, because the assumption can be made that 

Company S always knows the most current addresses for their own production 

plants in comparison to Companies A, B and C. 

 

Figure 3-13: Maintenance of Business Partners’ Data by a Real Data Owner (authors’ 
illustration) 

3.3.3 The Corporate Data League 

The Corporate Data League (CDL) represents one such community of compa-

nies for the shared maintenance of business partner data42. The CDL is a solu-

tion that has been developed by CC CDQ together with the Business Engineer-

ing Institute of St. Gallen and three practical partners (Syngenta, Nestlé and 

                                                      

42 See https://www.corporate-data-league.ch 

 A, B, and C share their data about S

 They agree on cross-company data management processes

 Reduced data maintenance efforts and costs

 Improved data quality: multiple data users can identify and correct 

possible mistakes

Solution Concept: Cooperative Data Management
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S

Responsibility for data maintenance of business partners of S, e.g. name, legal structure, addresses

 S also joins the data management cooperation

 Further reduction of data maintenance efforts and costs

 Improved data quality: The data of S is improved «at the source»
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Bayer) as part of one of the research projects sponsored by the Swiss Confedera-

tion. Upon fulfilling certain prerequisites, companies can participate in this 

community and contribute to a mutually maintained pool of business partner 

data. The idea is that companies that trust each other to a certain level form a 

closed club (as a special type of community), in which they contribute together 

to a golden set of business partner data at a low total cost of ownership (TCO). 

The total expenditure for the maintenance from an individual company as part 

of the CDL as well as the data quality itself depends on the amount of overlap in 

the business partner data between the members.  

From a technical point of view, the CDL has been implemented as a cloud-based 

solution, which provides a variety of web services. The members of the commu-

nity use the functionalities of the CDL through a web application (see Figure 

3-14).  

Data model 

Business partners are represented by numerous attributes in the information 

systems. Naturally, not all of these attributes are appropriate for mutual 

maintenance. In the case of a supplier for example, the price, delivery and pay-

ment conditions are critical to a business and normally individual to that com-

pany. Of course, the experience of various companies proves that certain global 

attributes that are not critical to business compose a large part of the data 

maintenance effort. Precisely this data is the focus of the CDL, because the larg-

est potential for savings exists there. Moreover, this data is suitable for mutual 

maintenance due to its free availability. In particular, this involves the following 

attributes.  

 The legally registered name of the company and its form of incorporation 

(such as AG (stock company) or GmbH (limited liability company)) 

 Addresses, in particular legal, delivery and invoicing addresses. 

 Tax (identification) numbers 

 Hierarchies (legal, geographical and organizational) 

 Data relevant to compliance such as blacklist information or letterheads 

 Certifications, such as SAS70 or ISO 9000 

The CDL’s data model makes it possible to share precisely this information. 

Each business partner receives a globally unique identifier, the CDL ID. The 

goal of the data model is to create a standard for the description of business 

partner data and thereby to integrate existing standards as much as possible.  
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Figure 3-14: Screenshot of the Web Application for the Corporate Data League (au-
thors’ illustration) 
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Figure 3-15: Conceptual Representation of the extensible Address Language (XAL) 
(authors’ illustration) 

XAL makes the depiction of addresses from any country in the world possible 

using a standardized “language”. Figure 3-15 shows the conceptual representa-

tion of the most important XAL components. Google is a well-known user of 

XAL and is using concepts from this standard for the representation of address-

es on Google Maps. 

Data Governance Concept and Functionalities 

The functionalities and the cooperative processes of the Corporate Data League 

are accessed through the provided web services or alternatively through a web 

application. In this, the CDL’s governance model provides for two different 

roles. 

 Data Steward: the data steward is responsible for one or more records, 

meaning this person must authorize changes to the business partner data 

assigned to them and test it periodically. The role of Data Owner is the 

special case of the data steward role. A company that is a member of the 

CDL is automatically also the data steward for the business partners’ data 

for their own company. 

 Data Subscriber: other companies that use a record for which they are 

however not responsible bear the role of data subscriber for that record. 

This role assumes that a certain record will be used by at least one other 

company. A subscriber can suggest changes for the record used. Such 

changes must however be approved by the data steward. 
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One prerequisite of this governance model is the anonymity of the roles. This 

means that neither the data stewards can know which other companies use a 

certain record nor can the data subscribers know which company has assumed 

the role of data steward. 

In addition to the general functionalities for managing cooperation, the CDL 

provides a variety of additional functionalities that support companies in assur-

ing the quality of their business partner data. For example, the GoogleMaps API 

is used for the validation and graphical depiction of address data. Using the 

XAL standard, both within the CDL as well as in the GoogleMaps API reduces 

the effort for integration. Additionally, the CDL provides functionality for the 

identification of duplicates in business partner databases. Implementation of 

Apache Lucene for indexing the data and the use of various comparison algo-

rithms that can be configured for optimization underlie this at the technical 

level. 

Business Vocabulary and Semantically Annotated Reference Data in 

the CDL Portal 

In addition to validating addresses and the manual ability for CDL members to 

edit their business partner data, the CDL also includes a freely accessible refer-

ence data repository. This data is maintained in a semantic wiki, the Corporate 

Data League Portal43. This data can easily be used by the CDL services or other 

applications thanks to the semantic annotation of the data. Thus for example, 

the CDL Portal provides a repository of all country codes (documented in ac-

cordance with ISO 3166) and all permissible forms of incorporation by country. 

A data steward at a company can access this information during the creation or 

maintenance of the business partner data, so that impermissible combinations 

(such as incorrect combinations of forms of incorporation and country) can be 

avoided.  

In addition, the CDL portal also uses the OMG’s Standard Semantics of Busi-

ness Vocabulary and Rules (SBVR)44. Based on the SBVR, the terms and con-

cepts used are described in a language that can be understood by business spe-

cialists. The description of the individual attributes can be accessed dynamically 

using a web service or directly from the CDL web application. Again, semantic 

annotation makes simple integration possible. 

3.4 Additional Methods and Tools from CC CDQ 

In addition to the methods and tools presented in the preceding chapters and 

sections, a broad spectrum of other tools has been developed and tested since 

                                                      

43 See https://www.corporate-data-league.ch/meta/index.php/Main_Page 
44 See http://www.omg.org/spec/SBVR/ 
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the start of the CC CDQ, which can assist managers responsible for company-

wide data quality management (Table 3-2). 

Framework for the argumentation of advantages of Product Information Management 

(PIM) (Osl and Otto 2007) 

Reference architecture for data synchronization across organizations between the retail 

and consumer goods industries (Schemm 2008) 

Functional architecture for company-wide management of master data (Otto and Hüner 

2009) 

Reference model for data governance (Weber 2009) 

Method for the specification of business-oriented data quality key performance indica-
tors (Hüner 2010) 

Method for master data integration (Schmidt 2010) 

Management systems for controlling corporate data quality (Hüner 2011) 

Semantic MediaWiki for the management of metadata (Hüner et al. 2011b; Hüner et al. 

2011c) 

Reference model for company-wide management of data quality (Otto 2011b; Otto et al. 

2011) 

Typology of data governance models (Otto 2011c) 

Reference model for the management of business rules (Otto et al. 2011) 

Catalog of requirements for the management of the master data of the future (Otto and 

Ofner 2011) 

Approach integrating a data quality perspective into business process management (Of-

ner et al. 2012; Ofner 2013) 

Descriptive model for semantic information system standards (Otto et al. 2012) 

Concept for the management of the life cycle of master data (Ofner et al. 2013b) 

Method for designing a company’s data architecture (Ebner 2014) 

Method for the design and implementation of master data management as a corporate 

support function (Reichert 2014) 

Methods for the strategy development of company-wide data quality management in 

global companies (Falge 2015) 

Approaches to economic valuation of data quality (Otto 2015) 

Table 3-2: Additional Methods and Tools from CC CDQ 

A complete overview can be found at the CC CDQ’s Internet site. 

  



 

   

4 Factors for Success and Immediate 

Measures 

Chapter Summary 

Chapter 4 will summarize the essential factors for the successful 

management of the master data quality and provide a checklist of 

immediate measures that should be addressed immediately after 

the start of a project. Both the factors for success as well as the im-

mediate measures are intended to guarantee a quick start into the 

topic and provide initial recommendations for actions to be taken 

by project and line managers. 

4.1 Factors for the Success of Data Quality Man-

agement 

Table 4-1 summarizes the current state of knowledge about the factors for the 

success of data quality management (DQM) based on research and practical 

application. The factors for success have been assigned to the six design areas of 

the Framework for Corporate Data Quality Management (see Section 1.4).  

DQM Design Area Factors for Success 

DQM Strategy  The DQM strategy has been derived from the business 

strategy. 

 A clear mandate for DQM has been issued. 

Management sys-

tem for DQM 
 The DQM goals have been integrated into the company’s 

management system. 

 The maturity level of DQM is measured continuously. 

 The data quality has been integrated into the company’s 
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operations and can be measured using data quality key 

performance indicators. 

Organization of 

DQM 
 Roles and responsibilities for the DQM tasks have been 

defined both internally and externally (such as when out-

sourcing). 

 DQM roles will be assumed by already existing functional 

roles (such as process managers). 

 All company employees understand the significance of 

data quality. 

DQM processes 

and methods 
 The entire data lifecycle, from the creation of data to ar-

chiving or deletion, is transparent, documented and man-

aged. 

 Business rules for the assurance of data quality have been 

derived from the business processes. 

 First time right: only correct data will be entered into the 

systems. 

DQM architecture  Global and local data has been defined. 

 An architecture for the retention and distribution of data 

has been defined and implemented for global data. 

DQM application 

systems 
 The requirements on the software systems for DQM sup-

port have been defined and implemented in the corre-

sponding systems. 

Table 4-1: Factors for the Success of Data Quality Management 

4.2 Immediate Measures on the Path to Successful 

Data Quality Management 

The following immediate measures, which can help with the development of 

data quality management, have been derived from the case studies conducted 

by CC CDQ since 2006. 

 Scoping: identify the (global) data objects in use that are critical to busi-

ness starting with the strategic data users (the Controlling, Compliance, 

Sales and other departments) throughout the entire company. 

 Support project: use a strategic project in the company based on which the 

advantages of master data quality management can be continuously illus-

trated. Examples include projects for the consolidation of ERP systems for 

company-wide harmonization of business processes, for the integration of 

corporate mergers and acquisitions and the development of packages of 

services (system business) across divisional or departmental boundaries. 
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Such support projects have the advantage that they can address many 

groups in the company, such as the management, project & department 

managers and clerks in individual company functions. 

 Governance: data quality cannot be permanently improved without a set of 

guiding rules. Identify potential data owners and delegate responsibility for 

the classes of data. Frequently, appropriate data owners will be business 

process managers with the highest level of stress caused by defective quali-

ty in the corresponding data, such as the manager of the central purchasing 

department in the case of supplier master data. Appoint other managers 

responsible for processes to the data governance board afterwards. Also, 

use the existing committee landscape to avoid unnecessary bureaucracy. 

 Data quality measurement: derive the requirements on the quality of the 

data from business process control metrics by analyzing which data objects 

and which data quality dimensions are critical to the business processes. 

Identify the causes for the errors and create business rules that will help to 

measure data quality (“no management without measurement”). 

 Data quality goals: set economically reasonable data quality goals for the 

data owners. Allow room for future improvements. 

 Responsibility: anchor the data quality goals in the data owners’ and data 

stewards’ target system in order to create personal interest in the project. 

Enable these employees to achieve their goals by providing them with ap-

propriate tools and methods. 

 DQ by design: design the data lifecycle and architecture according to the 

requirements for data quality. Use the business rules to prevent defective 

data from entering the systems (“first time right”). Make sure that business 

processes and information systems do not break the data quality rules. 

 Contribution of advantage: emphasize the advantageous value of the man-

agement of master data quality in various business processes and company 

functions at periodic intervals. Use proven communications channels in the 

company (intranet, newsletters, company newspapers, etc.). 
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6 Glossary 

Term Definitions 

Inventory data A type of data that provides information about a warehouse 

and exhibits a high frequency of change. 

Transaction data A type of data that gathers information about contracts, 
deliveries, invoices, payments and so forth and exhibits a 

high frequency of change. Transaction data provide a key to 

the activities of the core business objects. 

Big Data Records that are so large (terabytes and exabytes) and di-
verse (from sensors to social media data) that they require 

new, powerful technologies for storage, management, anal-

ysis and visualization.  

Business Engineer-

ing 

The method-oriented, model-based theory of construction 

for companies in the Information Age.  

CAD Computer aided design, meaning designing a product with 

the help of information technology.  

Data Governance A company-wide framework that determines which deci-

sions must be made and who should make them. This in-

cludes the definition of roles, responsibilities, obligations 

and rights in handling the company’s resource data.  

In this, data governance pursues the goal of maximizing the 

value of the data in the company. While data governance 

determines how decisions should be made, data manage-

ment makes the actual decisions and implements them.  

Data Owner A role in the data governance organization that is accounta-
ble for certain data objects. The data owner is generally a 

representative of the manager of a functional department 

(such as the manager of the Purchasing department or the 

Supply Chain department). 

Data A formalized (meaning suitable for further processing, 

interpretation and communication) representation of busi-

ness objects or transactions.  

From the point of view of IT, various levels of data aggrega-
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tion are differentiated, starting with the data element at the 

lowest level, through the data object, the record, tables and 

databases up to the corporate database.  

Data architecture Defines a company-wide, uniform model of corporate data 

(the corporate data model). It also describes the architec-

ture for the distribution and retention of data. This de-

scribes which data will be stored in which systems, which 

systems are single sources of truth for which data objects or 

attributes and the flow of data between the systems. 

Data integration The collection of data from various sources with the same 

significance into one uniform record. This data may be 

physically integrated, for example, into a data warehouse or 

virtually, meaning that the data will remain in the source 

systems, however will be accessed using a uniform view.  

Data lifecycle The development of a record in the company’s IT systems 
from its creation until its deletion. This process may also be 

designated as “CRUD”, an acronym for the Create, 

Read/Retrieve, Update and Delete database operations. 

Data management Makes decisions and executes measures that affect the 

company-wide handling of data (whereas data governance 

creates the framework for such through the definition of 

responsibilities and so forth).  

The data quality management of master data is among the 

most important sub-tasks of data management. 

Data model Represents data objects and their relationships with each 

other. Data models form the basis for data integration at 

the conceptual level as well as the improvement of data 

quality, such as with regard to the reduction of data redun-
dancy. Data models are one component of the data archi-

tecture. 

Data object From the view of data management, represents one compa-

ny business object. Several data objects are described using 

a data model.  

Occasionally, a difference is made between types of data 

objects (the classes or types) and data objects (their in-

stances). We have foregone making such differences and 

are talking about data objects in both cases.  

Data quality A measure for the suitability of data for certain require-
ments in the business processes, where it is used. Data 

quality is a multi-dimensional, context-dependent concept 

that cannot be described and measured by a single charac-

teristic, but rather various data quality dimensions. 

The desired level of data quality is thereby oriented on the 

requirements in the business processes and functions, 

which use this data, such as Purchasing, Sales or Reporting. 

A low level of data quality will reduce the value of the data 
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assets in the company, because its usability is minimal. 

Companies are therefore striving to achieve a quality of 

data required by the business strategy using data quality 

management. 

Data quality dimen-

sions 

The most important dimensions whose data quality can be 

assessed are: 

 Correctness: factual agreement of the data with the 

properties of the real world object that it represents. 

 Consistency: agreement of several versions of the data 

related to the same real objects, which are stored in 

various information systems. 

 Completeness: complete existence of all values or at-

tributes of a record that are necessary. 

 Actuality: agreement of the data at all times with the 
current status of the real object and adjustment of the 

data in a timely manner as soon as the real object has 

been changed. 

 Availability: the ability of the data user to access the 

data at the desired point in time. 

Data quality key 

performance indi-

cator (data quality 

KPI) 

A quantitative measure of data quality. A data quality 

measurement system measures the values for the quality of 

data at measurement points at a certain frequency of meas-

urement. Data quality key performance indicators opera-

tionalize data quality dimensions. One example is the vali-

dation of a data element based on business rules. 

Data Quality Man-

agement (DQM) 

DQM is the management of company data in a manner 
aware of quality. It is a sub-function of data management 

and analyzes, improves and assures the quality of data in 

the company. DQM includes all activities, procedures and 

systems to achieve the data quality required by the business 

strategy. Among other things, DQM transfers approaches 

for the management of quality for physical goods to imma-

terial goods like data.  

Preventive DQM: preventive avoidance of data defects with 

negative effects on data quality. 

Reactive DQM: discovering and correcting existing data 

defects. 

Data quality meas-

urement 

Periodic examination of the data quality of the central rec-
ords as part of DQM. For example, the data quality of the 

most important attributes could be measured based on 

defined business rules on a monthly basis. A record that 

does not fulfill all rules will be considered defective. 

Data protection Protection of the data against unauthorized access by third 
parties as well as protection of personal data (such as cus-

tomer data) in the processing of data according to the ap-

plicable legal provisions. 
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Data steward A role in the data governance organization that is responsi-
ble for the development of a uniform data model for busi-

ness objects used across boundaries. The data steward is 

also often responsible for the development of master data 

management and ensures compliance with the governance 

rules.  

Type of data In programming languages, data types indicate the types 
and value ranges of objects, such as whole numbers, float-

ing point numbers, character strings and so on. 

In the context of digitization and big data, a difference is 

also made between structured and unstructured data. 

Structured data indicates data that has been defined in data 

models and can be stored in a company’s relational data-

bases, which makes it easily accessible and capable of inter-

pretation. In contrast, unstructured data is difficult to ac-

cess and interpret, such as text files or pictures.  

Digital services Services of all types for consumers (and companies) in 

which information technology plays a central role, such as 

in the provision of services or invoicing.  

Digitization A mega-trend of the Twenty-first Century, whereby new 
forms of information technology are changing all areas of 

economics and society. Evidence of this penetration of IT 

into all areas of life is expressed by new digital business 

models, through Industry 4.0 or in consumerization.  

First time right A principle of preventive data quality management accord-
ing to which data should be acquired by an information 

system as correctly as possible in order to avoid retroactive-

ly correction (at generally higher levels of expenditure)  

Business rule A rule that defines and limits the execution and perfor-

mance of business processes, in order to ensure the execu-

tion of the process and of its results in the desired manner. 

Business rules formalize the business policies at companies. 

They can be used in a formalized description in IT systems. 

Global Trade Item 

Number (GTIN) 

An identification number that can uniquely identify an 
article throughout the world. The number is assigned and 

managed by GS1 (Global Standards One), one of the world-

wide organizations for the unification of standards.  

Industry 4.0 The fourth industrial revolution in the Twenty-first Centu-
ry, in which the physical and virtual worlds are being 

merged (cyber-physical systems). Machines are becoming 

capable of working with the Internet (creating an Internet 

of Things), and the data, which has only been available in 

the factory for a long time, is becoming accessible to the 

entire company and its business partners. This data will be 

acquired more precisely and in lower levels of granularity 

than previously without time delays or the help of people.  
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Information One view understands information to be content- and pur-
pose-specific knowledge, which is exchanged during human 

communication. Another takes the view of a purely infor-

mational processing perspective, according to which data is 

the building blocks for information. Accordingly, data is 

processed into information. 

Core business ob-

ject 

The central actors(business partners, customers, suppliers 
and employees), products (incl. materials) and operating 

materials (systems, etc.) of a company and its ecosystem. 

These objects are represented as master data for purposes 

of IT.  

Core business ob-

ject model 

Model of the core business objects and their relationships 

with each other. The core business object model is then 

transformed into a corporate data model for implementa-
tion by the IT department. The core business object model 

is a central result of the data quality management, because 

it is the prerequisite for understanding the data uniformly 

within the company and therewith for the intended use of 

the data.  

Consortium re-

search 

A method of collaboration between research institutes and 
practical partners of the design-oriented information sys-

tems research and business informatics research. Thereby, 

researchers work with several partner companies on an 

issue of shared interest. The results of the research are 

“artifacts” (for example, methods or models) that contrib-

ute to the solution of the practical problem. 

Consumer centrici-

ty 

Consumer centricity is a principle of business engineering, 

according to which new or improved business solutions are 

developed starting from the needs of the consumer (outside 

in). In business engineering, the main design goal is the 

value of the company. The company orients their processes, 

management systems and so on towards the consumers. 

Expressions of this principle include: customer-

individualized mass production (mass customization) 

meaning the individualization of products and services 

according to individual taste with regard to functions and 

design, permitting customers and consumers to help design 

products such as through feedback and company product 

development platforms (co-creation or crowd sourcing), 

and effects on the public opinion of products and compa-

nies through consumers using social media (such as Food-

watch.org).  

Consumerization Consumerization designates the provision of digital equip-
ment and services for all areas of consumer living. The 

design goal is people’s quality of life in the sense of life 

engineering. Quality of life includes needs like the recogni-

tion of the peer group as well as the satisfaction of basic 
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needs like food and drink or health.  

Consumerization is the starting point for consumer cen-

tricity. In many cases, this does not involve improving the 

orientation of existing products and services on the con-

sumers, but rather providing new consumer solutions like 

social networks, digital games or personal financial man-

agement. 

Corporate data So-called “global” master data that applies to the entire 
company. In contrast with this, “local” master data applies 

only to one business division, one location or one company 

role. 

Corporate data 

model 

A data model at the corporate level for the core business 

objects and their relationship with each other, which is 

based on the core business object model.  

Life engineering A new discipline of research in addition to business engi-
neering that is researching the quality of life, the needs of 

the consumer and the options for satisfying these issues 

and the contribution of digital services.  

Metadata Data about data, such as definitions, lists of values and 

access rights.  

Reference data Corporate data that has been defined externally and is uni-

formly changed across company boundaries, such as coun-

try codes, currency codes and geo-data. 

Six Sigma An approach from the production environment for manag-
ing quality that targets a mere 3.4 errors per million in-

stances as its performance goal.  

Staging area An area for the provision of data, where data is stored tem-
porarily for validation and correction before it will be im-

ported into the target database. A staging area thereby 

provides technical support for the first time right principle 

of data management. 

Master data Informational objects that represent the core business ob-
jects (customers, suppliers, products and so on) and are 

fundamental to an organization. Master data must be refer-

enced in order to be able to perform transactions. In con-

trast with transaction or inventory data, master data does 

not change very often. 

This data must be uniquely identified within a company 

across multiple organizational units and uniformly inter-

preted as well as be of sufficient data quality to ensure suc-

cessful business processes and reliable reporting. This is the 

task of master data management.  

Master data (class) 

attribute 

The characteristics that describe an item of master data, 

such as the name, form of incorporation and address of a 

supplier. Companies must determine which attributes of a 

master data class should be managed by central master data 
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management and which should remain under the local 

responsibility of the organizational units. This will be ori-

ented on the company-wide use of the attribute as well as a 

cost-benefit estimate. 

Master data class A group of master data in the same category or type, such as 

customer or supplier data.  

Master data man-

agement 

All of the activities, methods and (IT) tools for modeling, 
managing and providing master data as well as its data 

quality management. The goal is to provide and ensure a 

company-wide truth about the core business objects (single 

source of truth) and thereby to support data users in vari-

ous business processes throughout the company.  

Total cost of owner-

ship (TCO) 

TCO is an accounting approach with the goal of determin-
ing all additional costs that arise over the course of an as-

set’s operational life in addition to the procurement costs.  

Total quality man-

agement (TQM) 

A comprehensive approach to the management of quality 

from the production environment that proves that the costs 

of preventive quality management exceed the total costs for 

all reactive measures in the management of quality. This 

applies to material, as well as immaterial, goods like data. 
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